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SUMMARY 

This study represents an attempt to make explicit, within a contrastive 
perspective, the various types of meaning which can be expressed by the 
modal auxiliary verbs of English and Afrikaans. 

Chapter 1 investigates the potential of contrastive analysis for appli
cation in the field of foreign-language teaching and it is found that this 
linguistic technique is of definite pedagogical relevance because negative 
learning transfer or interference, which results from differences between 
source and target languages, is a major cause of learner error. It is also 
noted here that generally speaking the most acceptable type of linguistic 
theory within which a contrastive analysis should be framed is one which 
recognises both surface and deeper levels of structure so that the surface 
forms in each language can be ultimately related to a common semantic base. 

The modal auxiliaries of the two languages were selected for study because 
of the high degree of formal similarity or congruence that obtains between 
the English and Afrikaans counterparts, a fact which can be expected to 
lead to a considerable amount of learning transfer. As the semantics of 
these forms is not always equivalent, however, some of this transfer is 
bound to be negative, i.e. error-generating. In Chapter 2 the syntactic 
and morphological characteristics of the English and Afrikaans forms are 
compared. 

Although, as Chapter 2 reveals, the modal auxiliaries constitute a fairly 
well-defined formal class in each language, they relate semantically to an 
extensive set of other expressions, all of which mark modality, a rather 
complex concept which may be broadly characterised as relating to qualifi
cations on the truth-value of the basic proposition which a speaker expresses. 
In Chapter 3 various classifications of types of modality are discussed and 
a basic distinction is made between epistemic modality (qualification relates 
directly to the speaker's assessment of the factuality of the proposition 
expressed) and non-epistemic modality (qualifications relate more specific-
ally to conditions on the process referred to). In both cases the 11 quali-
fication" can be expressed as a kind of "possibility" or a kind of 
"necessity", and within the framework of our analysis modality is represented 
at the level of deep-semantic structure by POSS and NEC as higher abstract 
predicates linked to one another by a set of meaning postulates. The 



interpretation of these predicates depends on the kinds of arguments which 
accompany them in the semantic representation and these arguments are 
classified and labelled broadly in accordance with Fillmore's functional
semantic definitions of "case". The modal abstract predicates take as 
arguments a predication which is labelled as a Goal and either an Agent 
or Instrument as a source. Unlike traditional "modal operators", then, 
they are two-place transitive-causative predicates and the basic structure 
of the modal content of sentences is seen to be something of the order of 

"x makes-possible/necessary y (pre di ca ti on)". . Representations of 
epistemic modality contain a further BELIEVE predicate as part of the Goal 
predication. Depending on the prelexical transformations that apply 
(e.g. whether the modality source is deleted or not) syntactically different 
modality markers are derived from the same basic semantic representation and 
so expressions such as John allows Fred ... ,Fred is allowed ... and 

Fred can ... are shown to be broadly synonymous. Our main concern here is 
not with the actual transformations but with the "semantic primitives" in 
terms of which different types of modality may be represented and related to 
one another. 

Using the framework outlined in Chapter 3, the semantics of the "possibility" 
and the "necessity" modal auxiliaries in each language is discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. Both non-oblique ("present") and oblique 
("imperfect") forms are related to one another and to other modality markers. 

Chapter 6 deals briefly with negative forms of the modal auxiliaries before 
summarising the semantic similarities and contrasts between the congruent 
English and Afrikaans forms. It is found that in spite of considerable 
parallelism in the meaning-form relations expressed by the modal auxiliaries 
in the two languages, there are also a number of basic differences. The 
pedagogical implications and applications relating to this study, its 
findings and its approach, are reviewed briefly by way of conclusion. 
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CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS 

1.1 Perspective 

A study of the literature on contrastive analysis reveals a number of 
differences of emphasis concerning the nature and function of this 
discipline, but most of its protagonists could be said to subscribe to a 

general definition such as that of Hammer and Rice, who characterise what 
they call 11 contrastive structure study" as 11 a systematic comparison of 
selected linguistic features of two or more languages, the intent of which 
is ... to provide teachers and textbook writers with a body of information 
which can be of service in the preparation of instructional materials, 
the planning of courses, and the development of classroom techniques 1

' 

(HAMMER and RICE 1965 : Introduction). 

One significant feature of this definition is the fact that it divides 
naturally into two parts, the first dealing with the technique of contrastive 
analysis per se and the second with the 11 intent" or field of application of 
this technique. These two aspects must be clearly distinguished in any 
assessment of the relationship between contrastive analysis and "applied 
linguistics 11

, which latter has been broadly defined as "that scientific 
discipline oriented at practical application, which contributes to the 

solution of tasks, problems and conflicts in all human fields in which 
language is involved 11 and differs from theoretical or "pure" linguistics 
in that 11 it is the practical purposes and intentions, not the scientific 
knowledge for its own sake, that is aimed at 11 (SPILLNER 1977: 155). 

One may deduce from a study of these definitions that contrast·ive analysis 
is indeed a sub-discipline of applied linguistics, but although teaching 
needs may determine the selection of a particular problem area in the 
languages concerned, the resulting contrastive analysis should, in order to 

maximise the potential for successful application, conform as closely as 
possible to requirements such as exhaustiveness, accuracy, consistency and 

economy, i.e. it should be undertaken in the spirit of "scientific kno1v--

ledge for its own sake". When discussing "contrastive analysis", then, 
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it is vitally important to distinguish - as is not always done in the 
literature on the subject - between the linguistic analysis on the one 
hand and its possible applications on the other. Our main concern is 
with analysis, but matters relating to application must first be briefly 
dea 1t with. 

1.2 Contrastive analysis and foreign-language teachingll 

The raison d'etre of contrastive analysis derives essentially from two 
central claims or assumptions, i.e.: 

(a) that one of the main causes of difficulty and therefore of errors 
in foreign-language learning is interference or negative transfer 
from the learner's mother tongue (source language), so that where the 
structures of the foreign language (target language) are similar to 
those of the latter, learning proceeds almost automatically, while 
differences lead to difficulties; and 
(b) accordingly, that a sound comparison of the languages concerned 
will highlight differences and similarities and can therefore be used to 
predict and to provide explanations for errors that occur in the process 
of learning the target language. 

In what follows we examine these two claims more closely. Together they 
constitute what may be called the contrastive analysis hypothesis. 

1.2.1 Language transfer and interference 

These terms derive ultimately from behaviourist learning theory. 
According to this theory, learnin transfer is said to take place when past 

learning (or habits) influences present learning. Positive transfer 
(often just transfer) or facilitation applies when this influence is an aid 

1) Although various considerations, primarily those of teaching approach, 
have led to a distinction being made between "second languages" and "foreign 
languages", in the context of this study the term "foreign language" is 
used inclusively to cover "second languages" as well. 
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to the learner, but if it hinders him in his task the terms used are 
negative transfer or interference. 

Despite the connotations of behaviourism that attach to these terms, the 
strong empirical support for the concepts they denote has led to the 
adoption of such terms as mother-tongue transfer and source-language inter
ference within the mentalist transformational-generative paradigm, as in 
the following statements: 

and 

11 The interference in performance in L2 which can be associated with 
competence in L1 can be counteracted by exercises which are specially 
designed to reduce the influence of competence of L1 on performance of 
L2 11 (POLITZER 1972 : 90)_ 

11 Versteuring is die ongrarnrnatikale gebruik van 'n taal Tl deurdat 
aspekte van die grammatika van 'n ander taal T2 of ander tale T2 
Tn daarop oorgedra word as gevolg van onvolledige internalisasie van 
die grammatika van Tl en/of ontoereikend ontwikkelde vaardighede in 
die gebruik van n 11 2) (VANWYK 1976 : 145). 

The import of the first claim of the contrastive analysis hypothesis is, 
then, that the learner's internalised mother-tongue system or competence 
(as well as competence in respect of any other languages he may have 
learned - cf. footnote 21 can both facilitate and interfere with the 
acquisition of competence in his target language, depending on whether the 
relevant structures of the source and target language are similar or 
different. 
wi 11 resu 1t. 

Where the latter applies, errors in target-language performance 
These interference-based errors occur at all levels of 

structure, as exemplified in the following instances where the source 

2) Van Wyk's definition raises an interesting secondary issue, i.e. the 
question of interference from languages other than the mother tongue in which 
the learne.r has already developed a certain competence. This question poses 
a theoretical challenge to contrastive analysis but in practice, because of 
the considerable increase in variables that results, it is not usually worth
while to take possible secondary interference into account. Our study relates 
only to sources of interference between English and Afrikaans considered 
alternately as first and second languages. 
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language is Afrikaans and the target language English: 

Syntax: 
Morphology: 
Phonology: 

Lexis: 

*When comes the bus? (cf. Wanneer kom die bus?) 
*She dance a lot. (cf. Sy dans baie ) 
* [b~t] for [ba:?d] (cf. the phonological rule for 

Afrikaans: 

*They play very good, 

.r+obs J r+obs l ; 
G-voice --7 l_:.voicaj /---#) 
(cf. Hulle speel baie goed ) 

It should be noted that according to the first claim of the contrastive 
analysis hypothesis, interference is advanced only as one of the main 
causes and not as the sole cause of error in foreign-language learning. 
In order to assess the importance of interference in this context, other 
putative sources of error must be briefly considered. 

Relevant to this question are the terms interlanguage (SELINKER 1972), 
approximate system (NEMSER 1971) and transitional competence (CORDER 
1974). These essentially synonymous terms refer to the knowledge or system 
which underlies the learner's target-language performance at any stage 
of his development towards full proficiency. The learner's errors are 
seen not as random phenomena but as performance manifestations of an 
imperfect underlying system or competence. The systematicity of many 
types of error, as revealed by error analyses, lends credence to this 
view although it is often difficult to distinguish between 11 true 11 errors 
and what are often called 11 mistakes 11 (e.g. CORDER 1974), i.e. slips that 
result from memory 1 apses, fatigue and other performance factors rather 
than from defective knowledge on the part of the learner. 

Apart from language transfer, Selinker identifies four other basic 
processes as being responsible for the shaping of the learner's inter
language: 11 transfer of training 11

, "strategies of second-language 
learning", "strategies of second-language communication" and "over
generalisation of target-language material" (SELINKER 1972 : 215). 

Transfer of training: This is the process that gives rise to what 
Corder terms "teaching-induced errors" (CORDER 1974: 131), i.e. errors 
which can be positively identified as resulting directly from certain 

teaching techniques or materials. In teaching English, for example, too 
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much classroom and/or textbook emphasis on the progressive aspect could 
give rise to errors such as *every morning at eight I am running down 
to the bakery. 

Strategies of second-language learning: Attempts by the learner to 
reduce the target language to a simpler system lead to errors which are 
explicable in terms of learning strategy: inflected forms tend to be 
replaced by uninflected forms, marked forms by unmarked forms and forms 
carrying a light semantic load such as articles, some prepositions and 
11 sentence trappings 11 are disregarded. 

Strategies of second-language communication: As causes of error, 
strategies of second-language communication are closely related to learning 
strategies, but the emphasis here is on the way in which the speaker, under 
pressure in an actual communication situation, uses what he has learned to 
communicate his intentions. An example referred to by Selinker concerns 
the child who, not knowing the rules for nominalisation in English, gave 
as a definition for fence: *to the cow ... don't out of the field. 
As in the case of learning strategies, simplification of target-language 
structures usually results. 

OVergeneralisation: Examples of overgeneralisation of target-language 
material given by Selinker are *what did he intended to say? (over
generalisation of the past-tense formation rule) and *drive a bicycle 
(overgeneralisation of the field of application of the item drive). 

Overgeneralisation and language transfer are also recognised as major 
causes of error by Tran-Thi-Chau. Other causes which he identifies are 
11 the systematic complexity of the TL itself", "inadequate rule learning 11 

and 11 processes of analogy 11 (TRAN-THI-CHAU 1975 : 133). 

It would appear then that at least eight important sources of error can 
be identified, but the terminology used requires closer scrutiny. 

Unfortunately Tran does not define exactly what he understands by the 
rather vague formulation 11 inadequate rule learning 11

: Selinker 1 s 
"strategies of.second-language learning 11

, 
11 transfer of training 11 and even 

11 overgeneralisation 11 could no doubt account for the same types of error. 
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Neither does Tran effect a successful distinction between 11 over-
general isation11 and "analogy". Our argument is that these terms refer to 
different aspects of the same phenomenon: many of the learner's novel 
utterances are formed by way of analogy with patterns or rules he has 
already internalised; of the resulting utterances many will be correct 
but many may also be faulty because of the application of the rule in 
areas which do not fall into its domain, i.e. the overgeneralisation of 
the rule. Returning to the examples of overgeneralisation given above, 
the first, i.e. ~what did he intended to say? is probably the result of 
analogy with non-DO forms such as I know what he intended to and the 
second, i.e. ~drive a bicycle is formed by analogy with lexically 
similar verb phrases such as drive a bus, drive a car. In transforma
tional-generative terms it could be said that the rules generated by the 
learner's interlanguage are too powerful. Analogy, then, gives rise to 
overgeneralisation and is not a separate cause of error. 

Tran does little more than mention 11 the systematic complexity of the TL 
itself" as a cause of error. This factor should not be seen as an addi
tional cause of error but rather as a cause which underlies overgenerali
sation and also the simplification that results when strategies of 
foreign-language learning and foreign-language communication come into 
play. 

Disregarding transfer of training, which is very difficult to identify as 
a source of error, Occam 1 s Razor can then be applied to yield only two 
basic causes of error in foreign-language learning: 

(a) source-language interference; and 
(b) the complexity of the target-language system. 

Owing to problems that arise when attempts are made to classify errors, 
a clear assessment of the relative importance of interference as a cause 
of error is very difficult. Many variables have to be taken into account 
in deciding for example whether an error such as *she dance a lot arises 
as a result of transfer of training, strategies of foreign-language 
learning or communication, overgeneralisation or interference. Even in 
terms of our basic classification it may E>e difficult to decide whether 
interference, the complexity of the target language, or a combination of 

the two, is responsible. Nevertheless, sophisticated studies of error, 
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particularly in situations where the error analyst is acquainted with the 
learners' linguistic backgrounds and where he can also elicit explanations 
from the learners as to possible reasons for their errors, indicate that 
interference is a major cause of error. In a test of the Spanish pro
ficiency of English-speaking Canadian students 11 a detailed analysis of 
errors revealed that interference from NL [the native language] or 
'interlingual interference' was the greatest single cause of errors, 
accounting for approximately 51 per cent of the total number of errors 
analyzed" and "the results of this study confirm the findings reported in 
earlier studies that first-language interference is the greatest single 
cause of errors" (TRAN-THI-CHAU 1975: 133). Similarly, in his research 
into the transfer of source-language syntactic patters, Selinker notes 
that "of eight syntactic combinations tested, seven specific interlanguage 
arrangements produced by Israeli S's [subjects] were transferred from 
their native language, Hebrew 11 (SELINKER 1969 : 88). 

It would appear then that interference is indeed one of the main causes of 
error in foreign-language learning and that the first claim of the 
contrastive analysis hypothesis can therefore be regarded as valid. 

One implication that is said to follow from this hypothesis is that the 
greater difference between the source language and the target language, the 
greater will be the problems which confront the learner and the greater the 
incidence of the resulting errors. Although no scientific method of 
measuring relative differences between languages has been developed, 
experience would appear to bear out this hypothesis. Thus for instance 
the Afrikaans speaker will tend to find German easier to· learn than his 
English counterpart and both will generally experience more difficulty in 
learning Zulu than German. In a recent study it was found that for 
English-speaking students French, German, Rumanian, Spanish and Italian 
were learned in two-thirds of the time needed to achieve the same level 
of proficiency i.n Russian, Greek and Finnish and in half the time needed 
for Chinese, Japanese and Vietnamese (CLEVELAND et al.1960). 

Despite the support for this hypothesis afforded by general experience 
and experiment the correlation between degree of difference and degree 
of difficulty is by no means a perfect one. Lee, for example, argues 
that "where the similarities [between languages] are great, confusion is 
almost inevitable" and he notes the marked difficulty he had, as a fairly 
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advanced speaker of Spanish, when he tried to learn Italian (LEE 
1968 : 188). 

Much of the discussion that centres around this type of question is 
anecdotal, yet it would appear that if the source and target languages 
are very similar the learner will experience difficulty in separating 
the two systems. Because of the high degree of positive transfer that 
obtains in such a situation, the learner will tend to exploit this trans
fer beyond the limits of its application, thereby producing many 
interference-based errors. 

These findings underscore the relevance of a study such as this one, 
where many broad similarities between form-meaning relations in the 
English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries belie many fine but nevertheless 
important differences. The need for a theoretically sound contrastive 
analysis, i.e. one which is exhaustive and so reveals both differences 
and similarities between the relevant structures, will therefore be 
obvious. Such an analysis is both a better example of linguistic descrip
tion and a better source for teaching purposes than is an ad hoc list of 

differences. As Rivers argues, 11 
••• the student must be trained in both 

that which is similar and that which is contrasting within the sub-system. 
Many teachers fail at this point and concentrate on teaching only the 
details which contrast" (RIVERS 1968 : 154}. 

1.2.2 The role of contrastive anal is 

The second claim of the contrastive analysis hypothesis ·relates more 
specifically to the role of this discipline in foreign-language teaching. 
It is assumed that a sound analysis of the languages concerned can serve 
as a basis both for predicting and explaining errors. 

Our main concern here is with two questions, i.e. 11 v1hat constitutes a sound 
contrastive analysis? 11 and "can contrastive analyses be used to predict and 
explain error?" 

1.2.2.1 Types of language comparison 

There are essentially three different methods which the linguist can employ 
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when comparing languages: 

(a) the categories used in the description of L1 may be applied to 
the description of L2 without further ado; 
(b) each language may be described in its own terms; or 
(c) both languages may be described with reference to a tertium 
comparationis - a set of "universal" categories. 

The first approach is exemplified typically by the older Latin-based 
teaching grammars of most European languages. In such a comparison 
of languages, also known as "transfer comparison", the 11 picture of one 
of them [the languages] is deliberately distorted by its being viewed 
through the matrix set up to account for the other" (HALLIDAY et a 1 

1964 : 120). Such an approach lacks scientific objectivity and must be 
rejected as a basis for a contrastive analysis. 

The second approach is typical of the structuralist school and is no 
doubt what Fries had in mind when he declared that "the most effective 
materials are those that are based upon a scientific description of the 
language to be learned, carefully compared with a parallel description of 
the native language of the learner" (FRIES 1945 : 9}. Objective as they 
may be, such parallel descriptions, as exemplified by Lado (1957), do 
tend to dwell on form rather than meaning. The relation between the 
surface forms and their meanings or functions is not sufficiently well 
explored to lead to any valuable insights concerning semantic equivalences 
between languages and the sort of problems which confront the learner 
when he attempts to communicate i.e. to express a certain meaning by way 
of an unfamiliar set of forms. Di Pietro sums up very neatly the position 
of this approach relative to the first one mentioned: "In discrediting 
an earlier nonrigorous view of universal grammar by insisting on the 
definition of a language's forms in terms of its own structure, the struc
tural linguists found themselves in difficulty when it came to formulating 
the common ground of language similarity which is a vital foundation for 

CA" (DI PIETRO 1968: 66).. 

In the third approach the on of "common 
lence is of central importance. The representative theory here is 

tr<!n~Jgr:l}l<:i!t2nc:iJ:9§Q§!X:E-JJ2'~~g"raum1ar and the tertium comparationis is a 
level~~~str~cture where potentially universal semantic categories 
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are given. Contrastive analysis can then be seen as "the process of 

showing how each 1 anguage interprets Yt1t'£§.r:g]J,y ~bi:1X'-~9 J~i:1tYr~~s as 
~~fQrm?" (DI PIETRO 1968 : 68). Such a process is 
undoubtedly of some pedagogical relevance too because - as was mentioned 
above - the learner is confronted with the problem of expressing a 
certain meaning by means of a set of target-language forms or surface 
structures. 

It is argued then that a semantically-based transformational grammar, 

in which the level of deep structure serves as a common denominator for 
language comparison, is the most suitable basis for contrastive analysis. 
Accordingly, the linguistic framework used in this study owes much to 

semantically-oriented versions of transformational grammar, i.e. generative 
semantics and case grammar. 

1.2.2.2 Prediction and explanation of errors 

The question which must now be briefly discussed is whether contrastive 

analysis can be used both to predict and to explain errors in foreign
language learning.31 

Unfortunately although linguists interested in contrastive analysis 

can be divided into two camps - those who argue in favour of both roles 

and those who stress only the explanatory role - there is a lack of 
clarity on this issue. 

Hamp, for example, declares: 11 I have yet to see, in the works I have 

had an opportunity to examine, statements predicting with any sort of 
certainty which mistakes of language learning will be made, on the basis 

of reasoned contrastive analysis" (HAMP 1968 : 145). It must be realised, 

however, that the predictions which derive from a contrastive analysis 
are implicit: the theoretical analysis provides the contrastive data on 
the languages concerned; these data must then be processed to provide a 

pedagogical representation of the similarities and differences which can 

(3). The term 11 error 11 in this context means interference-based error. 
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be used as an aid in the preparation of textbooks and/or lessons. 
It is usually the teacher or textbook-writer who interprets the data 
available to him, on the basis of which he can make certain reasoned 
predictions. 

Another argument against the predictive role is that teachers don't 
need contrastive analysis to tell them where the problems lie because they 
usually know already: "Since anyone who has taught a language can pre
dict from experience the sort of mistakes his students are likely to make 
a posteriori, is he any the wiser for the a priori and less reliable pre
diction which the linguist makes on the basis of a differential analysis? 11 

(MACKEY 1966 : 200). Many researchers, however, take a more positive 
stance on this issue, e.g.: "Obviously teaching experience and C.A. 
should complement each other, but given that perception is as misleading 
as we know it to be ... to rely only on unscientifically collected data 
seems unnecessarily risky ... What of the teacher going to a new language 
situation for which he wishes to prepare materials in advance? In such 
circumstances C.A. is one tool among many, but a very useful one which 
has the ability to predict potential errors, and helps to explain and 
remedy those which are actually present 11 (SANDERS 1976 : 68). 

Contrastive analysis is indeed one tool among many. Another, which can 
be seen as complementing contrastive analysis, is error analysis. If 
what has been called a 11 sophisticated error analysis", i.e. one which 
"involves both theoretically adequate·linguistic categ9rization of errors 
and sophisticated statistical treatment" (CATFORD 1968 : 159}, is 
available, information derived from a contrastive analysis of the struc
tures concerned can be used to explain these errors, i.e. to identify 
those which probably result from interference and to reveal the exact 
nature of the interference in each case. On the other hand, where an 
error analysis is not available, contrastive analysis has a predictive 

·role to play. If an error analysis is undertaken later it can be used to 
assess the validity of the predictions derived from the contrastive 
analysis for a particular situation. 

A contrastive analysis represents only a potential for application, i.e. 
a potential for both the prediction and explanation of errors. Which of 
these functions is more important will in practice vary from one situation 
to another. 
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1.3 Conclusion 

The following points emerge from this introductory discussion of the 
raisons d'etre of contrastive analysis: 

(a) Interference from the learner's source language appears to be 
a major cause of target-language error; 
(b) by definition, the source of this type of error is differences 
between source-language and target-language structures; 
(c) contrastive analysis provides information on differences and 
similarities between the languages concerned; 
(d) the results of contrastive analyses can therefore be used to 
predict and explain many target-language errors; and 
(e} the most acceptable type of linguistic theory on which to base 
a contrastive analysis is one in which a distinction is made between 
deep structure (meaningl and surface structure (form) so that the 
surface forms in each language can be ultimately related to a common 
semantic base. 
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THE MODAL AUXILIARIES IN ENGLISH 

AND AFRIKAANS FORM 

Although our main concern in this study is the semantics of the modal 
auxiliaries in English and in Afrikaans, a brief preliminary consideration 
and comparison of their formal characteristics is pertinent because: 

(a) the term modal auxilia C'modale hulpwerkwoord") refers to a 
syntactic/morphological category (or rather to a subcategory of the 
auxiliary verbs) and not to a semantic one: as will be seen presently 
(cf. § 3.3.1), not only modal auxiliaries but certain full verbs, 
adverbs, adjectives and nouns also function within the semantic system 
of mod a 1 ity; 

(b) the degree of formal (i.e. syntactic, morphological and phonological) 
cb't·re'~pondence or congruence between the English and Afrikaans modal 
auxiliaries is considerable; and 
(c) accordingly, there is in this second-language learning situation 
a strong potential for transfer, both positive and negative, as the 
learner identifies the modal auxiliaries of his TL with those of his SL. 

Our purpose in this chapter is to sketch in broad outline the nature 
and extent of the congruence between the English and Afrikaans forms. 
We will first consider each language in turn. 

2.1 Formal characteristics of the auxili verbs En i sh 

In English, verbs can be broadly classified into two groups, full verbs 
and auxilia verbs. The former group can be further divided into what are 
usually termed main verbs and catenative verbs or catenatives. Main verbs 

aJ:§.Jhg~ C:Q.IJ..?tiJLie.rit.s 9Ltbg.YsLCR.12b.Ci:l?gi:lJ .sY.Cfc1C: .. <: .. ~tCYC:1L1J:E: lc:ygl 

in that they are alwa,ts either 11 

tence. The catenatives, on the other hand, share with 
property of they are not essential constituents of a sentence 

ari<:L~ tb<:Y..cl()(ll::Jl::Jg(lr theydo so always in construction with a main verb 
(which may be "understood"). Thus read in l(a) and l(c) is a main vei·b, while 
want is a main verb in l(b) but a catenative in l(c)(i) and in l(c)(ii) with 
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read being 11 understood 11 (i.e. deleted from surface structure) in 
l(c)(ii): 

1 (a) I read whodunnits. 
(b) I want a whodunnit. 
(c) (i) Who wants to read a whodunnit? 

(ii) I want to. 

The auxiliary verbs may also be initially divided into two groups, 
i.e. the so-called primary auxiliaries and the modal auxiliaries. 
Since the modals are a subcategory of the auxiliaries, those characteristics 
which they share with the other auxiliaries are described first. 

2.1.1 The auxiliaries in general 

Palmer (1974 : 18-19) identifies eleven auxiliaries with twenty-eight 
forms in all, to which we add the form dared: 

BE: .:!2' are, am, was, were; non-finite be, being, been] PRIMARY 
HAVE: has, have, had; non-finite have, having AUXI-
DO: do, does, did LIARIES 

WILL: will, would MUST: must 
SHALL: shall, should OUGHT: ought MODAL 

CAN: can, could DARE: dare, dared AUXILIARIES 
MAY: may, might NEED: need 

Be can combine either with -ing as in is writing to form the progressive 
aspect or with -en as in was written to form passives. Have combines 
with -en as in have written to form the perfective aspect. 

The paired modal forms on the left i.e. will - would etc. may be referred 

to as "pr~~~~l'lt" and 11 jmp~c~~'~_0r@~ respectively, but the semantic 
relationship between these two forms will be shown to differ from that 
between the "present" and "imperfect" forms of other verbs. The modals 
dare and need are marginal auxiliaries because, as will be seen, they do 
not always share the distinctive formal properties of the other auxiliaries. 

Ought differs from all the other auxiliaries in that it must be followed 
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by a to-infinitive. 

We will focus our attention in this study primarily on the remaining 
modal auxiliary forms, described by Major as "the nine classical modals 11 

(1974 : 40). 

The auxiliari§~_ca_n be_distifliilli.~M from all other E11glish v~rP~. 

(catenatives and main verbs) in terms of the four characteristics which 
fo 11 ow. 

Three of these characteristics relate to the beh~viour of the auxiliaries 

un d§r_~c::§rta irL ~Yrit~c::tJs.. tt.9JJ~fQr:111~.:tJ211!; : 

(a) Negation 

The negative particle not i111mediately fc:>llows (and may contract with} 1} 
the auxiliary with which it is in construction: 

2 (a) He cannot/can't write whodunnits. 
(b) He has not/hasn't written any whodunnits. 
(c) He is not/isn't writing any whodunnits. 
(d) He does not/doesn't write whodunnits. 
(e) 12) He wants not/wantsn't to write whodunnits. 
(f) *He writes not/writesn't whodunnits. 

l} In the American English corpus used by Ehrman the following contracted. 
modal forms did not occur: shan't, mayn't, mightn't, daresn't, daren't, 
oughtn't and needn't (1966 : 10). Daresn't need not concern us here as 
dares is not an auxiliary (cf. §2.1.2.2) but a form of what may be regarded 
as the homonymous full verb dare. Of the remaining forms it is probably only 
mayn't that is not found in educated South African English and thus represents 
the sole exception amongst the medals with respect to this characteristic. 
The only exception among the primary auxiliaries is amn't. 

(2) The following conventions are adopted to mark forms which are not fully 

acceptable: 
? - marginally acceptable 

?? - very doubtful acceptability 

* - not acceptable 
- not acceptable in the sense under discussion. 
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(b) Yes/no questions 

In this type of transformation the auxiliary iJ1Yfil1L1'1JJh.~t.~e~ 

~ubj§J:t: 

3 (a) Can he write whodunnits? 
(b) Has he written any whodunnits? 
(c) Are many whodunnits written these days? 
{d) Does he write whodunni~s? 
(e) *Wants he to write whodunnits? 
(f) *Writes he whodunnits? 

( c) Code 

In certain environments various constituents of the verb phrase are 
·deleted, leaving only an auxiliary. This phenomenon, sometimes 
called code, appear.s .commonly with and so and nor (with inversion}, 

elf··« I.••· 10 le. 
with too, and in truncated answers and tag questions (with inversion 
and contracted negative): 

(i) and so, nor and too 

4 (a} Agatha can write good whodunnits and so can Dorothy. 
(b) Agatha hasn't written any whodunnits, nor has Dorothy. 
(c) Agatha is writing a whodunnit and so is Dorothy. 
(d) Agatha writes whodunnits and Dorothy does too. 
(e) *Agatha wants to write a whodunnit and so wants Dorothy 

to/?and so does Dorothy want to. 
(f). ~Agatha writes whodunnits and so writes Dorothy/*and so 

does Dorothy write. 

(ii) truncated answers 

5 (a)_ Can Agatha write good whodunnits? She can. 

(b) Has Agatha written any good whodunnits? She has. 

(c) Is Agatha writing a whodunnit? She is. 

(d) Does Agatha write whodunnits? She does. 

(e) ?Does Agatha want to write a whodunnit? She wants to. 

(f) *Does Agatha write whodunnits? She writes. 
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(iii) tag questions 

6 (a) Agatha can write good whodunnits, can't she? 
(b) Agatha has written good whodunnits, hasn't she? 
(c) Agatha is writing a whodunnit, isn't she? 
(d) Agatha writes whodunnits, doesn't she? 
( e) *Agatha wants to write a whodunnit, wantsn't she? 
(f) *Agatha writes whodunnits, writesn 1 t she? 

In certain 11 code 11 circumstances the second auxiliary need not be 
identical to the first: 

7 (a) She can write well and she will. 
(b) She does write well now because she must. 

The marginal auxiliaries dare and need are syntactically restricted in that 
their positive forms normally appear only in yes/no questions 31, while even 
the negative forms are often marginal in 11 code 11

: 

and so, nor 

(*need} 
8 (a) Agatha l *dare write and so 

{ needn 1 t} 
(b) Agatha daren 1 t 

truncated answers 

write nor 

{ 
Need/needn 1 t J 

(c) ?Dare/daren't she write? 

tag questions 

{
*need } 
*Clare Dorothy 

{ ?need} 
?dare Dorothy 

{

*need } 
She *dare 

needn't· 
daren 1 t 

} *need] {needn't} 
(d) She L*dare write, daren't she? 

I needn 1 t} { need ] 
(e) She ldaren't write, dare she? 

(3} It would appear that dare and need only function within the scope of Q 
or NEG, whether these operators are in the same or a higher sentence: 

(g} Do you think he dare write again? 
(h) I don't think he need write again. 
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(d) Contradictory stress 

The fourth distinguishing characteristic of the auxiliaries relates 
to stress patterning within the sentence rather than to syntax proper. 
The auxiliary takes the main sentence-stress in what Palmer calls 
"emphatic affirmation of a doubtful statement" (1974 : 25) or what 
Twaddell calls 11 insistence on the truth value (affirmative or negative) 
of the sentence as a whole" (1968 : 17). 

Twaddell 's formulation is more adequate, as the stressed auxiliary may 
be positive or negative: 

9 (a) She can/can't write whodunnits. (You are wrong to think 
she can't/can). 

(b) She has/hasn't written whodunnits. (You are wrong to 
think she hasn't/has). 

(c) She is/isn't writing a whodunnit. (You are wrong to think 
she isn't/is). 

(d) She does/doesn't write whodunnits. (You are wrong to think 
she doesn't/does). 

When the full verb is stressed the sentence cannot be interpreted in 
the same way as above: 

(e) *She wants to write a whodunnit. 
she doesn't want to). 

(You are wrong to think 

(f) *she writes whodunnits. ·(You are wrong to think she doesn't). 

These sentences do not directly contradict something that has been 
said but they change it in various ways e.g.: 

(g) She wants to write a whodunnit. (You are wrong to think 
that she has already started on one). 

(h) She writes whodunnits. 
also reads them). 

(You are wrong to think that she 

Thus when the stress is on the full verb there is no presupposition to 
the effect that the addressee had previously asserted its opposite. 

The feature common to the behaviour of the auxiliaries in all four of the 
cases discussed above, viz. negation, yes/no questions, code and contradic
tory stress, is that they do not combine with do, while the full verbs 
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always have to take do in such circumstances. In these four cases some 
kind of auxiliary is obligatory and where no modal or form of have or be 
is present, the 11 empty 11 auxiliary do, which is merely a carrier of tense 
(and sometimes emphasis), is introduced by way of the do-support trans
formation. The essential difference between the auxiliaries on the one 
hand and the full verbs on the other is then that the former never take 
do-support. 

We turn now to those characteristics in terms of which the modals are 
distinguished as a sub-class of the auxiliaries. 

2.1.2 The modal auxiliaries 

Various distinctive syntactic and morphological features of modal 
auxiliaries are discernible. 

2.1.2.1 Distinctive syntactic characteristics 

(a) lih .. ~D ..... i.!~·~Q.~.£.1:! .. Ls ' ~.!!iod~.L~.~.~L!.t~!',l.].~.-a l.~a~~ ··-===----~-
§J~1n~n:LQLJJ1~.Y er:lL12hrg s e , il§t. a~ th~ lll<l i ri Y§rb .:is -~s _ tbe J as t 
one. 

Between the modal and the main verb the catenatives and the have 
and be auxiliaries take up various positions, e.g.: 

10 (a) He may buy the yacht. 
(b) He may be buying the yacht. 
(c) He may have bought the yacht. 
(d) He may have been buying the yacht. 
(e) He may want to be buying the yacht 
(f) He may want to have bought the yacht 
(g) He may be wanting to have bought the yacht . 

(h) *He has may bought the yacht. 
(i) *He is wanting to may buy the yacht. 
(j) *He has may been wanting to buy the yacht. 

The only exception to this rule is dare, which can follow will, won't, 

would or wouldn't: need cannot follow any of the other rnodals, although 
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the catenative need to can: 

11 (a)_ He wouldn't dare. buy the yacht. 
(b} He wouldn't dare to buy the yacht. 
(c) ~He wouldn't need the yacht. 
{d} He wouldn't need to buy the yacht. 

{b) Modal auxiliaries cannot co-occur. Although modals can co-occur 
with the primary auxiliaries (cf. 10 (a).-(g). above), with the exception 
of dare (cf. ll(a}L never combine with one another: 

12 (a) ~He may will buy a yacht. 
(b} ~He must can buy a yacht. 

v ') r 

(c} Th~ modal auxiliaries never appear in either infinitive or 
p9.r_t_i ci pi a 1 CQ_Y)sti:L1ctions: 

to write 
to have written 

13 (a) Agatha hopes to be writing 

:*to can write 

1-Jritin 

another one soon. 

(b) 
Hoping to write 
Having written 
~Canning to write 

whodunnits at her age is marvellous. 

has written 
has wanted to write 

(c) She has been writing 
~has could writing 

whodunnits for years. 

Once again, dare is exceptional as it is found in the past participle 

with will, won't, would and wouldn't: 

13 (d) She wouldn't have dared write that. 

{c01l · 
(d) Modal auxiliaries do ~119i: 9ccur as the first eJE:mE:nt of imPE:rai:Jye:;s: 

14 (a) Write a whodunnit. 
(b) Be writing when he comes in. 
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(c). *Will write straight away. 

This, however, is not a properly distinctive characteristic as it 
applies to certain other verbs too: 

(d) ~Have written a whodunnit by tomorrow. 

(e) *Want to write a whodunnit. 
(f) ~Have to write a whodunnit. 

(g) *Feel like writing a whodunnit. 

The unacceptability of 14(c). is however of a different order to that 

of 14(d).-(g), which are at least interpretable in an imperative sense. 

2.1.2.2 Distinctive morphological characteristics 

(a) Modal auxiliaries are the only'.f§E~_fc:m~1~ in English which do not 

take an~ morpheme in the third person singular present: 

15 (a} He writes. 

(b) He has written. 

(c) He _:!2 writing. 

(d) He does write. --
(e) ~He shoulds write. 

{b) If we consider the characteristics mentioned in (cJ (above) from 

the morphological point of view, it will be obvious that modal auxilia
ries do not take -ing or -en: 

16 (a) writing, *maying 
(b) have written, *have mayed. 

(c) Tb§! modal auxiliariesdo not have present and past forms. The 
relationship between can/could, will/would, shall/should and may/might 

will be discussed at greater length later, but it will be noted here 
that this relationship is not equivalent to that between the present and 

past forms of other verbs, e.g.: 

17 (a). He *walks/walked to work yesterday. 

{b) He *can/could walk to work yesterday. 

but (c). He walks/*walked to work tomorrow. 
(dl He can/could walk to work tomorrow. 
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Furthermore, the modal auxiliaries must, ought, dare and need have, 
from a synchronic point of view, no past forms at all. 

Of the various morphological criteria for modal auxiliaries mentioned 
in the literature, the above three define the class most satisfactorily. 
Others, such as that 11modals have unstressed forms with reduced vowels" 
(MAJOR 1974 : 37), specify neither a sufficient nor a necessary condi
tion for modal auxiliaries, as have and be, for example, also have 
reduced forms, e.g.: 

18 (a} He has gone/he'~ gone 
(b). He~ here/he'~ here 

while some of the modals, i.e. may, might, ought, dare and need, do not. 

2.2 Formal characteristics of the auxiliary verbs: Afrikaans 

2.2.1 The auxiliaries in general 

Similarly to the case in English, Afrikaans verbs may be divided into 
main verbs.~~~r~Y.Joor~e 11 ), ca skakelwerkwoorde 11

), modal 
liaries 11 modale hul In Afrikaans, 

however, the catenati ves ~~enerfillLl1~~~LtJo"Ll'.£itlLJJ1~Jll~irL verb~Jg1t 
toget':!_er ~itb the .. ~~~.~g of 11 ~Q:v~rbs 11 .~~~l'l~i.yg_Q~mE;? .. 11

) 

(cf. PONELIS 1968 : 41, 43; BOTHA 1976 : 34-8). Unlike the English 
caten2tt'!~~' which share do-support with the main verbs, the kaans 

a whole set of tactic characteristi'cs with 
--=-==~~=~.~ ... ~==-~~:;.;:;....:::.;.;.;;;;..:_;;~~: .... ~~~~:. 

whi the auxiliaries and they are 

cha~<:;!§.rjsed a.s.thQ.~iLY.~.rbs wbjch (a unlike mai verbs are not 
constituents of the sentence; (b) can between another verbal 

~~--·-~"mm~,--,m-m""rn•-•mm~~~m'"'"-n~"'"'~""~"~""""'m"~'"''~~'"'"'A'<'""=•~"~ 

e_Igme11:L;:i,119 thg.m~tr:L.Y~.rb; and ( c) ~2~illiLWi!b .. ge: .... i!L!h§.§nVjtQQ.
ment of het (cf. BOTHA 1976). 

The distinction between the catenatives ansL.!hg .... ~iar~i~ .. !.herL~Q.! 

~ r-.fJ!tin A fri kaan2~~jl!._~~.tL.J:>ut~!he tf:L.Jl re .. D§VITt.b.§J.~.?.S 

c.e r.1~i1:!_~Lt~tinf.1tYg.J.§.~t~I§.? ... wbi.f.b~J:h ~ .. ~fr..L~aa n~ .... ~ u~tLi~E.~~ h <l!e · These 
auxiliaries are: 

het } 
was 

TIME AUXILIARIES ("HULPWERKWOORDE VAN TYD 11
) 
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1S 
~ord J 

PASSIVE AUXILIARIES C'HULPWERKWOORDE VAN DIE PASSIEF") 

was 

wil - wou 
sal - sou - -
kan - kon 
mag - (mog) 
moet - moes 
durf 
behoort 
hoef 

MODAL AUXILIARIES ( 11 MODALE HULPWERKWOORDE 11
) 

As a time auxiliary was is very limited because it appears only with the 
main verb wees and then only when it is the first verbal element in the 
sentence, i.e. when it appears in the 11 verbindwerkwoordposisie 11 

(PONELIS 1968 : 49; BOTHA 1976 33): 

19 (a) Hy was daar gewees. 
(b) ~Hy moes daar gewees was. 

(c) Hy moes daar gewees het. 

Behoort and hoef take the modal particle te, while durr can take te 
but usually combines directly with the next verbal element as do all 
the other modals: 

20 (a) Jy moet skryf. 
(b) Jy behoort te skryf. 
(c) Jy durf dit nie te skryf nie. 
(d) Jy durf dit nie skryf nie. 

The form mog is extremely rare. The remaining nine forms may be regarded 
as the 11 classical 11 modal auxiliaries in Afrikaans (cf. §2.1.1). 

ike all other 11 co-verbs" j:he auxiliaries 

Qf the sentence, but Jheydiffer frQIJLJhe c;ateJJgJ:jyes.in variou$ Wi:l.Y$,e.g,: 

(a) The auxil iai:ies, with the exception of the rare gewil, n~~e 
ge-

21 (a) Hy het dit geleer speel. 

(b) *Hy het dit gekan speel. 
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It should be noted that the forms gehad, gewees and geword are~ot 
auxiliaries but forms of the main verbs he,~ and word. 

(b) The Afrikaans auxiliaries also partic.tP<:l!e to some extent in 
"code", as in truncated answers. As in the case of English need. 
and dare (cf. §2.1.1), hoef and durf <?J2ly appear in the ~e 
irr truncated answers while behoort (in contrast to behoort nie) 
rarely and word never appears in "code". 

22 (a) Kan hy jou boodskap lees? Hy kan. 
(b) Het hy jou boodskap gelees? Hy het. 

(c) 1~ hy as voorsitter gekies? Hy~· 

(d) ~.ord hy as voorsitter gekies? *Hy word. 
(e) tiQ~f hy nie nou in te gaan nie? *Hy hoef. 
(f} ~Q~.t. hy nie nou ingaan nie? Hy hoef nie. 

(g) Bell2Qr.t hy nie hier tE? wees nie? Hy {??behoort } 
behoort nie 

*Hy b ly. (h} ~ly hy nou daar sit? 
(i)_ 6ggin hy nou speel? Hy begin. 

The auxiliary in·the truncated sentence need not be identical to 
that in the preceding one, e.g.: 

(j)_ Hy moet huis toe gaan en hy ~~· 

2.2.2 The modal auxiliaries 

o_et!':'.§er:!~th~E?.~~~ ( 

t.~~e~ .. i~.JlO~~~f2E~tiea r 1 Y-~~!!fJL.~ .. !Jea t~nta ct i2j 
£1~~~J:b,gJ~nglish auxiliaries. The Afrikaans modal auxiliaries do 
h..Q'tlg.vgr constitute a fairly ga,~iJyjggn:t:jJj~pJg formal class. 

2.2.2.1 Distinctive syntactic characteristics 

i~.! Unlike their English counterparts, 

~=====--===~, and Botha ( 1976) pos;ts an ~=~:==~::=::""'=c:'*=:"' 
Al 

~Bo!.~~ sug~ests (compare for example the acceptability of both 
kan dit wil doen and dit kan doen , 2l!.!l 
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The 
- catenative -

ff" \W 

23 (a) Hy sal more kan begin speel. 
(b} '*Hy kan mo re sal begin speel. 
(c) :l{Hy ~~more begin kan speel. 
(d) *Hy sal more kan speel begin. 

, i.e. in 
the II d 11 d 1 1 t ._ pr~s:~ .. ~L-.. JlQ.!l-m9 a . e emen s 
of the y~fQ P.hl'.'C\?e (cf. kan in 23 (a)) , but non-mod a 1 auxiliaries not in 
this the main (PONELIS 1967 : 8): 

(e) Hy het gister begi~ speel. 
(f) Hy sou gister begin speel het. 

(b) Apart from the notable and frequent exception of moet nie/moenie, 

the Afrikaans mod a 1 ?UXil i ari ~~.J!Q- .. not ... filJJ2fill r iLL.fir.?.iJ2.9.~itiQILJn 

i ve sentences: 

24 (a) Word dan gekul. 
(b) 1 Behoort dit nou te doen. 
(c) *Kan dit nou doen. 
(d) ~Het dit gedoen voordat hy inkom. 
(e) :l{Moet dit doen. 

(f) Moenie dit doen nie. 

2.2.2.2 Distinctive morphological characteristics 

The modals reveal no fully distinctive morphological characteristics: 
together with the other auxiliaries and verbs beginning with be-, ge-, 
her-, er-, ont-, ver- they do not normally take ge-, and those modals 
that do not take te may be formally R.?ired as so-called 11J2!e .. ~~.'i.! 
11 im.~r:.fec.:t'.~.Jorms, a cha racteri sti c they share with certain verbs such as 
weet - wis, dink - dog, etc. As in the case of English this sal - sou, 
wil - wou etc. distinction does not simply reflect a past v. non-past 
time opposition, as seen in e.g.: 

25 (a) Ek ry more saam met horn Pretoria toe/:l{Ek het more saam met horn 
Pretoria toe gery. 
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(b) Ek sal graag more saam met horn Pretoria toe ry/Ek sou graag 
more saam met horn Pretoria toe ry. 

2.3 Conclusion contrastive statement 

Some of the main points of contrast and similarity between the English 
and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries will now be obvious and can be summarised. 

2.3.1 Syntax 

2.3.1.1 Similarities 

the __ yerP_J>_b r0:.se and reg.~ i r§ ... C\._f9112~i ng ma ~~~i!h_e,LJ.!L .. ib.~ ... fil!lli£e 
llildftu~e or as an 11 understood 11 element, as i In 

-················ 

~.a r:9i®l.fC\2~~L}l1 A frJkC\C\11~ .;:==:irnm:.-m:.-~--4=-_.._ ... -.-~-~-·······~·-·"······ 
of an E:CJ,t:]Je,r ~E:DtE:n<:e but is ''.$.ldJlQill.$.E:d" (CONRADIE 1976 64): 

26 (a) Hy moet stad toe. 
(b) Hy kan nie vandag hier weg nie. 

(b) In both languages the modal auxiliary precede.? C\]J .. Q.th~r.~Y§.!'.:!:>a] 

e~~!lt~~.LYL..tbJL.Y<=rh.J2hr11se. 

(c) Except in the case of moet nie/moenie, in neither language does a 

~L.au~.ili~ CJ,J2.Qg§r a,~ the first el~.me.n.t injmperatives. 

(d) Because they are not compatible with do-support, the English modals 
pattern similarly to the Afrikaans modals in some environments where the 
patterning of full verbs in the two languages is very different e.g.: 

( i ) Negation 

27 (a) Hy kan nie slaap nie. 

(b) He can't sleep 
but (c) Hy slaap nie 

(d) He doesn't slee2. 
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(ii) Yes/no questions 

(ii i ) 

As in 

29 

28 (a) Moet hy hardloop? 
(b) Must he run? 

but (c) Hardloop hy? 
(d) Does he run? 

11 Code 11 

English, the Afrikaans modal appears 

(a) Kan sy moo i s kryf? Sy kan. 
(b) Can she write well? She can. 

in truncated answers: 

Similarly, different Afrikaans modals also appear together in 
"code" in conjoined sentences. 

30 (a) Sy kan mooi skryf en sy sal. 

(b) She can write well and she will. 

The Afrikaans modals durf and hoef, like their English counterparts dare 

and need, only appear in the negative in truncated 

31 (a} Durf sy gaan? Sy 

(b} Dare she go? She 

2.3.1.2 Differences 

and Afrikaans 

32 (a) Hy sal dit kan doen4) 
(b) ~He.will can do it. 

{ *durf ] 
durf nie 

[*dare 
·aaren•t } 

(c) He will be able to do it. 

answers, e.g.: 

h 

4) As seen in 31 (a) , Af ri ka,~n~. mosJa L.a ~~ilia ri ~ can app~a,r ~fte r.Jh.e 
ob~1._..Qf t.Q~EL~~et]J~R<;.~, itLJ::he~~~iYk~ (PONELIS 1967). This, and other 
general characteristics of Afrikaans syntax which apply to main verbs as 
well, will not be considered further here. 
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(b) Afri~aan~J ,~uxjJErill ~,eD,~~EE~,~r in infinitive com lements 
but this snot possible with the Englishmoc!al at1xiliaries: 

33 (a) Hy hoop om dit te kan doen. 
(b) *He hopes to can do it. 
(c) He hopes to be able to do it. 

2.3.2 Morphology 

2.3.2.1 Similarities 

(a) 8s thgJngljsh modal auxiliaries do not t,a,~_g_::-~_in th.e third 
P§!~r:son singuJarprE;sent t<rrlI! they are morphologically IJ1Qre similar to 
the Afrikaans modal auxiliaries than is the case with full verbs in the 
two languages. 

(b) Just as the English modals do not take -ed in the formation of an 
11 imperfect 11

, as do most English full verbs, tb~ Af~~.!!~ mod,2,ls differ 

f~ th~ full~Y~~,~e~-~,l_,l~JSiD~9_9i-. As wi 11 be seen, the 
pairing of the English and Afrikaans "present" and 11 imperfect 11 forms 
of the modal auxiliaries is in some ways very similar. I_11~~QTcl~r to 
a,j'._oi d <:Qnf us ion with ~ensEL_ancL:ti m~ 1 abgls we wi 111, f o 11 owing Ha 11 i day 

1)1'"',.,, \f''P,_,,~,,Jo o<> \j c1--1/\t*'-J 1';,,·o « 
(1970), in future use the terms non-oblique and oblique for these 
11 present'1 and 11 imperfect" forms respectively. 

2.3.2.2 Differences 

The only marked difference in the morphological patterning of the English 

and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries is the lack of an oblt~~~,Jor!lLfor 
English must (cf. Afrikaans moet - moes • 

2.3.3 Formal similarity and semantic contrast 

The resemblances between the English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries appear 
all the more striking if to the syntactic and morphological similarities 
discussed above are added the m-~~§_cl~JLQQ!l_~tJs and QrJbggra,phica l <:Qr re 1 a-
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tions between the forms of the 11 classical 11 modal auxiliaries i.e.: 

can/could kan/kon 
may/might mag/ ( mog} 
sha 11 /should sal/sou 
wi 11 /would wil/wou 
must moet/moes 
(also dare durf) 

Thus in surface form, in morphological patterning and in syntactic behaviour 

the modal auxiliaries of the two languages ~xhibj~t-~C::~Q!l~LLcL~r"gbl~sL£tQS~

lingtLi~?1i~~?Jmj1<:!rities. As such they constitute a powerful source of 
learning transfer in the foreign-language learning situation. The fact 
that this transfer often proves in practice to be negative (i.e. error
generating) derives largely from the fact that the meanings of comparable 
forms in the two languages are by no means always equivalent. It is 
then to the important question of the differences and similarities in the 
semantics of the English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries that we must now 
address ourselves. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SEMANTICS OF MODALITY 

3.1 The modal auxiliaries and modality 

3.2 Types of modality 

3.3 Formalisation of the semantics of modality 

3.3.1 The descriptive framework 
3.3.2 The modal abstract predicates NEC and POSS 

3.3.2.1 Arguments of the modal abstract predicate 

3.3.3 The abstract predicate BELIEVE 

3.3.3.1 Arguments of the abstract predicate BELIEVE 

3.4 Conclusion 
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THE SEMANTICS OF MODALITY 

Our main concern here is to indicate the !:l'.:P_~ ()f§_§'IICl!ltjc::.system in \vhich 

the modal auxiliaries of both English and Afrikaans partici.Qate, to 

discuss very briefly the f1C1ture of the semantic relationships that hold 

between different forms, and to outline the descriptive framework which 

will form the basis of our analysis. 

3.1 The modal auxiliaries and modali 

The modal auxiliaries of ~ot~n~.SL~frik2~ are used to express 

modali , a term which has various meanings but may be b characterised 

p~oposition, Thus Joos for example dis-

- tinguishes between 11 fC1ftL1C1l a?,sgrtion 11
, which characterises utterances 

that have a truth value (e.g. Charles is at the door , and "relative 

(1Ssertion 11
, as found in "modaii' utterances (e.g. Charles be at the door . 

In modal utterances "there is no such truth value with respect to occurrence 

of the event; what is asserted instead is a s12ec::ifi_c relatiQD.~:!1 that 

event _an cL~thLt2:c:::t1,1j:lJ~y{Qfl d , 8: .... ~~.tJ2J .. t§rm? Qf C1.c:lllJL??.iQO.J.QJ:JiJJQ'd]Dgj .:t 

r.g.£1:WQr1c:l.$12-:t1Js 11 (JOOS 1964 : 149). In similar vein Bouma, discussing 

the modal auxiliaries specifically, declares that 11 the modal auxiliary 

category is used to show tb.g ..... $J2fillker'.s view ofth§rglat}QD?h5P_Qf.11HL~Y~n:t 

tg~J . .!~ .. J~Qi§Jl.ttC1I .. rg9J.}?:a:tjgn (or reality)" (BOUMA 1975: 316). 

In the section which follows (§3.2), the notion of modality will be investi

gated more closely and the different kinds of modality which constructions 

containing modal auxiliaries can express will be considered. Although our 

main in this study i_?~.!.b~.mq_daJ_~tlilli~~s, ;_··~·~···~~··--·-~-···~ 
members of this p(lrticul(lt fC>rn1C1Jly:clefine,d cl 

m2r.~gr? .. 9.YAiJ.i:lR1<= .. tQ_thf! __ $..Qf!akgr. Other? iD.C::11tc:I<=. ~er~.:;- (e.g. _a_l _l _________ . 
adverbs (perhaps/miskien, glo), adjectives (possible/moontl ik), nouns 

(probability/waarskynlikheid), conjunctions (as if/asof), and certain uses 
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of oblique forms of verbs, often combined with marked word order 
(were I to do that ... /het hy net 'n paar ekstra minute gehad ... ). 
As will be seen, some attention must be given in our study to these other 
modality markers because of their role in paraphrases of constructions 
containing modal auxiliaries, bein as vital a tool in the 

pe d a~Q~i:f.~LJ2t.§~§J:L1&:tLQIL9_LJ.a n SJ u Ci.R~111at§T i ~LA~_i:ti~ .. j11 __ s errgl.J1!j c 

~~er. 

3. 2 Types of moda 1 ity 

The terms "modal i 11 and "s.Qea_~_t' .. ~ .. Cl..ttH.ld9e" can be and often are 
applied very broadly so as to include various aspects of the affective 

use of 1 anguage. Th us Overdi ep for examp 1 e speaks of 11 g~yg~l~ll}og~Jl:t~i!.~ 11 

("affective modalities") which express the speaker's 11 belan telli 

~~annjng, QJ2!'{_i n_gj_Q_g, Y'.~r:J.a.i:ig~n, YX:i§IlQ§1.Utb.§jJI, \'.JJ_<!n<:ljgh~id, )'§l'.:Rg~Jng_, 

verdriet, er:g§!IJ.iS, i ie, ~C1.l'.:fCl.~ll}e 11 (1937: 66). Although the 
modal auxiliaries in English and Afrikaans can be used for the 
expression of this type of modality, it is arguable that we are ~J:'~ 

deali with a kind of secondary mq~2JJ1Y which can be explained partly 
in terms of([~r:Cl..9.Dla.Ji c; __ fC\~.l'~- of language use and partly in terms of mo 

\ 

typ§~ gJ mo~LeiJJJy, such as those which have long been recognised 
in and ex12Jicab 1 e in terms of neces s i and 1 i 
or and Our main concern then is with certain 
basic types of modality which the modal auxiliaries of both languages 
encode in systematic fashion. 

Traditionally, three types of modality are recognised in modal logic, 

i.e. ale_thic, ~Ei~.!~Jllic and deontic modali 

Al ethic mod a 1 i re 1 ates to the 11 
nef.E:"!.~.~Cl.t::Y.g.i:: fQIJtjtJg~IJ! tr:Lith .C>J pr:o:-

it ions 11 (LYONS 1977 : 791), the 11 Wahrheitsgeha.lt einer Aussage 11 

(BLUMENTHAL 1976: 41). It is the most 1 11 of the 
three types of modality in that the extent to which the speaker's 

attitude may be said to be evident is minimal. Thus in C!..tYJLif.~J 

ale:tb.~ modalised statement such as the conclusion in 

1 (a) Bachelors are unmarried men 
John is a bachelor 
Therefore John must be an unmarried man \ 
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must c necessi and the conclusion in l(a) is 

val ent to the rJQ!J~~ITIQ.c:l~J.t~.~d, factual assertion 

1 (b) John is an unmarried man. 

Thus in alethic logic 

l (c) NEC ("it is necessarily the case that p11
) 

Of greater relevance to the study of language rather than of logic is 

is temi c modal i Thj~_j:y12~ ()f mgc:le1J ity is in many ways similar to 

iil~Jh:iS:: .. JllQE!~l i ty, but here the 

of Q~~g£li?.~ i ty 
I ) 

Thus the conclusion in 

1 (d) John is always talking about the people he meets at the 

Singles Club, s 

he must be an unmarried man 

being 

is not 

The 
proeos it t_qriJ~Liru:_:J!Jd~ i--~----~ 

. • . .;p2.~mr.xw;a5'iiltrac$&;;:,,;;:~p;;",.;;;,,;~~--,;F- for hi s statement but i s 

·• 1~~~1ho9_<;L()LJt? RliiJm .. tJ:Y§.Qrlthe. RC\?}? gfwh.Clthg .. knows 
.iabout the sit1JC1tJ()n. Thus the implication exemplified in l(c) does not 

hold if the necessity operator is epistemic rather than alethic. 

Alethic modality, in contrast to epistemic modality, plays a very limited 

role in ordinary language. As noted by Lyons for example, the two types 

of modality have much in common (cf. LYONS 1977: 797), and our argument 

is that from the point of view of linguistic description a~.l··~········~·-··········-~·-·····-~ 
may be regarded as <L?!J.9..:.:tYQe QJ_E;Pi?_tg_mi£~.illQ.QQ1Jty which is di?.!iL1.91Li.!5.h.Cl.!2lg 

largely in terms of the sJieake~~ 

'·"=::=:::::1'::===:z:=='*'==•"•'" 
) . 

The third type of modality, i.e. 

essentially normative and 
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iA!!ll?Q??Jl:>jJjJj', as is the case in epistemic modality. There is however 
.. """""~"""'~'""'~~~-

a semantic of terms, as implied for 

example in Lyons' characterisation of deontic modality as being "concerned 

with the necessity or possibility of acts performed by .moraJ1.Y r:~?ponsible 
~ents 11 (LYONS 1977 : 823. My emphasis). Thus must in: 

1 (e) Jack must reveal all his sources of income 

expresses ~IJ_QP l i gatJ on .Qll~~h~A~.[Jbj~ of the sentence tg C:C1i"l')'9lJt_tbe 

a~tJQrLU:L<;D.i:Hjgd in the proposition. At~rnatjvely it may b<;.?3ti.c:L 

that somethi makes it necessary that the subJ.E;~t~C1<:: .. ts.JrL.C1.J2C1r.ttLLi1 o,r 
manner, 

It is generally recognised that there is a 

~=======:!::====:::? ' ancJ .. '!c:l}"}()!J.? .. C1.t.tE;.J!IQt?~AQa ~ELP~~.S!D.J!!.i:l.QE:! ..... ClJ 
Thus Huang distinguishes two systems, 

i.e. "B. necessity - possibility - impossibility" and 11 C. command -

permission - prohibition" and indicates that the one is derived from the 

other: "Categories in C may further be thought of as results of adding 

to categories in B an element of will with regard to another person ... 11 

(HUANG 1969 : 163). Leech may al so be said to i"~.ctrd eQi stemif_.modaJjy 

basic: "We may go so far as to claim in fact, that 'possibility' 

and 'necessity' 19.gic;alJy include 'permission' and 'obligation' - that 

'eermission' iL~.Qat:ti£[Jlar J5ind_2L~illi]i!y', and 'obligation' a 
particular kind of 'necessity'" (LEECH 1969 : 218). 

Other authors, such as Ha 11 i day, do nQ.t ~2$Q.Lis:J..t1Y posit one or the other 

Halliday's claim is rather that two types can be 

their function in language: "Modali 

·---= crr~n.:.~.E!.~.!.~.l!!J.£_!11~.9~JJ .. ~J J ~~~e 
'===-~m•m=-5mm==~ 

'' (HALLIDAY 1970 : 347). In Halliday's 

view, "modalitl' ~ au~.t]J.{U:L~ (and other modality 

·markers) in thei ...... \Y.ben.J~tL~~.r~.JJseJJ.~~ 
c~!_.Qll~~~contgn:LQLJ11§.._utteranc.e ("this is where I come in"), 

~·'•"•-...,,_._.._. ___ \)'1# __ , __ ~a.nd thus relil.!~? .. JQ the 

"ideational 11 
( 

11 thi?_j§ __ .~f:LC1!.L.bilve Together with 
the further subclassification of modulation into "active" and "passive" 
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types, Halliday 1 s division is as follows: 

SYSTEM 

ll~Jjjyll 

11 Modulation 11 
-

actTVe---

FUNCTION 

ideati 

ideational 

EXAMPLE 

I (f) Louis ~~y already be here 

I (g) Louis can crack tiles with. 
his hands 

I (h) You may go in now 

These functional distinctions are of central importance to any discussion 
of the modal auxiliaries and they will accordingly be reflected in our 
semantic representations. It must be noted here that these representa-
tions should also be such that they can reflect tb§fCl.c,:.:t:JhCJ.tthe 
cListjnction between the two modalities i not C!t:lC!bsg]~~~QJlg: 
11 MQ_@latiQll~ especially of the PC!.?.?i'l~.type, is a c9,ni1ti~Jl2llli29?g9 b~ 
?.Omeq,n~; and if that someone is the spg(iker himself then it becomes a 
kind of modal Hy - the speaker in his normal, modal [i.e. interpersonal] 
function interfering as it were in the event, in the ideational content 
of the clause" (HALLIDAY 1970 : 349). 

Halliday 1 s term 11 active modulation 11 cannot be equated with 11 deontic 
modality 11 as the latter term is traditionally used, as we have seen, for 

i:igrrnJ? .. sJQllflllcl.g[)Jtgf\tiQD - meanings not properly applicable to the 
modality expressed .in l(g) above. As will be seen however, the meaning 
of the modality in l(g) is structured in much the same way as it is in 

1( h), in contrast to the ~Pi?t~JIJ}~.Jil§C!.t:l}Y,lg J1:1.1CfJ, which requires a 
somewhat different analysis. The basic opposition is then epistemic v. 
non-epistemic, and we will now employ these terms, deontic modality being 
characterised accordingly as one type of non-epistemic modality. Other 
types, most of which relate closely to Halliday•s 11 active modulation" 
will be identified later. In order to retain modality as a general 
umbrella term we therefore use the term epistemic modality where 
Halliday uses "modality" and non-epistemic modality where he uses 
11 modulation 11

• 

Another term which is of some importance here and which will frequently 
be used is modali source. In the extract from Halliday's article 

given above, ~~~!i2E._J.~.~b.C!I:Cl£t~.r..l .. ~.~.9 .... ~.~ ..... ~ .. a condition i!!!Qosed 9'i. someone 11
• 

Similarly, Lyons (1977 : 843) refers to the "Q~T?QDC>r:tnstJ~ytJon 11 wnich 
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m(:ly be assumed to have created ssion in deontically 
·-~~·~~--··-~~·-~--~-~-

mgq(:lli?ed sentences as the deontic source. Extending this concept, we 
will use the term stemic modal to apply to whatever it 
is that c:r~i:ltes~~~Q.ns r:~J~'Li:lllt to the various type,s of 

'nQn-_§J:>i?.!§llli~!'l()SLi:lJJ!Y, and it wi 11 be argued that i ====== 
such a source is either 

Whef!_ the m~li!Y marker J2. .. ~~ 1 
i_? nevgr:~lSJ?J:essed_jlS the surface subject relating 

-····~-··-~····-~·· and it is usually m~r§lY .. Cl.~~ymgc:l .. QX: .. YIJQ~J:.~:t:Q_QSLJrom the 
context. TJ:lu~J.!Llihl CJ.J22ve j_~§_~a~either himself .~e 

of _.!h~J:JPn.::.~.P-i§tgll!iLihgre _<!~ti c1J!l2~) ty -~fil1t!l9-lL.f~'lSLi!iE~n 
w~~~rom ~IJ9~h~r so~rC:~· 

said that the -===,===::===:====c:=···!;;ii~~ 

U~c:f §..l'.'.. §J:t:b§r.tr:itgr:prgt9tj9n.J:t111<iY b.e 
the content of the sentence to be 

realised1 i.e. in a certain sense this source makes it possible for the 
hearer to carry out the action specified (go in). Applying the same 
argument also to qeonti£ necessity. we can posit the following broad 
equivalences, x representing the deontic source: 

1 (i) y may doz= x makes-it~possible for y to doz 
(j) y mag z doen = x maak-dit-moontlik dat y z doen 

1 (k) y must do z = x makes-it-necessary that y do z 
(1) y moet z doen = x maak-dit-nodi dat y z doen. 

In the case of the non:~.Qi..?_t.~micJ11QdaJiJy which Halliday calls 11 ~ctjy.§ 

mo_c.iJJli:l.tiQ.n" (cf. l(g)) there would appear to be an intrinsic connection 

~weell_the ~~u_rc~-· ~D.9 t~~ .. ~'~'~JE7S~ .. of th.~se!:!_ter:ice,, which we can represent 
informally at this stage as follows: 

1 (m) y can do z = y makes-it-possible for_y to do z 
(n) y kan z doen = y maak-dit-moontlik datx z doen 

1 (o) y wants to do z = y makes-it-necessary for to do z 

(p) y wil z doen = y maak-dit-nodi dat .. Y z doen. 

Thus 1 (i)-(p) reflect in an informal manner the transitive rel 
--~== 

involYirlg and i:t:s._.goa1 (b&re the2_ubject of the 

sentence C:9J1ii:liningJb..~J119c.i.aJg,JJXiJjg,r.Y) which 1 sentences 

V{b_t£l:l ... ar~_IJQ!:!:g£i.§.tgmt~ill.x: mo~<!.li.s ed . 
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The notion of source is also relevant i .. Y! .. ~r;ijstemic~9dalfu. The 

epistemic source differs fx:om tb_~-·~jJlJ:l1E-~t~ it relat~2 
to 

which a sentence 

@radigmatic case - th.~-~~ake.r. In l(f) above, for example, somethir;ig. 

m~~itJ2Q .. ~~he.~~aker to believe that Louis is in a certain 

PJ3!f_<i_~tl.llllt tim~ of utteranc~. The position in respect of epistemic 
modality can be informally stated in terms of the following broad 
equivalences: 

1 (q) z may be (it may be that z} = x makes-it-possible for y to 
- - believe z ·· 

( r) z mag wees (dit mag wees dat z) = x maak-dit-moontlik vir 
y om z te .~!o 

1 (s) z must be (it must be that z) = x makes-it-necessary 
believe z 

for y to 

(t) z moet wees (dit moet wees dat z) = x maak-dit-nodig vir y om 
z te glo. 

Here too, then, we have b~JweE:!n j:be, ?~ 
the modal i t.x: 9nd its goal, tb§!_J~J!:~rJ~§!j!l9. .. JhE:!._$Q~Qtlitl. 

Having indicated the similarities and differences between epistemic and 

non-epistemic modality we must now consider how t.b.~.Y~$b .. QJJ19 f?g.?L!:?e, 
re, p r<=s en te,cL. w i. th j n. g ... f.9J::rr@_LLr .. ~m~!:!Qt: .. ls.. 

3.3 Formalisation of the semantics of modali 

The forma 1 i sation of semantic intuitions i?_. notor:jou2JJ:'.'_s!i1fi.llit and 

intuitions regarding the meanings of modality markers in general and the 

modal auxiliaries in particular are no exception, as various authors have 

noted, e.g.: 11 In order to define the class of modals, or to provide the 

set of environments in which a modal may be correctly or appropriately 

used, on EL.must _r~.1er to ~~-mi._,..,_._.~,..-· 
environment ... 

II (LA KOFF 1972 : 229). 

~ll.!9-_ctj.~~~.Q ... .!!JQER ... b..o LqgJ<::AJ.<::h£X:<i<::t~riilics of the moda 1 auxi lta ries in 
English and Afrikaans have already been discussed (cf: Chapter 2). Our 
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main concern however is with the "logical structure" i.e. the semantics 
of the modal auxiliaries, and we are here in agreement with the views of 
linguists such as Leech that "it only becomes possible to discuss 
psychological overtones (what we might call the 'pragmatics' of usage) 
once the logical structures have been taken into account" {LEECH 1969 : 
202). Despite concentrating on the semantics of the modal auxiliaries 
we intend to show that the framework of the analysis presented here also 
provides a number of pointers towards the resolution of essentially 
11 pragmatic 11 problems. 

3.3.1 The descriptive framework 

Our purpose here can be described as that of determining a~~~Llf 

~~Jl1~~11Ji<::-2rimes in terms of which the meanings of Ill~~~ ( 11 r:~J5!tty_e 

ass~x-~tiQn") sentences such as those given in 2(b)-(e) and 2(f)-(i) may 
be di sti ngui shed from those of non-modal i s~e_cl (' 1fcg:tljSJ:J~~s~~r:t:ign 11 ) 

sgntence~ such as 2(a). 

2 (a) Willi yodels. 

2 (b) I a 11 ow Wi 11 i to yodel. 

(c) Fred allows Willi to yodel. 

(d) Wi 11 i is a 11 owed to yodel. 

(e) Willi may yodel. 

2 (f) The fact that he is Swiss makes it possible for me to 
believe that Willi yodels. 

(g) It is possible for me to believe that Willi yodels. 
(h) It is possible that Willi yodels. 
( i ) Wi 11 i may yodel. 

At Js~~u~ here (for both Afrikaans and English) ax~LJ;~hree .filmensions QJ 
semant~ i.e. those that hold: 

(a) betweeJJ otherwise t~:t~ntiftl serJ!:gt1_c:;es containing diff~e_r~n~:L~l 
( Wi 11 i may yodel v. Wi 11 i must yodel ) ; 

(b) bgtween different "uses'' of the same modal auxil i ar:y~ forms 

(cf. 2(e) v.2(i)); and 
(c) between modal auxiliaries and other related modality markers 
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{cf. 2(b)-(e) and 2{f)-(i)). 

Our concern then is to develop a representation of the semantics of 
modality, concentrating on the participation of the English and Afrikaans 
modal auxiliaries in this semantic system. Unfortunately no single 

the~S1~1~,}~~1 ;1 model appears adequate for this purpose and so our approach 
is eclectic, owi ' but with 

S_§!lla n!t~f e~~t.ur_~~-~9JlSL_!!!§iL'liD.9 .. J?Q_§~t1:1J~!~2--~~12.Q.J?_§_ i n _g_~_!iIL~-~9 · In the 
following discussion of our somewhat eclectic framework, figs. 1 and 2 
will serve as illustrations. 

s 

POSS 

fig. 1 

POSS 

BELIEVE 
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Fig. 1 illustrates the semaJ:Jtic representation of the modality markers 

in 2 (b)-(e) above, i.e. those expressing deontic possibility with an 

Agentive modality source. Fig. 2 on the other hand illustrates the 

semantic representation of the modality markers in 2 (f)-(i) 

those expressing possibility. Reflecti 
~~~~.~~~--~~~~-

practice, 

i.e. 

complex symbols - see below), 

.=~~~======,====i.:::i::i~ 
that our example the structure 

underlying sentence 2(a)) .. Modality i~therefore re resented as a 
l}igher predicate c 

modc,i,Jity) in deep sti:-_uctur!:., a on which correlates with standard 

p ra ct i c~_ i n.~'!oda:J.~}E~~.iC::.Vlb.~r§!._Jll()i!JJ.!,LJ~.J::~Er~2~r:!1:~.~L wj.!b~~~.ii_~ f 
moda L.QJ2~ratQt~.~Lcf. §:3. 2 above). 

The 12.re,clicates gjven in our tV1C>.~i(lgr:(ll11~ are not ves lexical 

items .but rather abstract icates which are, arguably (cf. FODOR 1977 

77 and McCAWLEY 1970 : 72), ements which bear a close -- --~~~-· 

semantic relatior!§.bj12 iQ_ their cor.:r~.~R.~l},cli!}il.lexicaJ itel!l2 in much the 

~a_rn~\'.!9:.Y (lS Ka!:~.tC1 .. n semantic features (e.g. [+male]) relate to their 

corresponding items (male). Thus BELIEVE for example can normally §.h!X:f(l_ce 

as believe, or think, or imagine, etc., i.e. it can be realised as any 

verb which in the Katzian system would carry some semantic feature or 

selection restriction identifying it as a typical belief-predicate verb. 

One of the major c,i,.gvan_t(l9es ~f h!.~Jng 1:r:~E: ~.1:1':'. .. h!f!:h!t~s rather than just 
semantic feature bundles to represent the semantic structure of modality 

markers ~~g of~gr:s;,lgtif91~£X (cf. e.g. McCAWLEY 
1974, DE RIJK 1974) in this model~ Various transformations can be applied 

t9~tb<;.~JL~t!:.C1~t.RJ:.gsU.<:2!~2. and :tb ~Jr sirgymgJ1t? 

-~,,_11'\,., .. jn order to deri v.e the di ffgJ:.gtIL~.IJl'JAs;~xg.£Jj~$~9J:JJ2JJS ·of re 1 ated 

mqgc,i,JJ:tY .. ma rt~rs SJd<:h <:\$ those exemp 1 i fi ed in 2 ( b )- ( e) and 2 ( f)-( i) 

.. C!bove. The ti~.~.Dll oftbE: moda1_iE_!!larker .is d.§!<;rmJnE:<:l~Y!:DE:§!:9:9e 
tha:t.:th<;.deri_y_gJi!Ln has reached flL!b.E:. :tJ!llE: .oJ.l~xi caLjnsertion. Our 
i!Eproach differs .from that of standard generative semantics in that we 

!:§J?~t near- cal markers as 

having ~ssentially the ions or lexical entries. 

Thus despite the fact that 2(e) for example contains no overt reference to 
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a deontic source (as do 2(b) and (c)) it is argued that the source is 
always "understood" (as also in 2(d)) when modal auxiliaries are used 
(cf. ~3.2 above), and it is thus represented in the deep structure for 
may as it is for allow. 

Thus in our system the §§_ma!lJi c represe11ta,JtQl"l 9r~JE:Xl<:A1~~Jltrx for may 
will be essentially the same as that for allow, one of the main differences 

the fact that may wi 11 a 1 so be::~ ... ::~~~~~~~~~~~r,.~~"~"Y•lt~=~~~ 
in the lexicon while allow will be specified as a maj11 y~rb. This 

be seen as which 
basic 

semantic 

ae.P~~~.-~~ ~ surface lexical item. After lexical insertion 11 j:>Q§!]~xic,al II 

trAl"l_s.fgrmationi>~.ClJ22lY where necessary in the normal manner, e.g. in 
question formation, passivisation, etc. 

The generative semantic paradigm alone is not adequate for our purposes. 
One problem here is that the only type of grammatical-semantic relation 
recognised in this paradigm is that of ~mlll§LJ2rs;dication, i.e. the 
ascribing of a certain property (including ~ctions, ~s and so on) to 
an argument. Attempts to make explicit the semantic roles of arguments 
by adding extra atomic (i.e. abstract) P-Y'~Qi~ t~~e.111.a,11tic representa,
ti_on.s have not always met with success. Thus Ross for example acknowledges 
that DO cannot be used as the predicate which uniquely identifies its 

·-~ \\\\)vr 

argument as fulfilling the semantic role of Agent because of sentences 
which contain do but do noJ hav~ Agent_subj,~cts in ~~e ~ccepted sense, 
e.g. What the rolling boulders did is crush my petunias ·to smithereens 
(cf. ROSS 1972 106). 

As will be seen, ~qeguate account of the semantics of modality markers 

involves reference to the 1!1.J@£b 
P.redi ca~n, anci .~9 .Ql!Y .. ~.re~entfiliQ.n wiJlltn~ .. ~!f:lLl2!edi cili . .? 

/\ rA t,, {/, ',, r Ov~~ 

\fi!h .. J~htl~.l!.ment~ram~ (cf. CALBERT 1975). Cases are 
C!.~_?.jgned to ar::~ broadly in accordance with Fillmore's case grammar 
theory as expounded in FILLMORE 1968, FILLMORE 1970 and more particularly 
FILLMORE 1971 in which the question of the roles of sententtal ar um~n.t.? 

is raised. As seen in figs. 1 and 2, ea<:::J:L.2JJlli!!l~!lt i2,_~~~]J2.~§-~g-~t as a 

S2!!!~2l_s:o nta 11'1.1!!9 ... ~.£?-se_tm~ aJlSL a li~riRc;:t ]££a t.~.9Q1:1~ ... 19.!2.~ l 
(cf. KASTOVSKY 1973) so that each abstract predicate is specified both 
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as to the cases and to the category membership of the arguments with which 
it is associated . 

. Semantic features will also be used in our representations where necessary 
to bring out certain subtle distinctions between modality markers such as 
those existing between the English modal auxiliaries could and can, 
should and must and can and may. 

Finally, as will be seen in §3.3.2, the basic semantic relation between 
our two modal abstract predicates, i.e. NEC and POSS, will be given in 
terms of a meaning postulate, and so to this extent our framework incor
porates also aspects of meaning-postulate analysis. 

3.3.2 The modal abstract predicates NEC and POSS 

As was indicated earlier, in sentences containingJ!!Q£c:!bk.mq,r:Jsgx:2. the 

trut.b Qf the ~em111J:t:ic content is al i:Q~QT11~ kind Qfqy9Jjfj

cation. This qualification may relate either directly to the speaker's 
assessment of the f?-~j::LLC!Jity of the proposition expressed (epistemic 
modality), or it may relate more specifically t9 ... c .. Qn.cijJjQns or:i t.bg.J2LQf_es~ 

ref erred to ( non-epistemic mod a 1 i ty). In both cases the relevant types 
of qualification can be expressed in terms of "necessity" and ''.J>J2~ii.QjJjy" 

( "no.od}'.LendJgheic;!" and 11 [!]QQDtlJJ5.hgJci 11
) and we therefore J2Q2Jj::~···········-····· 

cons ti t uen t i n t b.~ ... ~.~!11.9~rl.!.ic::~.L~l2.L~.~.~D.i:9'.:U.QJ1 Qf a 11 ~mod alliY .. J!lf!J::keJ:~ ··"'"'··,~=-
abstract icate which is characterised as either NEC or 

are in terms as they exemplify 
known as inverse ition (LEECH 1974 : 116) which 

is characterised by the following equivalences(~= "abstract 12redicate 11
): 

(i) PRED1 : ~PRED2 ':"" 
(ii ) PRED1 r;- :: ": PRED2 

(iii) -:vPRED1 = PRED2'; 
(iv) -;--PRED1-:: .PRED2 

(NEC : ':"POSS;--) 
(NEC-:--: ;POSS) 
(-;vNEC: POSS~) 
(:vNEC;--:: .POSS) 
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I_t_ WQlJL<L2-QQ§_C\I then tba t fil1!:L~J1'LQ ___ QI_ed i£sfil ___ s:o111sLJ2e 

~~Jec:;ted ~~ 2-_ Qoint of _de12arture for defjning the four ty12es of 

moda_}i!L~eri s~Q.-1!Llil:LL~l~--~9ve ( t_bj~j~ j n ... gffec::t_tb§. C\R.RfQi;lCh 
takeri il}_Jb~ analysis of certain English modals presented in ANTINUCCI 

and PARISI 1971). In the interests of clarity and immediacy in our 

semantic representations we will however retain both modal predicates in 

our analysis. T_b_~ __ i3._l!lgQ(3.J __ i,llJ~jJj<:lrY~YC::b as must for example is_ more 
i_mmediately 1,md§_r~_:t_q_od~i;l?_bei11g related to NEC than tQ__'::l?lJ~ and may 

i.? __ JTIQC<LC::J_§.<3.J::JY_tePreserited in term~_of POSS than~of -NEC_:-. In 

r._et_aJ11ing ~QthRLe_<:lj_c::(ltes we will also be reflecting traditional per-

spectives. Thus can't, for example, is normally described as expre_$$5ng 

as against n~ation of the 11 thesis 11
, "proc::e_$_s" 

v'"'"'"""''"' '"""~''"' '"""'-'<> 

or~_PJ::9R~5:1~ion, but this is Q.llJY~ __ c:;orr§.C::t if tb__ELX~leYC\DtJTJQd_i;i]ityJ$taken 
tg be J~oss i b..fltt.Y a_11d not n§!f.§..~_?}tY (cf. equivalence (ii) above) , 
e.g. if can't is glossed as "it is not possible that 11 rather than 
"it is necessary/necessarily so that ... not " 

Thus we retain ~QtbNJ'.:Ci;lnd PO$S as modal in our analysis, 

but the equivalences £il/_§!!!_jn_Ji}::-(_iv)abgye_wjJJ __ ge incorporatedinto 

our descr:JR.tion (that is to say, into our __ Jg2S_icgn) ..::::..::::.--;;;~===ii!=:c.i:=:~~

the importance of which will become clearer in our discussion of the 

various modal auxiliaries in relation to negation. 

3.3.2.1 Arguments of the modal abstract predicate 

The T!!Q_<;lq_LJ!k?tr.ac::1J2r..egic:;a.t_e m_i;ly be _£Q!!illarecLwi t.h.J~hEL~'.m_g_c;!aLQr2er.a_t~ 

as used in 1 c and in certain linguistic accounts of modality 

(e.g. SEUREN 1969). Thus Seuren recognises thre~i!.<:ll~QQ§.f-~Ltors, i.e. 

Poss ("it is possible that 11
), Nee ("i_t i? f1§_C::~?.?.<:lrY that") and Perm ("it 

i~_ Q_§.rJTii11e<:Ithat:11
) whjc:;J1 content 

Jj~_.21lC::b.tbeY~JlJr1C::_tjQ!l __ i3.?.Q..ne-12 lace 12re_di_c:;~-t~s taking C\ 

s~.ur~~e of the _Eossi_bil_it_i'. 2 necesstJ::Llr_QermissiQll. As we have seen in 

===========;;.-= must ~~_j!!<::] ude.sf the case of 2 (b)-(e) and 2 (f)-(i) above, 

in the r~resentation -2.[_~Jl modalJ!,l markers i.tLQrs!gJ:J9m9ke th.e 

Th~_:::~~-::==::=:==:::==:
!::::=:=:=~'unlike the modal operators, i!r.~J:110-R_la~e 
Rredi ~ates, i.e. 

r::._tl~J~ between.~b..EL.~_Q_YJ'.:~€!-2.:Lth~.r:.~J-~.Y.i:!J:Lt. modaJjty a_n._d __ .... ..,==~= 
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(compare also § 3.2 above). 

~ase~JeaJ~!Ir~~ _()I} the_.Cl,X9.l1fl!~l]!S SR~£Jfy further the nature of the 

re 1 a tiQn~ hi p b~~rL~re di ca !~~ri~cL_~ r~mE? n t ~E be tl!'.E!J;J1_gr:gJJJllen ts. th rQ .. llilh 
the !Jred}cate. Thus figs. 1 and 2 ~f!1Q.liiLt~§.tl1L~.!bat!b~JJ!Q.daJ 

a~r.~rE!.~tf.£tes alwa,Y~ t£.~e as i!I9.!:I~ .~Jlx. ... ~n .. ASl§Jlt~9! ... an 
I~rg111~rit and a ~.§1'.!!&n:t:ta,J J~Q.9J. 

Bearing in mind Fillmore's caveat: "there are certain difficulties in 

stating exactly what one ought to mean by 'Agent', but I am willing to 

leave those unresolved for now 11 (FILLMORE 1971 : 42), we will use as a 

working defi~ition for®Agent in our system "the typically animatE? 

perceived instigator of the act_ion identified by the verb" (FILLMORE 

1968 : 24). 'i9.~!lt?~.C!I~L~l@~2~ fi efl~l:il.'~ ang~ver as S 1 s 
(cf. e.g. FILLMORE 1971: 44) and so we will not_jnclude the redurida,nJ:. 

s~<;:jfi.~_11:t:J.Qn.J'!~ L!D.c:lE!r.tb§ .. ~Jeatl1r~~8.~Lr1J.!:ltl1!'.'~ r~preseri:t:a,:t:i ons. 

(§) 
The Instrument role can be carried by NP or S. In the context of 

epi s te111i calJy modal i~E::~tseJ1:t:ence_s it j s ngrma, lly _exR.rn.s.sed a,s a 

nominalised senten9§ (cf. 2(f) above - the fact that he is Swiss ... 

qescribing a state or 11~event and thus we modify Fillmore's definition 

slightly to say that here the ~nstrument ~~j.f!.§!1!.ifie~~JLe_y_ent [or state] 

which is understood as having so_111~_()tb§t::.~}'~nt or state as its consequence" 

(FILLMORE 1971 : 42). In its context as an argument of the modal abstract 

predicate, whether the Instrument role is regarded syntactically as S or 

NP is of little import and so here too we will not include a syntactic 

specification in future representations. 

As mentioned above, the second argument associated with the modal 

q_bstract predicate, theC1oal, i~-~.~!!!~wtial. The Goal of the 

moda 1 i ty i11.JJJ~~IJj::i ~~r!rnr:eseJ1J: .. ClttQn given in· fig. 1 the ... RrQPQ~j-

tiona,l fc:>D.tgnt i:!nderI.YJJlg __ non.-moda 1 i ~-~~~nt§rr<;:es such as ?Ja ), here 

Wi 11 i yo de 1. Following Fillmore we <!efL".!~ ..... !b.§ ... 2.Q.S\1 .. ?grr:t:E::n~~--itS. 11 011e 

which i the __ r~~l11tiD.9.~19:.!§.2.r:.e.Yent in a CC\usative ccin~tructiQn 11 

(FILLMORE 1971 : 42). Reference to ~au~a,j:j..Qn here is appropriate enough 

because - as seen in 1 ( i) above - the ~9JJ.ff§! __ .Qf~!b.~~!TIQQ.9JitY"£9D .. ~~~-~-f"Q[l-

~"!tl1~9 il~~~os~ or causing it to be ible. When 

the modal abstract predicate is associated with the semantic roles A/I 

and G it represents a ~!Y'():-:P}<l£e,1:>.r:ggj"£~!E2 whj~_b ~!<Pl'.'~S$~§_.£augllifu 
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which bears the same re 1 a tion to the C:C>X:tE:~PQllc!i nsL,QlJ~:PLCi,C:E: predicate 
(e.g. POSS and NEC after deletion of A/I, being then equivalent to 

standard modal operators) as do transitive-causative verbs (e.g. lay, 

enrich) to their intransitive counterparts (e.g. lie, rich - cf. LYONS 
1968 : 359 ff}. 

It should be noted here that the semantic representation 

contains an ful~nt,m~pecific:ation in the Goal sentence. 

s , reflecting the fact that 

usu,~11Y perm5 ss iQD~maLQ_EL9t:£!11e~L1Pm91JQQQJjgq,t]QIJ;>,jmQQ~JL<:L,Qn,mAgeJlt$ 
QD1Y (cf. Lyons' reference to "morally responsible agents" in deontic: 

mgdaJity as quoted above). Consider 3(a) and (b) for example: 

3 (a) I permit the eggplant to go to John's house. 

(b) The eggplant may go to John's house. 

These sentences are onl,y acceptable if the receiver of permission is 

1 

understood to be an Agent who can move the plant. This Agent, being as 

it is an argument of the Goal sentence, is often referred to as the 
11 goal 11 of the permission or obligation. We shall distinguish between this 

more general use of the term (i.e. as contrasted with 11 source 11
) and the 

case-label Goal using an initial capital for the latter only. 

3.3.3 The abstract predicate BELIEVE 

It was mentioned above (cf. §3.2) that the Goal of the modali in 

epistemic ™modaJtt.YJI!Cir~er~ (cf. the abs tract modal predicate in fig. 2) 

i ~,.typic(lJJy, ~ome_J:eJ~yant~ct Qf the_.£pJ~akeJ:~.5-b™eJJ,eJ. In our semantic 
representation the participation of the speaker in the speech event as 

referred to by Ha 11 i day and others has a formal correlate in the 11 ~JJ-~JeJ:;Jtv_e~ 

Go11L~entt:J'lc:_e (of the abstract modal predicate) which contain~ the <!Qm~trcic:t 

pr~dtc:ate BELIEVE. This predicate may be realised lexically in surface 

structure, as in 2(f) and (g), but it may, with its first argument, also 

UJ'.ISLE:rgo "prE:I~l<.iC:,<iL' deletion as in 2 h and i , in much the same way 

a~ higher performative sentences (w~],<:;h are als() "subjective'~ i.e. iJlC:JlJde 

reference tQJ~h~-,~R.~Q.™ler) are deleted in Performative Analysis (cf. e.g. 

ROSS 1970). w~~n .~b.E:™m22~illL!!Lstr_ker~iL§J'.l.~,l@L!L~tb1LdeleJi.QD 
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3.3.3.1 Arguments of the abstract predicate BELIEVE 

Although al so a i:V!Q:Pl§:s,:g Q,QsJrac:t predjc;9ti=, ~ .. ~.bI1YE is J:LOj: a 

trao.~t:ti'le:~§JLS§Jjy_e lik .. J:lt~LmodtlJrr~ . .Qjs:a.k.NEJLPO~.~. The associated 
arguments here are characterised as Experiencer (E) and Object (0). 

The Experiencer (cf. FILLMORE 1971 : 42) is the role which associates 
with predicates expressing psychological events (e.g. the noise 
frightened me) or mental states (I imagine, believe ... ). It is 
typically a human being and - in the context of epistemic modality -

. also the speaker or addressee (i.e. "hearer") (cf. 2(f) and (g)).1) 

The second role with which the abstract predicate BELIEVE is 

associated relates to the character of the lll~JI~,QJ~i=~R.g.r.ieJH~!? and this 
is represented as the Object, cf. 11 S~tlt~nc;~s _emtg;!g_gg_g __ JiLQi>.Je.c:.is. CCJ.11 

s.~t~~ ... !Q.Jg~n.!tfY.fQti=?<C\lllPJe, the content of a psychological event:' 
[or, for that matter, mental state]" (cf. FILLMORE 1971 : 42). 

It should be noted that in our analysis as exemplified in figs. 1 and 2, 

ttL~-1Q~, t!~'. ~~:!:22!!tli,~~%sL»S2ntenj: k£ilJj_yg_ggJ, is 

cb.~ r C\ c !~x:.i s ~d ..... ~~ . .§ .. JGo.~J.) in~~2n!1C: .... !!lQ.9 a l11LPJ!l .. Qm .. LQ.~.J~c:11 .... in ....... ~P.i~.-
temi c modali The status of this content is then shown not to be 
equivalent in both contexts. The implications of this difference, 
e.g. with respect to the working of tense, will be dealt with in the 
chapters which follow. 

3.4 Conclusion 

tl:L~ ... !YJ~.~2.._.9f .. ?~trJJct!Jre that are i ted as 

1 ~Q.c@li.!Y~ll!~L~gx:.L.£.CS! 

·~:..!.~:=..'::..'..:...=.=···'"'~---~::!±:::::=::::::=:::=:=:======:=:==::~ i . e. NEC/ P'OSS, with ep is temi c 
modality markers taking in addition the predicate BELIEVE. These 
predicates are abstract ( 11 prelexical 11

) predicates which are realised in 

1) In questions it is the addressee's (i.e. "hearer's") belief that is at 
issue, cf. 

( i ) Must Can he be there already? = Do you believe that it is 

near certain 
possib1e that he is there already? 

Thus E will normally be specified as +sp./h. ("+speaker/hearer"). 
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surface structure in various ways. 

Part of the meaning of the surface lexical items relates also to the 
nature of (more particularly the semantic roles of) the arguments with 
which the relevant abstract predicates are associated and so these 
arguments are given case features in the semantic representation. 
Case features can function as a type of selectional restriction as is 
seen in fi . 1, where the lowest S (~epresenting the proposition that 
is modalised} is characterised as obligatorily containing an Agent. 

In the chapters which follow it will be shown that the descriptive 
framework underlying semantic representations such as those given in 
figs. 1 and 2 can be used as a basis for making explicit - in an 
adequately lucid and heuristically valuable manner - many important 
semantic differences and similarities between the modal auxiliaries of 
English and Afrikaans. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SEMANTICS OF THE MODAL AUXILIARIES EXPRESSING 11 POSSIBILITY 11 

4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 A note on 11 deep tense" 
4.1. 2 A note on 11 deep aspect" 

4.2 Non-oblique forms 
4.2.1 Non-oblique forms English 

4. 2 .1.1 CAN 
4.2.1.l(a) Deontic possibility 
4.2.1.l(b) Agentive possibility 
4.2.1.l(c) Intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 
4.2.1.l(d) Epistemic possibility 

4.2.1. 2 MAY 
4~2.1.2(a) Deontic possibility 
4.2.l.2(b) Epistemic possibility 

4.2.2 Non-oblique forms : Afrikaans 
4.2.2.1 KAN 

4.2.2.l(a) Deontic possibility 
4.2.2.l(b) Agentive possibility 
4.2.2.l(c) Intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 
4.2.2.l(d) Epistemic possibility 

4.2.2.2 MAG 

4.3 Oblique forms 

4.2.2.2(a) Deontic possibility 
4.2.2.2(b) Epistemic possibility 

4.3.1 Past modality 
4.3.2 Remote modality 

4.3.2.1 Remote epistemic modality 
4.3.2.2 Remote non-epistemic modality 

4.3.2.2(a) "Double remoteness" and contrafactivity 

4.3.3 Oblique forms : English 
4.3.3.l COULD 

4.3.3.l(a) Past non-epistemic possibility 
4.3.3.l(b) Remote non-epistemic possibility 
4.3.3.l(c) Remote epistemic possibility 

4.3.3.2 MIGHT 
4.3.3.2(a) Remote epistemic modality 

4.3.4 Oblique forms : Afrikaans 

4.3.4.1 KON 
4.3.4.l(a) Past non-epistemic possibility 
4.3.4.l(b) Remote non-epistemic possibility 
4.3.4.l(c) Epistemic possibility 
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SEMANTICS OF THE MODAL AUXILIARIES 
EXPRESSING 11 POSSIBILITY 11 

4.1 Introduction 

The focus of our interest here is the semantics of those modal auxiJiaries 

in English and Afrikaans which s.Q~re~~as~~~"~oml}l~I! fe~tlJ~rELOf their 
semantic representations the modal abstrac~icate ~. These 
modal auxiliaries are English can, may, could and might and Afrikaans 
kan, mag and kon.l} 

In this chapter we discuss the various senses of each one of these forms 
and propose semantic representations in each case. 

As we are here concerned primarily with a formally-definable class of 
elements which manifest a number of strong cross-linguistic formal 
resemblances (cf. Chapter 2 above) tlJe~~gJITf!ion of our inquiry in this 
and the following chapter will be initially ~grm to me,wi,ng. Each 
modal auxiliary is taken in turn and its possible meanings discussed and 
given in terms of a semantic representation along the lines of those 

exemplified in Chapter 3. In each case w.e then move frJ>J!L,meaning to" 
form in order to consider briefly the other modality markers which share 

the same or essentially the same semantic representation as the modal 
auxiliaries. 

It should be noted once again that QJJ! primary £QJJCe .. rn is tg Rresent. a 

1) The Afrikaans form mog is really no more than a relic (cf. e.g. 
DE VILLIERS 1968 : 85) and the fact that it has virtually no place in non
oratorical spoken Afrikaans is supported by the complete absence of this 
form in the approximately 425,000 words which comprise the corpora of the 
Rand Afrikaans University's research project Frekwensiebepaling van die 
woorde en sekere basiese strukture van die Afrikaanse spreektaal. 
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set Qf_?_E!lllfil!liffuJ::'.E!!:>I:E!"~§!lti!tt()lJ_s which make_ex~licit t_he differences ~Qi!. 

th ~-s i filili!rj1 i e2_ itL~!!§i!lJJ n SI l?t=JWE!E!IJ th E! fllQQ~l. ~-YK11LCLt:1~.!i.thgm~rn1YJ;s_ and 
between them and other modality markers, both intra- and cross-linguis
tically, and so matters relating to what may be regarded as pragmatics 
will not be detailed here: these include the question of the 
illocutionary potential of sentences containing modal auxiliaries and 
also stylistic factors influencing the choice of one form over another. 

4 .1.1 A note on "deep tense 11 

It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that the djstinction between the ()bl_i~ 
a_nd the tJQn:_Q[)lj_g_y§__fi?rms gJ_Jhg m9da 1 aw<5Ji ari es does not s impJy reflect 
a~gast y, non=gast timE! OPRQ.$itiQD. Any semantic analysis of these forms 
must however give due recognition to the role played by time relationships 
and so ~ons are included in our semantic -~resentations in 
respect of not only the modal predicates but also - normally - the lower 
predicates. The time specification on the lower predicate is usually 
constrained to some extent by the time specification on the higher modal 
predicate such that only certain £2.!Dbinations are compatible. Different 
modal auxiliaries and different senses of the same modal auxiliary reveal 
differences in the selection of time specifications for the lower predicates 
and these selectional restrictions play a role in semantic representation 
in the same way that, for example, the selection of an Agent in the lower 
predicate was seen to be relevant to the meaning - and hence to the 
semantic representation - of deontic may in §3.3.2.1 above. 

Following Huddleston (1969 : 786), time specification will be given in 
terms of what may be called features which are normally 

defined dei ctica 11 tim~ __ Qf.~1:1!.!~r9:nc~~-l?~JDJL.:tb.g_ axt$~Or(Ll 
entation. Thus, for example, the features [past], [fut] (11 future 11

) 

and [pres] ( 11 present 11
) are interpreted respectively as 11 1;!gfQt:§11

, 

11{l.fter 11 and 11 c;9otE:?mpornnegys\IJith 11 thJL!~~utt~r~ Huddleston 
identifies ~aiQ~j'.jce~ which mark in English and the 
position in Afrikaans is essentially identical. These devices are: 

(a) verb inflections and auxiliaries (thi is form~l__()r:_11 surface 11 

tense) e.g. he plays/played/has played squash - he speel muurbal/ 
hy het muurbal gespeel; 
(b} temporal specifiers e.g. he is playing squash at the moment/tomorrow -
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op die oomblik/m6re speel hy muurbal; 

(c) conjunctions e.g. he started playing before/after his wife 

arrived - hy het voordat/nadat sy vrou aangekom het, begin speel; 

(d) the nature of the next higher verb e.g. 

[
*tried] [~geprobeerJ 

he hoped to paint the wall tomorrow - hy het gehoop om 

die muur more te verf. 

~!:lrfa..c:~.Jens&, is then QJ11Y .... Ql1E: of the devices that are used to signal 

"time relative to time of utterance", i_:.._§_!,_~de~Q. .. J~_§T!.~' in surface struc

ture. In our semantic representations of the modal auxiliaries we must 

represent not on 1 y tJ1E: .... Q§§I? tE:n?e on the ~ QJJt~a..12..9 the 

deep~t~_D§~_9J'.' .. J~D?es on the 1 ower .. Qredi.c~te QLJ2r~~ which are 

cg..lTif@ti...Q1g wJth ___ §ach lllE:9:1Jinggf§1lC:h 111oda_l a..LJ)(ilja_n'.· 

T~r.a...1 .. ~_§£ifi§rs are particularly useful as devices for determining 

this type of selection. Thus if the "E~t!!!t~. of therng_gg.J_j_~ 

i_nt_~nded, l(a)-(d) below reveal that the SQ§C:tt~l:.? ttl§§g ___ gg.ysfQE:E:~Q2.E: 

(present) and tomorrow/more (future) ~I~ ...... ~~filp_~!i~J~lfith can/kan while 
yesterday/gister (past) is not: 

1 (a) he can visit his mother/hy kan sy ma besoek. 

(b) he can visit his mother these days/hy kan sy ma deesdae besoek. 

( c) he can visit his mother tomorrow/hy kan sy ma more besoek. 

(d) !he can have visited his mother yesterday/!hy Ran sy ma gi ster 

besoek het. 

Tjli~~ of can/kan then c:a,n ?E:lec::t: a PXE:? .. E:DtQt a_ future temporal 

specifier. In sentences such as those in l(a), which contain no 

specifier, the action to which the main verb refers can be interpreted as 

being eith.§J:~P.r~sE:rttQr future unless disambiguated by content. In the 

semantic representation of the relevant meaning of can/kan the d§gp:-i:E:llSE: 

feature tbE: .. JQ .. '1~ .. tca~_.w.iJJ .be giYE!D a..ccordingly as [-past], a 
bjna,riJY ? .. PE:C:iJigd fgature which can be further specified as either 

[pres] or [fut] ([±pres] or [!fut] could cover both p~ssibilities here 

but in the interests of clarity we retain both [pres] and [fut] as 

non-binary features}. The fact that either of the latter features is 

also [-past] can be covered by redundancy rules in the lexicon. 

As only past time, and not futurity, is systematically marked by "surface 
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tense 11 in both English and Afrikaans the primary deep-tense distinction 

will be in terms of [+past] and [-past]. 

4.1.2 A note on 11 deep aspect" 

One tx:ge QJ C!.~2.ect1t~LQ.i stin.£liQJ] is of particular importance to our 

analysis a$.it.xel<l!:E:$ t;o .the E:Qi ste~:_!]Qn-JU>.i s temi c orrnos i ti on. 
Consider for example the following: 

1 (e) John may jog. 

(f) John may be jogging. 

In l(e) the action referred to is seen ~~~lli taking 12lace 

contemporaneously with the time of utterance but not with = ,s:;::;:;:~ .... ==~·~" "-""""" _ .. ,,,, 

it: the jogging is.J2resenJed as 

~.~t:~n.c:I s thJ:.21t91L.tl1~~~J:J§!.~.~~x::.·.~.'..'.r:ir.~.$~J:tt; 
11 

but········====:::!::=·····~··~ 
in progress exactly at the time of speaking, as shown by the incompatibility 

of l(e) with a simultaneous s ifier such as at this very moment. 

here would be every Sunday, these days etc., which 

may be called ifiers (cf. CRYSTAL 1966 : 12 for these 

terms). In l(f) on the other hand the ... action ca11 bejnterpretedeither 

~imu}.tCi.IJ~OtJ?JY OJ' co!Jt~ffiQ()J'a!le..Q.usJ.y as this .. $E:ntenc::E:J.$~Qm12atibk_\IL]th 

bo~es .. Q.Lw.ecjf.igr. Thus, in terms of the ~ imul taneolj~~£'2.!~IT!P.Q!::§l::-

neo us . c:li~ti nc::t ion , 1LeJ co nJ:.Ci5l!$ .. t:b.e . ..m.a rked and J(fL the !!llma r.~..§Lf or:ni..!. 

If we considertre rnP.clCiJjty.of the two 

~2SQl'.:e.?s §Qi~t~~i~
1 

m~d;J:uy but that ·.;,t--.~--~~_;,;;.~~~..:;;.,t ... ::~;..;.: ..... .::..:..: .. :."'"' ...... ::. .... :::: .. 
ex12ressed ~y t;he_.'.'.!!1.Cirkest~.JOttJL.1( e). A .. nQH:e.Q.J.~1:.§ffiiC:: .. int§rp.ret.at1o.D 
qf the.m£c:la 1 is thenJncQITIPCitil?Je with WhCitmight here be ca 11 ed 
11 simultan~.Qu~_cie.e_R~~.?.Ref."t 11 , which can surface in English as the 
progressive be ... ing form (V!i.th states rather tj1~n~ simullfillill.1'. 

can also be signalled by the simple present form as in 

John may [~ivingJ there at this very moment. 

Here again the s i myJ.:t;;~nJ:ou.L.?Qecjf i er 1mr.~s the mod a 1 i ty_Ci.? .. ~P.i?!eDliC::_griJy) . 

In Afrikaans too QQll::"eQi stemi c moda 1 s ].Le i nco.mpatJb1sLJ:Y.i:tb.s5m!J1t£n~QllS. 

d_ee!L.ill~c::talt;hgughtb§~9$Q~C::t5? here !!larked lexicall~ rather than 
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9tammatically, as in l(h}: 

1 (g) Jan kan hardloop. 
(h) Jan kan besig wees om te hardloop. 

lc~e~~e!:~:;:~~~:P~;~~!~~NR~rJy 
~temi c moda 1 Qt".§c:IJ~c:tt§s wi 11 be marJs§_d ct~.~~J~ftt1J[~QQIL:.?Jrn11lta_ryeous 

(l:~_i_llJ~J-~JJpro_<:;~~se~. The processes that relate to the epistemic 
modal predicates on the other hand will be unmarked with respect to this 
aspect. 

4.2 Non-oblique forms 

The non-oblique (cf.§2.3.2.l above)_ forms of the 11 possibility 11 modal 
auxiliaries are the cross-linguistically highly congruent forms can and 
may for English and kan and mag for Afrikaans. We deal with each 
language in turn. 

4.2.1 Non-oblique forms: English 

4.2.1.1 CAN 

This modal auxiliary has both epistemic and non-epistemic senses but, 

as we sha 11 see, its use as a ll)c:lt~.§Y'.C>f .. ~P~-~!~.!lltf~!l!Q.<!~1.Hy.J~ .. ~.~Y~r:§JY 
restricted. We proceed with our general classification of the senses 

of can as follows: 

4.2.1.1 (a) Deontic possibility 

2 (a). Fred can visit Jemima, 

alternative markers being permit/be permitted to and allow/be allowed to. 

In this type of modality ~!L-~~j~oblilJ§tOrLargument _of both the 

f!LC>.9~Lpredicate c:tnd th.E?~J~Y!§I .. ~r:gQJ.f.ctJ:e even though it may happen that 
neither Agent appears in surface structure (cf. the discussion of 
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the eggplant may go to John's house in ~3.3.2.1)2) 

When the modality marker is allow or permi.! both Agents appear in 
surface structure: 

A 
2 (b) ~_JQrdsbJQ allows Fred to visit Jemima. 

The semantic representation for this sense of can is given in fig. 3(a). 

POSS 
[pres] 

A· 1 

PRED 

r-past J 
[-simul t 

fig_. 3(a) 

A· 
J 

2} We subsume here under the fase,J~pe1.~~~J:i_t", noun phrases such as 
the law, the rules of the game etc., as the deontic source is here still 
ultimately Agentive: any comprehensive analysis of the meaning of such noun 
phrases must make explicit the fact that what they refer to owes its exis
tence to what may be called 11 deontic intent" on the part of some Agent or 
Agents, i.e. the intent to regulate, to prescribe norms, in a sense to "make 
necessary" and "make possible" (cf. §3.2 and LYONS 1977 : 844 for discussion 
of these two-place, causative-transitive predicates) acts performed, ~s noted 
above (cf.§ 3.2), by "morally responsible agents". It is by virtue of this 
11 deep 11 Agentive property that this type of noun phrase collocates regularly 
with typical deontic modality markers such as permit and allow when it appears 
as the mod a 1 ity source in surface structure, cf. ( i) v. (ii): 

( i ) 

(ii ) 

The foreign exchange regulations [~i!~~t} one to take out R2,000 

in foreign currency every year. 

?? The window [permits } one to see into the garden. allows 
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While the modality itself is present, the process referred to by the 
lower predicate can be present or future, as shown in 2(c)-(e}: 

2 (c) Fred { can } 
TSal lowed to visit Jemima at present/tomorrow. 

(d) Fred will be allowed visit Jemima tomorrow. 

(e) Tomorrow Fred *can 
to J visit Jemima every other will be a 11 owed 

Tuesday. 

Thus in the case of can the permission is known to hold at the time of 
speaking whether the process itself is immediately permissible or not 
(when can is used performatively, i.e. in utterances which are used to 
give permission, the permission is of course brought into being by the 
utterance). Neither the modality (cf. 2(f)} nor the process (cf. 2(g)) 
can be past in this sense of can: 

2 (f) *Yesterday Fred can visit Jemima. 
(g) !Fred can have visited Jemima yesterday. 

This can is not normally compatible with simultaneous aspect as attested 
by the unacceptability in this sense of 2(h}: 

2 (h) !Fred can be visiting Jemima. 

4.2.1.1 (b) Agentive possibility 

This is another type of Q()1l.-epi!)Jen1ic_ fll()d~JiJY_\l/bich also inyolv~!) 

an .. AgE::IJi (i~. i.!l_!he~-Q'd~r~<:lj~of~c 

representation) but it__gjff§r!5 frQm Q§QtJti~mQggltt.Yin that the~~~ 
2L_~_h,~""m2,~~1i!yhere (specified in the higher predicate of the semanti~ 
representation) iL11QU11otb.fil:~eillf!nt 

indicated in the semantic representation bytbe ca!)gof 

which identifies an_~vent~. state understood as having =~.;:z.~,:;z:~-~~==~.~~~ 

as itsconsequence (cf. § 3.3.2.1 above). 

According to Halliday, Agentive modality, or what he calls 11 active 
modulations, those of a~ilit~ and i 11 (HALLIDAY 1970: 339), 

always relates to some il!!!:L~""'i£_er'*~rlt in the surface 
sentence. Halliday does not attempt to explicate the notion of 
11 intrinsicness 11 in any way, although implicit in his discussion is the 
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argument that the 

modality of which be able to is a marker. This is not however the case, 
as it is doubtful whether 3(b) can be said to express some intrinsic 
property of the actor in the way that 3(a) does: 

3 (a) Zukov [is able to J read a thousand words a minute. can 

(b) The doctor [is able to) · can see you. 

The distinction here is along the same lines as that made by Calbert in 
his discussion of 11 causal 11 as to deonti c i bi l i , the f~ 

subsumi '''QQssibilit,y' as a ... L~~.l11t.2f.an .. ~ex.t~riQX:~CatL?e a!!~L.~2-~~iLHY' 

as a result of an 'interior' cause 11 (CALBERT 1975: 43). Calbert also 
makes no attempt to justify this distinction, but we shall argue that 
the tntuii;iyely--:Jeltcijff§r:sUJ~.g in the modality of 3(a) and (b) does 
have certain formal correlates. We di sh accordingly iii.!ri!:Jili 

tr2!11.~.§2S!r1r:i.~entty~~2os.?i~i.JttY, semantic representations of the 
former taking the specification [+int] on the modality source, i.e. I, 
and those of the latter being specified as [-inf]. 

(i) Intrinsic Agentive possibility 

The "ability" expressed in 3(a) is a relatively~' ~.l'!c:ll1ring 

quali!Y.s?f!h§ .. 1:\.9.~D.t, and as a consequence the deep tense of the 
process (the lower predicate in semantic representation} cannot normally 
be specifically future (cf. 4(a)). Nor is a past reading possible 
with this sense of can (cf. 4{b)): 

4 (a) *zukov is able read a thousand words a minute tomorrow. 

{b) *zukov can have read a thousand words a minute last year. 

The sl.~.~E:.!.~.!l~~.J§~.!..llE~ .Ql'1. !b~.JQ~.~.t: .. Er.~sii~~!.§.J? ... !.b§.1] ... gJy.~n. ~.~ ... £Et~~~ · 
In the semantic representation of this can, as shown in fig. 3(b), 
the modal predicate is also CpresJ: this form of the auxiliary 
cannot be substituted for the non-auxiliary modality markers in 4(c) 
and (d), where the temporal status of the modality is signalled 
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explicitly as past and future respectively: 

4 ( c) Zukov { ~ ab 1 e to] read a thousand words a minute last 

year. 

[ *can } {d) Zukov WlTl be able to read a thousand words a minute 

next year. 

POSS I 
[pres] 

PRED 

rpres J 
L-s imul t 

A 

The type of modality represented in fig. 3{b) is also that of 
is able to, is capable of, enable ... to and make it possible 

for ... to. 

The last two of these modality markers are found only when the 

mocla,illy_~ource, i . e. th..<:!"~2.!l~tt~~:L~j"th~L'lilrum~!l:t§.lJ~LIJl~li on, 
appears in surface structure, e.g.: 

4 {e) Zukov 1 s abnormally high verbal 1 Q {enables J 
• · makes it possible for 

him to read a thousand words a minute. 

The distinctions between the connotations of the first two modality 
markers mentioned are very subtle. Capable of appears to be 
preferred when the content of the process to which the 11 intrinsic 

possibiliJy 11 relates is in some way less positive or less dynamic 
~'1fft)!£"6::"/::,0~>Jtr,"/{i<"""l'">'<"""''N'-' 

than in the case of processes with able to {cf. 4{f1 and (g}), or 
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when the content itself has not been "realised" at the time of 
utterance (cf. 4(h)). 

4 ( f) Jakes is {?able to sit and watch ] 
capable of sitting and watching the birds 

for hours. 

(g) Jakes l·s {?able to be } 1 ·d· t t· capable of being a rea i io some imes. 

(h) Zukov is [?able to read ] a thousand words a 
capable of reading 

minute although he hasn't really tried to yet. 

The modal auxiliary can can be substituted for the other modality 
markers in a 11 of the above cases and thus the so-ca 11 ed "ha bi tua 111 

~·~~-

and .... ''characteri sti .. ~fillill of this auxi 1 iary are seen t.9 .. Q~~·-v~c:tIJ~lJ.t~. 
of can. Typical features of this 

are: 

(i) the process to which the modality applies is characterised as 

being ilJ.J2.1'.:.~~~en.t rather than future or past time; 
(ii) the modality markers here apart from can are able to (acceptable, 

though not preferred, in 4(f) to (h)), capable of, enable ... to 
and make sible for ... to. 

As will be seen in the next section, one of the .:::d..:..i.:_:..;:~~~~····::;.c= . .:,~~::::.:;:.c.· 
i 

normally the 

for ... to: 

by the modality marker be possible 

4 (i) ??It's sible for Zukov to read a thousand words a minute. 

This modality marker is more acceptable in the "habitual" or 

"characteristic" sense: 

4 (j) ?It's sible for Jakes to be a real idiot sometimes. 

(ii) Extrinsic Agentive possibility 

is its intrinsic cou some 
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sense ~xtJ:i!l~iC::.~2 .. t.bf::! .. ~g~nt. This ~~-~X:t'l~t£._sm:ix-ce is however 
here ngt another Agent which 
functions as an Instrument. Where this source is expressed in a 
transitive structure the modality marker used would normally be 
make it possible for ... to (rather than enable ... to - cf. 5(a)) 
while be able to (but not be capable of - cf. 5(b)) and possible for 
to (cf. 5(c)) as well as can (cf. 5(d)) can be used in other 
structures which do not directly express the modality source: 

5 (a) The fact that the doctor has very few patients 

{ 
??enab 1 es } makes it possible for him to see you whenever you need him. 

( b) The doctor [ ~! 5 a~~~·~~ e 5~: seeing] you whenever you need him. 

(c) It's possible for the doctor to see you whenever you need him. 

(d) The doctor can see you whenever you need him. 

With extrinsic Agentive can the 

a.9~ill_C::b~Y"'~£~§?Y"'l~ .. ~ .. ~l.~ ...... <3: .. Llt~sent, but this sense contrasts with the 
intrinsic Agentive sense in that the process can be either present 

(cf. 5(d) above) or future: 

5 (e) The doctor can see you tomorrow. 

A past process is not compatible with this sense of can: 

5 (f) ~The doctor can have seen you yesterday. 

The semantic representation for this sense of can is given in fig. 3(c}. 
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s 

~ 
[pres] [~] POSS I 

[-int] 

!~ 
PRED A 

[
-past J 
-simult 

fig. 3 ( c) 

The 11 intrinsic 11 v. 11 extrinsic 11 distinction often referred to in 
discussions of can does then have certain formal correlates: 

(i) extrinsic but not intrinsic Agentive can is compatible with 
a process which is future (cf. 5(e) v. 4(d) above); and 

(ii) although make it sible for... and be able to can mark 
either type of modality, enable ... to and be capable of 
are not generally acceptable as markers of the extrinsic 
possibility while be sible for ... to is not used to express 
intrinsic Agentive possibility (cf. 5(a)-(b) and 4(i) above). 

Finally .it should be noted that neither of these two senses of can 

takes simultaneous aspect: 

5 (g) *Zukov can be reading a thousand words a minute at this 

very moment. 
(h) *The doctor can be seeing you. 

4.2.1.l(c) Intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

non-epistemic can normally relates tq 

some gJ1c;!lldJJ.~J2LQJ2~erty or characteristic of the subject (as in 6(a) and 

(b)) and so the IDOc!~.Lil2'.'2Q~I.~_e m(ly bg s 

6 (a) Diplomatic do's can be boring. 

(b) Lightning can kill. 
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In contrast to the case of the Agentive modalities just discussed, 
6(a) and (b) cannot be paraphrased by structures containing the modality 
markers be able to, be capable of and enable ... to. This imnortant 
formal difference is linked to the fact that the subje~~-Ln_Q_(Q)~_l[)J 
are non-A~ (the problem raised by the compatibility between 
be able to and be capable of and non-Agentive subjects in certain 

predications such as th" b .1d. . {capable of withstanding] . d 
is ui ing is able to withstand win s 

of 150 k.p.h. which may - oxymoronically - be said to express "passive 
ability", will not.be entered into here). 

Th!L_~yQ.1~-~t_Ln§(ALt@Y~b~ c::haracteri sed a~ .. Q!LQQ.j~t i.e. "semantically 
the most neutral case ... conceivably the concept should be limited to 
things which are affected by the action or state identified by the verb" 
(FILLMORE 1968 : 23). 

IJL.£(!U~~~ub~~ct, although being causally involved in an action, is 
inanimate and so f!IJ!C::~-~_9-JL)nslr_l.!ment, i.e. "the case of the 
inanimate force or object causally involved in the action or state 
identified by the verb" (FILLMORE 1968 : 24}. 

Tb~ ~lllQ_~c:lc:l.§!_fLPJ:~c:ijc::~_tjor:t in the semantic representation of this type of 
can may then contain _as arguments ~l.!her ~!l.Object.~r:_-~n Instrument QJJ_t 

not an.~· As in the case of the two kinds of Agentive possibility, 

the modality source is characterisable functionally as an Instrument. 
If this source is expressed in a transitive structure the relevant 
modality marker is make it possible for ... to: 

6 (c) Various factors make it possible for diplomatic do's to be boring. 
(d) The high voltages of lightning flashes make it possible for 

them to kill. 

This transitive modality marker is probably rarely used in this type of 
modality but be possible for ... to is common enough: 

(e) It's possible for diplomatic do's to be boring. 
(f) It's sible for lightning to kill. 

As in the case of intrinsic Agentive modality, the modality and the 
process must both be present. Neither a future nor a past time specifier 
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is possible here: 

6 (g) ~Diplomatic do's can {have b~en boring last year}. 
- be boring next year 

(h) *Lightning can {h~ve killed yesterday} 
- ki 11 tomorrow • 

The semantic representation of intrinsic non-Agentive can is given in 

fig. 3(d). 

s 

~ 
POSS jsG] 

[+int] l 
I 

[pres] 

~ 
{~] 

PRED 

[
pres J 
-simult 

.fig. 3( d) 

This sense of can is also incompatible with simultaneous aspect. 

To the extent that a sentence such 

6 (i) ?Lightning can be killing at this very moment. 

is acceptab 1 e, the moda 1 ity would appear to .. be~pj~tgJD1L.f.9!her_t_f:Lq_n 

non- stemic, i.e. the paraphr~§~.J~ould be it is possible that in 

preference to it is possible for ... to. 

4.2.1.l(d) Epistemic possibility 

In §4.2.1.l(a) above, the 
to conditions 

etc., but i !!. ... ~21 .. ~.!~II!1£ .. n1QS@J~~~c@J ... 9ua 1 i fJ££!iQXLL~l~Jes 

1!!£!:~ £1 r~-~-t11-!.9 ~h~ spea~~~r 1 
s ..... a~ .. sess".1en~_J?L.J.b§.f9.~1~8!JJ.~~ .. Qr .. EQJg.ntj~J 

factuali of the s. A speaker using an utterance 1which is 
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modalised in terms of ~stemic possibilityae.g. John can run, may 

be said to assert the existence of the relevant "possibility", be it 

permission, ability or whatever. In an ~~ modalised utterance 

such as John may run, on the other hand, ~s~eaker cannot be said to 

assert ~thing in tJ:l~_JQgi c:;_~L$gn?e (1$ he does noLj n any way cgmmi t 

hi expressed. The distinctiori 

1 ls the distinction 
,__,,,_,_,_~""'-

made by White between the "exj2.te~ntL<il~,~",{l_t:i,sLJlt~L~~RrS?tl1~JlEttJf,'.'.~tYQg~, 

the former expressing "the actual existence of a possibility" and the 

latter 11 the possible existence of an actuality" (WHITE 1975 6). 

As noted in Chapter 3, the above distinction is reflected in our 

semantic representations by way of the different c:;~ase l abe 1 s illj~_cL to_ 

the lowest embed~~. 

~~lJ.~cLQ!2J2Q~:Lti on o~mP!:9,C::~$~S. 

t be, () 11e, _~bic::b __ c::QIT~?J2QJ'.tQ~~o ~ 
In non-epistemicp()S$igjJiJy this 

proposition expresses and 

therefore it is specified as a Goal, \fbjle in §Pi?Jgmi~JJQ$$JtJjJity the 

proposition has ~eal" status and is merely the object of the speaker's 

belief, being therefore labelled as an Qbject, identifying "the content of 

a psychological event" (cf. §3.3.3.1). 

The semantic representation for epistemic can is the same as that given 

as fig. 4(b) for epistemic may in §4.2.1.2(b) below. Epistemic possibility 

is discussed in greater detail in the latter section as the use of can to 

express this modality is very restricted. In order to show that forms of 

can do indeed participate in this modality, however, we must mention here 

the formal features by which it is identified. These are: 

(i) it takes as a modality marker possible that 

for ... to: 

7 (a) John can run tomorrow = it is _,__ __ ~for John to run 

tomorrow (non-epistemic) 

(b) John may run tomorrow 

tomorrow (epistemic). 

John vii 11 run 

(ii) the modality may be present while the process is past: 

7 (c) John [*can} have run yesterday. 
may 

(iii) as seen in § 4 .1. 2 above, the process referred to can be represented 
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as taking place simultaneously with the utterance (or contempora
neously with it - hence the lack of aspect marking in semantic 
representations in such cases), and in English when a modal 
auxiliary is already present this state of affairs can only be 

signalled by way of the progressive aspect (cf. 7(d)). This is 
then a third diagnostic feature with regard to epistemic modality. 

7 ( d) John {??can } be running at the moment. may 

As seen in 7(a)-(d) can is not used in positive declarative structures 
to express epistemic modality. In negative and interrogative structures 
however it can appear as a marker of this modality: 

7 (e) John can't be there = it is not possible that John is there. 
(f) John can't have been there yesterday. 
(g) John can't be running now. 

(h) Can that be John over there? = is it possible that that is 
John over there? 

(i) Can John have been there yesterday? 
(j) Can John still be running now? 

will be seen, the fact that can practically ~§ver_§2SJ:JI'~~~~-fillistemic_ 
1J10da l i t,l 1!!_ __ 12_q_® ve_Q.ecl ar~lliu_en!ences gives rise to one of the most 
important c_gntr~s_ts between congruent English and Afrikaans mod a 1 

auxiliaries. 

4.2.1.2 MAY 

The modal auxiliary may is used to express two types of modality, 

i.e. <!§_crntis~ __ pQ~jJ:i11itY and <:!P1~t~mtc:_J2Q~~jgjJjJy. We will not consider 
here the rather archaic 11 optative 11 may as in may the Lord have mercy 

upon you, the use of which is very restricted. 

4.2.1.2(a) Deontic possibility 

There are stylistic differences between can and may in this sense, may 

being used relatively frequently in the more formal registers and can 
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being the usual modal in colloquial speech. 

In (fairly) formal styles where both deontic can and may are found, 
a pragmatic distinction becomes apparent, as deontic may is what Palmer 
calls a 11 discourse oriented" modal (1974 : 100). In terms of our 
approach this means that the source Agent is always one of the participants 

t,\<f'A. 

in the discourse, i.e. the speaker~in statements and the hearer in que~-
tions (in the case of may requests for permission). Deontic can, on 
the other hand, is not always discourse oriented (cf. 8(a) and (c) v. 
8 ( b) and ( d)) . 

8 (a) You may go = I permit you to go. ,_ 
(b) You can go 

= { I permit you ] to go. You are permitted 

(c) May ~ go? = Do you permit me to go? 
( d) Can I go? = {Do you permit me} to go? Am I permitted 

This distinction is sufficiently general - and of sufficient importance 
in the context of second-language learning - to merit recognition in 
formal structures, and as our representations of the meanings of the 
modal auxiliaries include the specification of the modality source, it is 
possible for us to make such essentially pragmatic distinctions explicit: 
thus the source Agent in semantic representations of deontic may will take 
the feature [ +sp./h.] (+"speaker/hearer 11

) {cf. fig. 4(a)}, while this 
Agent is unspecified in this respect in deontic can {cf. fig. 3{a), p.56). 

s 

~ 
POSS 

[pres] 
A· [G] 
[+sp~ 

PRED 

[
-past J 
-s imult 

fig. 4(a) 

A· J 
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4.2.1.2(b) Epistemic possibility 

The notion of epistemic possibility has already received some attention, 
so it will be appropriate to present the semantic representation of 
epistemic may before entering into further discussion: 

POSS 
[pres] 

I 

BELIEVE 

[pres J 
/ { 

fig. 4(b) 

The modality source is a set of circumstances functioning as an 

Instrument (cf. e.g. 9(a)), the Goal of the modality is ~heJ)~~liet~QJ -
typically - the ker (cf. e.g. 9(b)), and the process or proposition 

···~~"~"""""""' -""""""~"~" 

referred to is the Object of this belief. Depending on which prelexical 
transformations may be said to have been applied, the modality depicted 
here may surface as any of the followi"ng modality markers: 

9 (a) It's my knowing that Zukov has been practising speed reading 
that makes it sible for me to believe that he reads a 

thousand words a minute. 
(b) It's possible for me to believe that Zukov reads a thousand 

words a minute. 
(c) It's possible that Zukov reads a thousand words a minute. 

(d) Zukov may read a thousand words a minute. 

(e) f~:~~:ps} Zukov reads a thousand words a minute. 

Returning to matters raised in the discussion of epistemic possibility in 
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the previous section (cf.§4.2.1.l(d)), the difference between 9{d) and 

4 (b) Zukov can read a thousand words a minute. 

must be noted. In using 9(d) the speaker would not be committing himself 
to the truth of the unmodalised proposition - his statement is not 
falsifiable - but in 4(b) the use of non-epistemic can indicates that modal 
qualifications are internal to the process (more specifically, to the 
subject) and do not relate directly to the speaker, who may be said to 
commit himself to the truth of the proposition,i.e. the implication here 
is that, if certain conditions are met, Zukov will indeed read a thousand 
words a minute. 

mentioned above, 

\_j-""" _____ c"a te 'Ll'l_!"b~-§~1-~!~f!lj~_l119da1itY.r~r§.~gnJ~_tjQ!'l · The non-commi tta 1 
nature of may here is reflected also by the fact that POSS is the higher 
of the two predicates, cf. 9(g) ~ (h): 

9 (f) Zukov may read a thousand words a minute, but I doubt it. 
(g) It is possible for me to believe that Zukov reads a thousand 

words a minute, but I doubt it. 
(h) ??I believe that it is possible that Zukov reads a thousand 

words a minute, but I doubt it. 

A distinctive feature of .f.:!.9.· 4(b) is the absence of any tense selection 
in the lowest predication. This reflects a typical characteristic of 
epistemic modality as noted by various writers including Halliday: 
11 The modalities [epistemic modalities], being outside the ideational 
meaning of the clause, are also outside the domain of tense; like other 
forms of speaker's comment, they relate only to speaker-now and in 
modality the PROCESS may have any tense" (1970 : 336 and 338). 

As deep tense has been defined in terms of time of utterance, the feature 
[pres] on the ~od~l.Jlred_igi.J~ represents this "speaker-now" orientation 
(being closely associated with the modal predicate, t_h __ e_B_E_L __ I _____ __. _____ ~··~·--· 
takes the same deep-tense feature). 

The lowest Qredication i.e. the process, can then be in any of the ------- ··~····"-···-··-·-········-'···-"·"·--~·-·"-"""""-"""""--"····-···-·"···-· 
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tenses (and aspects) so far mentioned, as shown in 9(i)-(l): 

9 ( i) Zukov may { ~eadi ng ] a 1 ot these days (present contemporaneous). 
(j) Zukov may be reading at this very moment (present simultaneous). 
(k) Zukov may read that book later (future). 
(1) Zukov may have read that book (past). 

It is then only when the non-oblique modal auxiliaries are used 
epistemically that the process to which they refer may be in the past. 
One cannot, for example, readily speak of present permission or ability 
relating to something in the past, as is attested by the unacceptability 
of 9(m) and (n), but present assessment of the relative factuality of past 
states or events, as in 9(1) above, is perfectly feasible. 

9 (m) ??He is allowed to have read that book. 
(n) ??He is able to have read that quickly. 

Where a modal auxiliary is used and the relevant process is in the past 
the surface main verb cannot take a past inflection: as noted in 
Chapter 2, the modal auxiliaries must be followed niti and 
here have is selected. Where the modality marker is one which, like 
be possible that, takes a tensed complement clause, there is no such 
problem and the relevant tense is expressed in the normal way: 

9 (o) It is possible that Zukov read that book yesterday. 
(p) It is possible that Zukov has read that book already. 
(q) It is possible that Zukov had read that book by then. 

The surface tense forms read, has read and had read .reflect underlying 
deep-tense distinctions between a past time, a past time which is in some 
way relevant to the present, and a past time which is in some way relevant 
to an already established past time. These are, of course, in traditional 
terms, the imperfect, perfect and pluperfect tenses respectively. 

The important point at issue here is that a sentence such as 9(1) is with 
respect to tense three-ways ambiguous, i.e. it could be paraphrased along 
the lines of 9(o), (p) or (q), and so it will be obvious that after modal 
auxiliaries the three tense forms are neutralised to have+ main verb+ 
past participle. 
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Having pointed out this ambiguity we will not consider the question in 
further detail. VOur main concern is the specification of the range 
of tenses which the modal predicate selects and where the construction 
modal auxiliary+ auxiliary have is under discussion the feature [+past] 
covers all three possibilities. 

Finally it should be noted that the neutralisation and the resulting 
ambiguity referred to here bring the English constructions semantically 
into line with the essentially congruent Afrikaans constructions. Thus 

9 (1) Zukov may have read that book. 
and ( r) Zukov mag daa rdi e boek -9..§.l ees het. 

are ambiguous with respect to deep tense in the same way. 

4.2.2 Non-obli ue forms: Afrikaans 

A comparison between a word-count deriving from the R.A.U. project 
Frekwensi li ... and figures given by Joos for a spoken English 
corpus (JOOS 1964 : 177-9) reveals a number of interesting differences in 
the statistical patterning of the modal auxiliaries in each language 
(cf. tab 1 e 1 p. 72 ) . 

\One. f. e.at .. ure of particular relevance here is the relative PJ::~_gorntrg1Jl<;~QJ 

\Qon_-:~bltq1:1.~ as opposed to oblique forms tn l:\Jrikaans. In the English 
corpus can, for example, appears a little more than twice as frequently 
as could (261 v. 123 occurrences) while the overall proportion for kan 
as against kon is more than seven to one (2604 v. 353 occurrences} in 
Frekwensiebepaling .... A breakdown of statistics for each of the three 
corpora on which the latter project is based reveals a correlation between 
formality of register and relative frequency of oblique v.non-oblique 
forms. In the "spontaneous 11 corpus (conversation between intimates) the 
ratio of occurrences of kan v. kon is nearly sixteen to one (379 v.24); 
in the 11 main 11 corpus (informant speaking to researcher) it is approximately 
seven to one (1953 v.271); and in the 11 SABC 11 corpus (radio interviews, 
discussions etc.} it falls to less than five to one (272 v.58). 

From the point of view of register the 11 SABC 11 corpus is probably the one 

which is most nearly equivalent to the English corpus mentioned above 



CORPUS 

WORD 

kan 
kon -
mag 
mag 

sa l -sou -
wi l -wou -
moet --moes --

TOTAL 

72 

AFRIKAANS ENGLISH 

"Spontaneous" "Main" 11 s.A.B.C. 11 11 Total 11 Joos 

no. 

379 
24 

3 
-
339 

29 

220 
38 

361 
35 

58 979 

% no. % no. % no. % WORD no. 

0,64 1 953 0,62 272 0,53 2 604 0,61 can 261 
0,04 271 0,09 58 0,11 353 0,08 could 123 

0,01 69 0,02 18 0,04 90 0,02 may 126 -- might - - - - - - 121 

0,58 1 255 0,40 207 0,40 1.801 0,43 shall 11 
0,05 168 _Q,05 85 0,16 282 .9 ,07 sfiou1d 98 

0,37 724 0,23 145 0,28 1 089 0,26 will 121 
.Q ,06 136 0,04 29 .Q ,06 203 0,05 would 338 

0,61 l 765 0,56 201 0,39 2,327 0,54 must 110 
0,06 238 .Q ,08 57 0 ,11 330 .Q ,08 --

315 745 51 600 426 324 TOTAL :!:'ao ooo 

TABLE l 

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF 
AFRIKAANS AND ENGLISH MODAL AUXILIARIES 

TOTAL = total number of words in corpus 
Total = combined total for the three Afrikaans corpora 

no. = number of occurrences of relevant word 
% = percentage of total number of words in corpus 

% 

0,21 
0,10 

0,10 
0,10 

0,01 
0,08 

0,10 
0,27 

0,09 
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(a transcript of a murder trial held in England), but we see that even 
here the relative incidence of the non-oblique ~the oblique forms is 
more than twice as high in Afrikaans as in English (nearly five to one 
as against just over two to one). As seen in table 1 the pattern of 
higher relative incidence of non-oblique forms in Afrikaans is character
istic of all the modal auxiliaries and some preliminary explanation of 
this fact is called for here. 

Various factors are identifiable, of which the most important are the 
following: 

(i) the more widespread use in Afrikaans of the 11 historic present" 
in narrative style, cf.: 

10 (a) I turned her so I could see her face, 
(F.A.: 32}3) 

(b) Ek draai haar gesig so dat ek dit kan sien . 
(V.W.: 26} 

(ii) the use of non-oblique forms in Afrikaans in certain types of 
dependent clause, such as "indirect speech", where the higher 
verb is in the past: 

10 (c) He said ... the drivers could come and get their stew. 
(F.A.: 47) 

(d) Hy het beduie ... dat my manne maar hulle kos kan kom haal. 
(V. W.: 40) 

(iii) the less frequent use in Afrikaans of a 11 hypotlietical 11 mode 
signalled by oblique forms, cf.: 

10 (el If Simon walked in the mi.ddl e of us then we could talk 
over his head . (L. F.: 32) 

(f) As Simon tussen ans loop dan kan ons oor sy kop 

met mekaar praat. (R. V.: 27) 

and the related phenomenon of less frequent use of oblique forms as 

3) For clarification of these abbreviations, see the list of primary 

sources in the bibliography. 
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politeness markers in Afrikaans, cf.: 

10 (g) Could I see her just for a moment? {F.A.: 42) 
{h) Kan ek haar net vir 'n oomblikkie sien, asseblief? (V.W.: 36) 

As suggested by the formality-relative frequency correlation mentioned 
above, factors (a)-(c) relate essentially to stylistic rather than semantic 
questions. 

A second marked difference in the statistics for Afrikaans and for 
English is the higher overall frequency of modal auxiliaries in the 
former. Thus 2,14% of the words in the combined Afrikaans corpora are 
modal auxiliaries while the figure for English is almost exactly half of 
this,i.e. 1,06%. The main factor operative here is probably the fact 
that the Af~~~ au~~r, catenatives being used 
after the first auxiliary in English {cf. §'.2.3.1.2 above). This fact 
does hold implications for our semantic analysis in so far as the 
(non-oblique) modals which follow~~ may be said to express future 
modality, but apart from t~is it is not of particular semantic relevance. 

The relatively high frequency of non-oblique modals in Afrikaans as 
contrasted with English can thus be ascribed to a number of factors and 
it is important to note here that most, although not all, of these factors 
are essentially non-semantic. 

4.2.2.1 KAN 

All the non-epistemic senses identified for can above are also identifiable 
for kan and in addition the latter is regularly used in the epistemic 
sense, contrasting with the limited epistemic role of the former. Thus 
we have here an essentially semantic factor which contributes to the 
raising of the frequency of the Afrikaans form relative to the congruent 
English one. 

4.2.2.l(a) Deontic possibility 

As in English, this is the permission sense of kan, e.g.: 

11 (a) Stoffel kan die Mercedes leen 
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and synonymous modality markers include forms of toelaat and word toe
gelaat. 

Th§~Ifl!!~§IJ:J:,,§ on the ~!2!!tlHy~e CU}j on the Qro£es.~icate 
oblig~toriJy include ~'l~l\~ in deep str!J<:ture, as in English. Where 
the modality source, i.e. the higher Agent, surfaces, the modality marker 
selected must be the relevant transitive verb, normally unpassivised, 
e.g. 

11 (b) Stoffel se pa laat horn toe om die Mercedes te leen. 

Where the modality source is not specified the passive form of the 
transitive verb (cf. ll(c)) or the modal auxiliary (cf. ll(a)) is used: 

11 (c) Stoffel word toegelaat om die Mercedes te leen. 

11 (d) Stoffel sal die Mercedes kan leen. 

The modality cannot normally be past, as seen by the unacceptability of 

11 (e) ~Verlede week kan Stoffel die Mercedes leen. 

The deeQ tens~of the erocess is also non-past: 

11 (f) Stoffel kan deesdae die Mercedes leen. 
(g) Stoffel kan die Mercedes oorm6re leen. 
(h) !Stoffel kan die Mercedes gister geleen het. 

The kan + •.. het construction is very rarely used in Afrikaans 

(cf. e.g. DE VILLIERS 1968 : 94-5) but when it does appear it generally 
expresses - as does the more frequ~ntly used English counterpart may have -

This sense of kan cannot take simultaneous as Thus 

11 (i) !Stoffel kan besig wees om die Mercedes te leen 

is not possible as an expression of deontic modality. 
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The semantic representation of this sense of kan is given in fig. 5(a) 
which is in all respects identical to that given for can in fig. 3(a) 
(p. 56) except for the broader deep-tense specification on the modal 
predicate. 

POSS 

[-past] 

fig. 5(a) 

A. 
1 

PRED 

r -past J 
I -simult 

4.2.2.l(b) Agentive possibility 

A· J 

As noted above ( § 4.2.1.l(b)), the process in this type of modality also 
involves an Agent but it differs from deontic modality in that the 
modality source functions as an Instrument and not an Agent. As in 
English this source may be intrinsic or extrinsic, a distinction which 
does have certain formal correlates. 

(i) Intrinsic Agentive possibility 

As in the case of English one of the most important formal 
distinctions between this sense of kan and the extrinsic sense has to 
do with the grammatical-semantic question of deep-tense selection. 
Consider the following: 

12 (a) Karel kan nou fietsry. 
(b) !Karel kan volgende week fietsry. 
(c) Karel sal volgende week kan fietsry. 
(d) !Karel kan verlede week fietsgery het. 

Only 12(a) and (c) can be interpreted as expressing the 
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~ili ( 11 '~bjlL!.Y~.~r~L.'._i~nt~r_'.~') , here the 
learned illlJ wh .. i£!l is or will be an enduri~Q.f~tb·~-8.~nt. 
In th ~.LlW~ Qn.J:ll§~JTIQ5till!Y is in each case 
th~~same~.C1?_.~tb.~ .... SLE:flL1§IJ.§§ gn !b§ PX:9.C:§S s, i . e. l!I~~~!l! (1.!1d future 
~ectjy~}y, while in 12(b) and (d) the tense specifications differ. 
The latter sentences are however unacceptable as expressions of the 
intrinsic modality: in so far as 12(d) is acceptable at all it must 
be interpreted epistemically, as we have seen, while kan in 12(b) 
may be either epistemic (cf. dit is moontlik dat Karel vol week 
sal fiets as a paraphrase), deontic (cf. Karel is toegelaat om volgende 
week fiets te or extrinsic Agentive, where the focus is not on 
some quality of the Agent but rather on unspecified external factors 
such as here, for instance, the availability of a bicycle (cf. as a 
paraphrase dit is moontlik vir Karel om vol week fiets te 

The requirement that the deep tense of the modality and the process 
be identical here parallels the case of English "intrinsic" can, 
but in Afrikaans of course the relevant tense may be future as well as 
present, i.e. it is non- t. In ().l:IY'. semantic represe11!C1t}onof this 

sense of kan we wi 11 reflect the id UY."r:E:9Ll51'.:E:l11§D! by way of a 
variable, say a:, on the feature [-past] in both predicates, which 

~il.L.~_ignC1l 

([pres] gr [fut]) mllstl:)e s(;JE.!.C:JE:SL fQLJ~31ch ... ~cate. The semantic 
representation is given as fig. 5(b): 

POSS 

[-past a:] 

s 

PRED 

[
-pasta:] 
-s imult 

fig. 5(b) 

A 
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A_s the modal a_y?<iliaries can~o-occul'.' in Afrikaans sentences, the 
need for suppletive forms (e.g. English be able to is here not so 
great and so the almost complete absence of synonymous modality 
markers for the intrinsic sense of kan is perhaps understandable. 
Sentences 12(e) and (f). are not synonymous with the 11 intrinsic 11 inter
pretation of 12(a): 

12 (e) Dit is nou moontlik vir Karel om fiets te ry. 
(f) Karel is nou in staat om fiets te ry. 

The focus here is not on an enduring quality of the Agent, and so the 
modality markers moontlik wees vir and in staat wees signal a different 
kind of modality. It would appear that moontlik wees vir is however 
a possible modality marker of intrinsic Agentive possibility when the 
quality in question is manifested sporadically, as in the 11 characteris
tic11 or "habitual" senses of kan (cf. 4(f) and (g) above): 

12 (g) Hy kan ure lank na die voels sit en tuur. 
(h) Dit is vir horn moontlik om ure lank na die voels te sit 

en tuur. 
(i) !Hy kan volgende jaar weer ure lank na die voels sit en 

tuur. 

The unacceptability of 12(i) in non-epistemtc interpretation supports 
the analysis of this kan as expressing an intrinsic rather than an 
extrinsic modality. 

When the 11:1Qsi~]j!l source (I in fig.5(b)) does appear in surface 
structure the transitive forms of these modality markers, i.e. 
moontlik maak vir and in staat stel, can however be used as markers 
of the intrinsic modality: 

12 (j) Die feit dat Karel vir sy ouderdom so behendig is 

{
stel horn in staat } 
~aak dit moontlik vir horn om nou (al). fiets te ry. 

(ii) Extrinsic Agentive possibility 

As mentioned in the previous section, the ~~~rce of the modqli,!y in 
this kind of possibility is in some sense e~ternal to the Agent. 
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Because the foe is here not on some enduri 
·~-·······~~~~·~···--·~·-··~--·~~··-

~.b.e Agent, the .g. tense of the ... ~odall!Y fllC1Y f)eJ)resent while the 
pro~ce~.0uture, as in 12(b) above. The modality of this sense 
of kan is represented in _fj_g_. 5(c) (cf. fig. 3(c) for English): 

POSS 

[-past J 

s 

I 

[-int J 

PRED 

[
-past J 
-simult 

fig. 5(c) 

[~ J 

A 

Synonymous modality markers here are moontlik wees vir and in staat 
wees (cf. 12(e) and (f) above) and moontlik maak vir and in staat stel 
where the modality source is given in surface structure (cf. 13(a)). 

13 (a) Die feit dat Karel se fiets nou herstel is 

f stel horn in staat J nou fiets te 
maak dit moontlik vir horn om ry. 

As in the case of all the other non-epistemic senses of the modal 
auxiliaries, neither intrinsic nor extrinsic 
with simultaneous aspect. Thus e.g. 

13 (b) Karel kan besig wees om fiets te ry 

4.2.2.l(c) Intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

ve kan is 

Th~_?.~.!l.?§ of kan appJi es where the subject of the relevant sentenc.E: 

.:;.,....-~==-,~=~===' i.e. when it is functional-semantically either an 
Instrument or an Object (cf. 14(a) and (b) respectively and also 
§4.2.1.l(c) above). 

tible 
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14 (a) Sterk winde kan dakke afwaai. 
(b) Ysskaats kan groot pret wees. 

14 (c) Sterk winde sal nog volgende jaar dakke kan afwaai 
(d) Ysskaats ~~ volgende jaar nog groot pret kan wees 

but as in the case of intrinsic Agentive possibility, modality and process 
should both take the same deep-tense specification. Thus 14(e)"g,nd 
lfl, in which this is not so; ar§~int§J'.'J'.)J:g~t'!t>Jg_§ssgn:t:jg,JJ~j;!S" epjsJemtc 
?!~i.E::J!l~Q_ts."gJJJy; although the distinction between epistemic ("possible 
existence of an actuality") and non-epistemic ( 11 actual existence of a 
possibility") modality becomes rather blurred where the process relates 

'tQ~tlQD: ~g§JJttvgJ2C!rJj£iRQ.r1:ts . 

14 (e) Sterk winde kan nog volgende jaar dakke afwaai. 
(f) Ysskaats kan volgende jaar nog groot pret wees. 

The semantic representation of the intrinsic sense of kan is given in 

!j_g_. 5(d) (cf. fig. 3(d)). 

s 

~ 
POSS 

. [-pasta:] 
I [Gs] 

[+int] 

~~ 
PRED 

j-past re J cs imult 

fi . 5(d) 

{~} 

There are not many modality markers which may be regarded as synonymous 
with this sense of kan and it would appear that those mentioned above 

are ~.Af~Q.t.~J?.le 1 icate is an 
Thus tlik wees vir is quite 
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acceptable in paraphrases of 14(a) and less so for 14{b), while 
in staat wees is probably only marginally applicable in a paraphrase of 
14(a) but impossible with respect to 14(b). Similarly, when the 
modality source is given in surface structure, moontlik maak vir and 
in staat stel may both be used when the lower predicate in deep structure 
contains an Instrument {cf. 14(g)), but where it contains an Object the 
former marker is possible but the latter impossible (cf. 14{h)): 

14 (g} Die fenomenale krag van sterk winde {~!:i ~~ile 

in staat J .Yi!: hulle moontlik om dakke af te waai. 

{h} Dis die geselligheid wat daarmee gepaard gaan wat 

[
*ysskaats in staat stel 
?dit vir ysskaats moontlik maak } om groat pret te wees. 

As in the case of the other non-epistemic modalities, intrinsic non
Agentive kan cannot take a past {cf. 14(i}). or a simultaneous process 
(cf. 14(j}): 

14 (i) !Ysskaats kan verlede jaar groat pret gewees het. 
(j) !Sterk winde kan besig wees om dakke af te waai. 

4.2.2.l(d) Epistemic possibility 

As has been indicated above, ~1JtbE:~E:~'3:ffi~lE:~~?~Itt~IJC::~~? used in the 
discussion of no~IJ:~J?.i?tE:JTl~tc::_.g~r:i.~.E:S of kan i IJ!E:tJ>r~J~d e~t?tE:f11iC:~JlY. 

Thus 15(a)-{d) below, which contain the marker of epistemic possibility 
moontlik wees dat, are acceptable paraphrases of ll(a}, 12(a)., 14(a) and 

14(b) respectively: 

15 (a) Dit is moontlik dat Stoffel die Mercedes leen. 

{b) Dit is moontlik dat Karel nou fietsry. 

(c) Dit is moontlik dat sterk winde dakke afwaai. 

(d) Dit is moontlik dat ysskaats groat pret is. 

In contrast to the case of the non-epistemic modalities, ~iffer~IJ£~2 in 
the functional-semantic status of the surface subjects of sentences 
containing stemic kan cannot be sa d to 

==·~=.~~ ... ~.~ ...... ~~.=: ... ~ .•. :.:::.~~ ....... ~.~~~=====·==~=~~ 
temic sense~ of kan. 
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senses of both kan and can were made on the basis of certatn formal 
~-~"~'~·--~-"'-"''-- - - '''''''' ''''''''' '''"'',>Wmn•nno•~"mwn~,,"~"'"''"'''~"''"'"'''''~""'"''~' 

diffE!t§.nc~s i.e. those regarding ..... E<:l .. r.~.Pbr<:l.~.~.r.E!J .. ~!.i()l'l.~. (l!ld deep-tense 
sp_E!~ific<ltJgris,. It was normally found that tbE!!)g cljffE!rE:nc;gs,J:'!E:re 

r~fl_E!XE!.~ of underlyi 11g difft:tE!nc:es.J11tbt: functiQf1<lL-sc:ma11tic stat[J? of 
C!f~S, but this did not always apply, as shown by the intrinsic v. 
extrinsic Agentive possibility senses where the status of the arguments 
in semantic representation was identical. 

Differences in the status of the surface subject of the process do not 
however correlate with any marked dtfferences in paraphrase relations 
or deep-tense specification where the modality of the relevant auxiliary 
is epistemic. This is hardly surprising in view of the fact that this 

of modal t::.E!I<lt§S. it"lthefirst i.nstance to the S£eaker'sa,s,s.E?s.smen! 
o.f the factlJali.!:L.Qf_ihe ~,,.ce_ss and only secondarily to the role played 

b,t the pa..i::tiC:.i2.<ln.!s.i11 .. !b.~'L.Pt.c:>.ce~s, a state of affairs reflected in our 
semantic representations by the inclusion of a 

'':::'.-··~·~~·--~····~~,====~'=; 

The functi .. ~rnCiJ.:.?emantj£sta_tus of the partic;jp~nts .. Jn .. th.~Lllr~.c;gs,~s, is 
of some relevance however as it is a feature which helps to determine 
interpretation preferences. Thus although sentences ll(a), 12(a), 
14(a) and 14(b) (repeated below) can all be interpreted epistemicall~ 
it would appear that the more 11 active 11 the role of the surface subject of 
the sentence, the greater is the preference for a non-epistemic interpre
tation. 

11 (a) Stoffel kan die Mercedes leen. 

12 (a) Karel kan nou fietsry. 
14 (a) Sterk winde kan dakke afwaai. 
14 (b} Ysskaats kan groat pret wees. 

In ll(a) and 12(a), where the s.uqjc:c::t:s~rE! ,l\ggnts, n_Q!1.:.§?.PJ.s_:t:E!mtc: 
i!)_ter.PrE!t<ltJ9r1s.arE!. s.trgngJJ' preferred (precisely which non-epistemic 
interpretation is largely a question of the meaning of the verb and of 

contextual factors); in 14(a), where the subject is an Instrt1111E!rit, the 
e_i:~ference for the non-epistemic sense is lE;SS marked; and in 14(b), 
where the surface s there would appear 

to be Q()...S._tro12.9.Qi<lsJD ... fayour ()f th E! riori:E:Pi?tE:mi c .. Tll.eani ng. The 
frequent use of epistemic kan in passive constructions and with stative 
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verbs such as wees, which normally take an Object, attests further to 
the relevance of the functional-semantic status of the surface subject in 
determining preferred interpretations. 

Because of the pattern of preference identified here, where sentences 
with Agentive or Instrumental subjects express epistemic possibility, 
this is generally achieved by way of non-ambiguous modality markers such 
as miskien, dalk, moontlik and moontlik wees dat (cf. 15(a)-(c) above) 
in preference to kan. Mag, too, is often preferred to kan .in such cases, 
particularly where confusion with the only other sense of ·mag (deontic) 
is unlikely (e.g. 12(al above) or impossible (e.g. 14(al above). 

As in the case of epistemic may (and can), the modality expressed by 
istemic kan but the 

~~~·~-:!=.:=========~~,===-==~~··---"==~~··· 

~~P.E:Ct: 

15 (e) Die President kan nou in Pretoria wees. 
(f) Die President kan more in Pretoria wees. 
(g) ?Die President kan gister in Pretoria gewees het, 
(h) Die President kan deesdae baie dikwels deur Pretorianers 

gesien word. (non-simultaneousl 

Unlike the other senses of kan and i.D~~!lf~J'.:L1th~~.he~y_iew~.Qf 

-~~~~~==~~;..J:..-.. ~1:!.. •. ~~::....!.!.!~""C"'..::=":'::=:::::::===:,==:..=~==~~~:::.~, epi:~temi c Ran 
Thus, for example, 

15 (i) Die President sal more in Pretoria kan wees 

is interpreted agenti vely wi.th kan as a marker ofE:)(trtrisJc::.~~.9~.111iYe 
"--~"'"''~••-•~-•~••~'"''"'''''"-~~•>n••''''''''''~''-"'~'"'''''"'"'''"'~'"-A=%=~-- -

po~~.~~21ity, Cl. possible paraphrase being 

15 (j) Dit sal more vir die President moontlik wees om in Pretoria 

te wees. 

If 15(i) is interpreted epistemically, the modality is still present 
despite the presence of sal: 15(k), in which the epistemic meaning is 
objectified, is not an acceptable paraphrase of 15(i). 

15 (k) Dit sal vir my more moontlik wees om te glo dat die President 
in Pretoria sal wees. 
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The semantic representation for epistemic Ran is then exactly the same as 

that given for epistemic may in fig. 4(b) (p. 68).4) 

As seen above, nearl markers are miskien, dalk, 
moontlik, moontlik wees moontlik wees om te o dat (where E 
is not deleted) and vir (my) moontlik maak om te glo dat (where both I 
the modality source - and E are expressed, cf. 15(1)): 

15 (l) Die feit dat daar baie nuuskieriges is wat buite die 
President se woning staan maak dit vir moontlik om te 

~~--~----~~~ 

glo dat hy nou in Pretoria is. 

4.2.2.2 MAG 

As in the case of the congruent English modal may, ma is normally 

used to express either deontic eossibilitx o~ eeistemi~. 
The "optative" meaning, as in 

16 (a) ... hy bid dat sy tog gewortel mag wees in 'n plek wat 
sy lief het.(R.) 

is possibly more frequent in Afrikaans than in English, but is 
nevertheless still rare and we shall not consider it further here. 

4.2.2.2(a) Deontic possibility 

Practically all the essential differences between mag and kan 

here are stylistic rather than semantic. It would appear that mag 
as a marker of formal register is even more marked than is may when 
it signals present permission. Thus in translations, for example, 
kan rather than mag is regularly used where the English is sufficiently 

formal to warrant the use of may e.g. 

17 (a) May I see the plates again please? (F.A. : 88) 
(b) Kan ek weer die plate sien, asseblief Dokter? (V.W. 81) 
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The relatively low frequency of occurrence of mag with respect to both 

kan and may (approximately two-thirds of the occurrences of mag in 
Frekwensiebepaling ... express deontic modality), as seen in table 1, 
together with the fact that frequency of deontic mag was found to 
correlate positively with the degree of formality of the corpus, are 
further indications of the markedness of this modal. 

In ~.xt~~~wht£~~g.~r~~non-12~rfor~ (i.e. not permission-granting or 
permission-requesting) however, mag does not appear to be so marked 
stylistically, cf.: 

17 (c) As mens nou streng volgens wet gaan dan mag ons eintlik 
nie 'n dokter se voorskrif verander ... (M.) 

The use of mag in such circumstances derives possibly from the~~~r~-~ 

desir~~~JlLde~illil and thus to avoid the more 
polysemous kan. 

In an English translation of 17(c) typical modality markers would be 
not allowed and can't, but may not would not normally be used as may 
is generally discourse oriented (cf. §4.2.1.2(a)). It is because mag, 
like kan, is not restricted in this way that, unlike may, it is found 
in structures which are clearly questions and not requests for permission, 
as e.g. interrogative structures with second-person subjects, where the 
deontic source is a third party and not the addressee, cf.: 

17 ( d) Mag {~k ] jou pa se motor l een? 
- JY 

17 ( e) May [ 7 ; } borrow your father's car? .. you 

Despite the stylistic markedness of mag, in one important respect it has 
than kan: it may be used to express past as well as 

present and future modality, e.g.: 

17 (f) In die ou dae mag Stoffel nog sy pa se motor (~)leen (het). 5) 

5) The mag ge- ... het form is possible here but in such cases an 
epistemic interpretation (with present modality) is preferred. 
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This grammatical-semantic extension is no doubt a consequence of the 
fact that the oblique form mag is practically extinct. When the 
modality expressed by mag is past the process is also past cf. 17(g) 
v. (h}: 

17 (gl Gister ~Stoffel toegelaat om die motor more te leen. 
(h) *Gister mag Stoffel die motor more leen. 

As in the case of all the other non-epistemic modals, mag takes a 
non-simultaneous process: 

17 (i) !Stoffel mag besig wees om die motor te leen. 

The semantic representation for mag is given as fig. 6(al (cf. fig.5(a), 
p. 76 for kan and fig.4(a), p. 67 for may). 

s 

~ 
POSS A· 1 

G 

s 

~ 
PRED 

[ -s imul t] 

fig. 6(a) 

A· J 

As in the case of kan {cf. §4.2.2.l(a)), alternative markers include 
forms of toelaat and toegelaat word. 

4.2.2.2(b) Epistemic possibility 

There is no strict semantic difference between mag and kan here. 

As noted in the discussion of epistemic kan, it is likely that mag 
will be preferred in circumstances where the associated subject has 
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Agentive status and where confusion with the deontic sense of mag 
is unlikely. This explains the preference for mag in e.g. de Villiers' 
example where an epistemic meaning is intended: 

18 (a} En hoekom sal hy gedurig rondkyk asof hy bang is dat iemand 
horn mag sien? 

(DE VILLIERS 1968 : 85} 

Mag, however, differs from kan as it expresses a lesser degree of commit
ment to the factuality of the process and hence appears frequently in 
11 concessive 11 environments, e.g.: 

18 (b) ... dit mag natuurlik wees dat ons mense dink dit is 'n 
swakhei d ... (R) 

(c) Ek weet nie, ek mag verkeerd wees, maar dit is my filosofie 
oor die saak ( R.) 

The semantic structure of epistemic mag is identical to that of epistemic 
kan and may (cf. fig. 4(b)), the deep-tense and aspect restrictions 
being identical. As an epistemic modal, this mag cannot express past 
modality, as suggested by de Villiers for the sentence 

18 (d) Die soort lewe mag vir die Hollanders mooi gewees het. 
(DE VILLIERS 1968 : 85) 

The Pr:9~is inde~ gast here Q.µt the modalit is not, 18(e), for 
example, not being an acceptable paraphrase of 18(d): 

18 (e) Dit was moontlik dat die soort lewe vir die Hollanders 
mooi was. 

The modality markers identified as synonymous with epistemic kan 
(cf. §4.2.2.l(d)) are applicable to epistemic mag too. 

4.3 Oblique forms 

The oblique forms of the 11 possibility 11 modal auxiliaries are could 
and might for English· and kon for Afrikaans. As the Afrikaans for 

~og is practically never used (cf. DE VILLIERS 1968 : 85 and also 
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table 1} it will not be discussed here. 

As noted above, the terms "oblique" and 11 non-oblique 11 relate to a formal 
contrast and it is our purpose here to identify the semantic correlates 
of this contrast in respect of both languages. 

Discussing the position in English, Twaddell states: "A construction 
containing the 'Past' modification [an oblique form] ... has either a 
limitation to the chronological past, or a focus upon non-reality, or 
is automatic in 'sequence of tenses'" (1968: 7}. Although the so-called 
"sequence-of-tense rule 11 in English could not be regarded as an obligatory 
transformational rule because the speaker is generally free to select a 
non-oblique form if the relevant modality or process is deep-tense 
non-past (cf. 19(a}l, where the oblique form results solely from the 
workings of such a rule (cf. 19(a}l it cannot be associated with any 
correlative semantic feature. Thus while could in 19(b) is deep-tense 
past in any event, the choice of could in 19(a) is conditioned by 
syntactic and not semantic factors. 

19 (a} He said they {could} play tomorrow. can 

(b) He said they [~*fd J play yesterday. 

In Afrikaans no sequence-of-tense rule exists and the position here is 
in some ways just the opposite to that in English. Thus in reported 
speech, for example, where the relevant process or modality is non-past 
a non-oblique form is obligatory (cf. 19(c)), while even in past environ
ments a non-oblique form is generally preferred in the complement clause 

(cf. 19(d) and §4.2.2 above}: 

{
*kon } 19 (c} Hy het gese hulle kan more speel. 

(d} Hy het gese hulle { ?~~~} gister speel. 

This difference in the selection of surface-tense forms in English and 
Afrikaans complement clauses accounts in part for the relatively high 
frequency of oblique forms in the former language and it is obviously 
a question which must be dealt with in any comprehensive contrastive 
analysis. However, as the factors responsible for this difference are 
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essentially syntactic rather than semantic we will not consider this 
question any further here but will confine ourselves to the properly 
semantic values which may be signalled by oblique forms in both languages, 
i.e. "chronological past" and "unreality". In the context of the discussion 
of modal auxiliaries here we will use the terms "past modality" and 
"remote modality 11 for these values. 

4. 3.1. Past modali 

The the modal auxiliaries in both English and Afrikaans 
ar~J§91J1C1rly used t()signal a .. _,,_ ___ ,,,..._ 

20 (a) When she was younger she {~~~ldble to] sing beautifully. 

(b) Hulle {was n~e eers in staat om te} loop nie. 
Kori" ni e eers 

The ~i st~<;;~Q4£L.£.JJ~jJjg,r::t~s .. J:S!present an exception here. 

Because _they a 1 ways r:§f1_§~<::.:L.C1.~-~J~.2:.t~:HQ\f'.~9ri~rrtAt}QD (cf. § 4. 2 .1. 2 ( b)) 
the ~c0_~2re_.?seu~~!t.9-~1J2!.§.2.§Il:LJj_me, whether the form of the 
auxiliary is non-oblique or oblique. Thus if 20(c) is interpreted 
epistemically it is synonymous with 20(d) but not with 20(e): 

20 (c} She could sing beautifully. 
(d} It~ (just) possible that she sings beautifully. 
(e) ??It was possible that she ~ang beautifully. 

In our semantic representations past modality will be indicated by the 
feature [+past] on the modal predicate. 

4.3.2 Remote modality 

The description "remote" could be u~§cl.111 .. 9: .. 9.e_Q§E.a.J~§.11.~-~--!2 .. ~-~a_ra..<::.!_§r_j_~_t: 
the co!!}l11on meani!!_g_fea__!urg__ __ ()LEra..<::!_j_£a.1.lX .. ~ obli ue forms of the modal 

of removal from 

~~~t!Ja,Jj_!y, but we will reserve this term for remoteness which is not in 
the first instance chronological and thus contrasts with the 11 remoteness 11 

of past time referred to in the previous section. 

The semantic notion of (non-chronological} remoteness as associated with 
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the oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries (and other verbs tool in 
both English and Afrikaans may then be characterised as relating to a 

greater degree of TIJ£1.~~.~t~~l1Ji.£~!12.~~~. 3. 3.:11 or .. ~ging'', 
whether in respect of speaker's assessment of the factuality of the 
proposition expressed (epistemic} or in respect of the process referred 
to (non-epistemic). As will be seen, the colour of this remoteness 
varies according to factors such as the type of modality being expressed 
and the syntactic-semantic context in which the relevant form is used. 
The range of types of remoteness expressible varies also from one modal 
auxiliary to another and there are several cross-linguistic differences. 

4.3.2.1 Remote epistemic modality 

In ~J>j stemi ca lJy 1119da l is eel sentences the remoteness ~)(pressed may be 

cbCitilf tE:rt~E:cl (lS cl 9Y'E:Cl:tE:r <:IE:9tE:E: gf ''hE:9.9J.!1.9" on the pa rt of the 
s-2§.~~~r as to the factuality of the predication {cf. 21(a) v. (b) and 
2l(c) v. (d)). 

21 (a) That banned linguistics book{~~~t} be in the library. 

(b) That banned linguistics book{~~~h~d} be in the library. 

(c) Daardie boek{~~~t} in die biblioteek wees 

{
behoort in die biblioteek te } 

(d) Daardie boek kan miskien in die biblioteek wees. 

A number of points arise from these examples: 

Firstly, although should is not formally related to must (which has no 
oblique counterpart), the semantic relation holding between these two 
forms parallels that between may and might here: "There is, perhaps, 
a plausible argument that ought and should are epistemically tentative 
forms of MUST, since there clearly is a semantic parallelism ... " 
(PALMER 1974 : 138}. 

Secondly, it will be noticed that no oblique forms are used in Afrikaans 

to signal remote epistemic modality. The "mar inal" modal auxili 
behoort te functions here as should does, exgressing less confidence.than 

\ 
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moet, and we shall see that the remoteness signalled here is paralleled 

in the case of deontic behoort te and should. The combination 

modali markers in 2l(d} (kan miskien) r.~~e~~-~~!?~'l_Li:~~~El:L§~@P .. I,2.l:'.::-
f!l~_YlLJn .. ,8fr],~~,~!l~L,!~,~5gnetJ. ~~1 ~,!,~.~llj:~ than is s i g-
na 11 ed by the non-oblique auxiliary alone.61 It will be argued 

that the 9pli9ue forms found in combination with ... het in 

~pis temi c contexts go,JIQJ reflect remote modal i and so the JlQIJ;&!!lBloy-

n~ob 1 i_que fQtl!l~,,in_8Jr:jK~1.an,s to s i gna 1 remote epistemic moda 1 i ty 
will be seen to be a salient difference between the two languages. 

4.3.2.2 Remote non-epistemic modality 

81:!~jlL<:\rL~,~,-~~1?rn~,~jJ1g remote non-e12i stemi ~ are generally 
found in such environments as wishes (cf. 22(a) and (b)j and 11J:L~11 

condition<!.12 i.e. conditionals which suggest that 11 the eygnJ:;$,gny1$aged 

are unii~~Jy 11 (PALMER 1974 : 140 - cf. 22 ( c) and ( d)). 

22 (a} I wish I could sing so beautifully. 

(b) Ek wens jy kon vir Charlie sien. 

(c} If I d sing so beautifully, I could earn a million. 

(d) As jy vir Charlie kon sien, sou jy vir horn jou verhaal 

kon vertel. 

There would etJ~J;>ear to be a basic difference. i the Dlltl:!r~LJ>Li!:Jg remote-
~~ .. -·---\JDCA1~ftt;[l( 

_ne.~,$ expressed in wish~~,~r~?t i~,~~.e 1 £~9~~c~l(~;<;~e£t~7~Jlf~f,L~Qll<tHiQn.a_~ ... on 
the one hand, and in thJ etPQ5'.LQsis of unreal C:Q1JctjtiPnetl$QIJJ::1Jg9:t:h~r ... 
A formal correlate of this semantic difference appears in English where 

a paraphrase with the modality marker be able to is used. Thus could 

in 22(a) and in the 11 if11 -clause of 22(c) is paraphraseable by the subjunc

tive form were able to, while the paraphrase in the main clause of 22(c) 

is the conditional form would.be abl,e to. In the latter case the 
[;z;:ae 1 \:A zA vv ft/ / ,s,, <::~ vv,{;, k<:r'"""'' LJ • • • .. 

remotenes~~es in the E~2!J!:l.:tan_ce-QJ_.?l cond1t1on or set of cond1t1on$ 

which are seen as unlikely to be fulfilled, while in the former the 

remoteness does not derive from ~!lY.~E~!'l~~~~,Y.gn~~~ndLtio .. n,~. As will 

6) Intonation features are prof)ablymgr~~imJ2oi::1ant.,as.metr~~r;; of 

remoteness here,J;;.b~ri'4.Arwe'*%~.QJ11Qj~~jj}Jl~~·wQLJllOJ1Ql~ .. lllaJ::~.e,r:s, but a consider
ati on of this question is beyond the limits of the present study. 
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be seen, ~~~ of would and sou is simply t.Q_mark thj~_ 
-

t,l'.Qe of conc!itLqntlUY, and it is argued that what might be called 
remote conditionality is always signalled where modal auxiliaries are 
paraphraseable by constructions containing these auxiliaries. This 

applies61~rc~t~,:,.~ the conditions are actuall ex ressed, as in 22(c)_ and 
(d), or covert~ as in syntactically independent structures such as 

22 (e) I could earn a million. 
(f) Jy sou vir horn jou verhaal kon vertel. 

The inherent conditionality of such structures may be said to imply 

the existence of a 11 §J:!QJ21:~se~Lco!l9ilio!l" (cf. e.g. LEECH 1971 113}. 

We identify then 
1 
that which i 

1jJ ,,,, ""''''"'''"''"'"'' 

tionali and that which does not. The former will be represented 

in our semantic structures by the features [!~~~d] and the latter by 

the features [ ~~~~d J on the modal 51Q?tt:Cl:Ct predicate. As wi 11 be seen, 

one salient aspect of the feature [+rem] is the fact that it is necessarily 
present in all expressions containing modality markers which have contra
factive presuppositions, 

4.3.2.2(a) "Double remoteness" and contrafactivi 

In sentences 22(a}-(f1 above t is !ti_e modalit,l'. and not tl:L~~-grg_cess wJ]jfll 

~C3:!:!:1~-~·~th~ .. f eaturEjLJ2LJJll11QQ~J!ess: a 1 though modal i sed by a "remote" 
modality marker, the process itself is still to some extent time-bound as 
it must be non-past, as shown in 23(a} and (b}: 

. {'*yesterday} 23 (a) If he could do 1t tomorrow he would do a good job. 

(b) As hy dit g~seer kon doen, sou hy 1 n sukses daarvan maak. {* . t J 
mor -

In such cases then, the process will not be characterised as containing 
the feature [+rem] but carries the deep-tense feature [-past], contrasting 
with the [+past] process that accompanies the oblique modal auxiliaries 
when they mark past modality. 

In some circumstances however, the process itself is remote and atemporal, 
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as in e.g. 23(c) and (d): 

23 (c) If he could have done tt{ytesterday}he would have done a omorrow 
good job. 

(d) As hy dit S g!ster} kon gedoen het, sou hy 1n sukses daarvan l more 
gemaak het. 

The compatibility of both past and non-past specifiers with the have/ge;.. ... 
het forms indicates that these forms do not here appear i.n their function 
as markers of pastness but rather in their alternative function as 

remoteness markers. Wher:i have/ge ... het fgJ::fll?i:IX:f::~£2fl1Q1!l~'1~lique 
modals and the stemi c a kind 

and not ~j:_:t!~~-1~.~~~ed 1 cf. : is 
signalled by coulc:!J~ight/should/would + have + participle in an associated 

construction" whi.ch is "voi.d of any time-signalling content, and is 
compatible with contextual or situational clues specifying future, 
present, or past chronology" (TWADDELL 1968 : 7); and "Ondanks die feit 
dat dit [oblique modal auxiliary+ ge ... het form] meestal slaan op die 
verlede, is dit verkeerd om dit as 'n tydskategorie te bestempel, want 
dit het met modaliteit te doen" (DE VILLIERS 1968 : 92)_. 

In English the oblique ( 11 past 11
)_ form of the verb alone can signal 

remoteness, as in 

23 (e) If he did it tomorrow he would do a good job. 

Where however a modality marker or other construction requiring a 
following infinitive is required (cf. 23(cl and (f)_l, this finite form 
is impossible and so auxiliary have + participle is introduced, here 
to signal remoteness rather than pastness. 

23 (f) If he were able to have done it tomorrow, he would have done 
a good job. 

An alternative to 23(f) is 

23 (g) If he had been able to do it tomorrow, he would have done 
a good job 
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where had, the oblique form of have - which, as mentioned, already 

acts here as a marker of remoteness - expresses "double remoteness" 
in much the same way as it can express "double pastness" in its role 
as marker of the so-called 11 pluperfect tense". Auxiliary had may also 
be used to signal double remoteness even where the relevant utterance is 
not "modal 11 in the strict sense (i.e. does not express some form of 
11 necessity 11 or 11 possibility11 and so does not contain a modal predicate 
NEC/POSS in deep structure), as in e.g. 

23 (h) If he had done it tomorrow he would have done a good job. 

I~f~!l? remote.~ may be s i gna 11 ed 
rather 

"neces~tty_11 
- cf. §5.3.2.3(d).), as in 

23 (i) As hy dit more sou doen, sou hy 'n sukses daarvan maak 

(cf. 23 ( e}). 

In some circumstances, the ge- ... het form can be said to mark a double 
remoteness when it does not signal pastness, as in 

23 (j) As hy dit more gedoen het, sou hy 'n sukses daarvan gemaak het. 

The double remoteness signalled by the various forms in 23(c), (d), (f}, 
(g), (h) and (j) is clearly associated with the contrafactivity of the 

relevant predications in these sentences, i.e. \'Ji.~~ th~Jt.§.~J:l.PJ?.2.~ . .i.~i~D 
cated will not does not or did not take ace 

It may be argued that this double remoteness is a sufficient condition 
for contrafactivity and so in both English and Afrikaans the combination 
of an oblique modal (non-epistemic) with have/ge- ... het normally 

signals contrafactive meaning. 

When the modality is epistemic no double remoteness is signalled by 

this construction. It will be argued that in a sentence such as 

23 (k} Hy kon dit gister gedoen het 

if kon is epistemic it does not signal remote modality and the ge- ... het 
form signals pastness and not remoteness (cf. §4.3.4.l(c)). Thus 23(1), 

in which the ge- ... het form obviously signals remoteness, can only be 
interpreted non-epistemically i.e. as expressing unfulfilled (contrafactive) 
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extrinsic Agentive possibility with suppressed condition: 

23 (1) Hy kon dit more gedoen het. 

p~nying~"~E2,£~,ss,_,!"~~,"~l~Q,,E,~"'!1Et~,: The position is very simi1ar with moes 
(cf. § 5.3.2.l(b)). In English, oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries 
may be associated with remote epistemicity but in such cases the process 
can once again only be past, not remote, and so 23(m) could also only be 
interpreted non-epistemically, i.e. as being paraphrasable by sentences 
containing e.g. would have been able to instead of it is just possible that 
(cf. § 4. 3. 3. 1 ( d)): 

23 (m) He could have done it tomorrow. 

Table 2 (p. 96) summarises the main types of meaning in respect of deep 
tense, remoteness and conditionality (what might here be called "grammatical" 
meaning) relating to the use of the oblique modal auxiliaries could and 
kon. The range of "grammatical" meanings of the other oblique modal 
auxiliaries in both languages is similar to that given here and so this 
table is of general relevance. 

We turn now to a more detailed study of the meanings of could, might 

and kon. 



Epistemic Non-epistemic 
Oblique modal auxiliary Paraphrase 

modality process modality process 

e.g. English: He could do that [pres J [-past J It is (just) poss- [+past J [+past] 
+rem ible that he does 

that 
[+rem J 
+cond [-past J 

If he could do [+rem J - - - -cond [-past] that ... 
Afrikaans: Hy kon dit doen - - - [+past] [+past] 

As hy dit kon [+rem J 
doen ... - - - -cond [-past] 

Oblique modal auxiliary+ have/ 
ge- ... het 
e.g. English: He could have done [~res J It is (just) poss- [+rem J 

that +rem [+past] ible that he did +cond [+rem] 
that -

If he could have [+rem J done that ... - - - -cond [+rem] 
Afrikaans: Hy kon dit gedoen Dit ts moontl i k [+rem J het- [pres] [+past J dat hy dit ge- +cond [+rem] 

- doen het 
As hy dit kon ge- [+rem J 
doen het - - - -cond [+rem] -

TABLE 2 

A SAMPLE OF TYPES. OF . ( 11 GRAMMATICAL 11
) MEANING RELATING TO THE USE OF 

OBLIQUE MODAL AUXILIARIES 

Paraphrase 

He was able to do 
that 

He would be able to 
do that 
If he were able to 
do that 
Hy was in staat om 
dit te doen 
As hY-in staat was 
om dit te doen 

He would have been 
able to do that 

If he had been able 
to do that 
Hy sou in staat ge-
wees het om dit te 
do en -
As hy in staat sou 
gewees het om dit 
te doen 

l.O 
0) 
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4.3.3 Oblique forms~ English 

4.3.3.1 COULD 

As mentioned above, the oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries can 
signal past modality or one of two types of remote modality, i.e. 
conditional and non-conditional. We discuss the meanings of could under 
the following main headings: 

(a} past non-epistemic possibility; 
(b) remote non-epistemic possibility; and 
(c} remote epistemic possibility. 

4.3.3.l(a} Past non-epistemic possibility 

When the modality~is re~~2~ (i.e. it is not marked for remoteness) 

th~prg~s~~~~J~Q~~"'{bt~ll~H~~PJ?Lt~,~ ~i~~~~J~g ~L~~J?:~!~n~~~ I>,~~~!. 

Fig. 7(a) represents the semantic structure of the various types of 
past non-epistemic possibility could, x and y being variables for the 
arguments which, as discussed earlier, identify each particular type of 
non-epistemic possibility. 

s 

~ 
POSS 

[+pastJ 

x G 

s 

~ 
PRED y 

[+past] 

fig. 7(a) 

The feature [-simult], which characterises the semantic representations 

of all the non-epistemic modal auxiliaries discussed so far, is absent 
here as the question of simultaneity with utterance time is redundant in 
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the context of past modality (cf. § 4.1.2)_. 

(i) Past deontic possibility 

This type of modality is exemplified in 

24 (a) Fred could visit Jemima when he was still friendly 
with her father. 

Outside indirect speech and other environments where the "sequence
of-tense rule 11 operates (cf. e.g. 19(a) in § 4.3)_ this sense of could 
is not frequent, the unambiguous modality markers was allowed/permitted 
to being preferred. Where the deontic source is specified, allowed/ 
permitted mark this modality. 

Despite its deontic meaning this could cannot, because it signals past 
time, be used performatively. Thus 

24 (b) You could visit Jemima yesterday 

cannot count as a permission-giving utterance. 

The semantic representation of past deontic could is as in fig. 7(a), 
with the following modifications: x =Ai; and y = Aj. 

(ii) Past Agentive possibility 

The intrinsic and extrinsic variants are mentioned together here, as 
some of the formal distinctions between the two are neutralised in a 
past environment: there is for example no difference in the tense 
selection on the lower predication as it must be past in both types of 
modality (cf. 25(a) and (b)). 

25 (a) Zukov could read a thousand words a minute when he was 
busy with his doctorate. 

(b) The doctor could see you yesterday. 

Alternative modality markers here are was able to and made it possible 
for ... to for both senses, enabled ... to for the 

~~-~--------------
alone and was possible for ... to for the extri!lil£0~i~J1§~~M<;!J2~!l~· It 

should be noted that when it does not apply to sensation verbs 
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(e.g. hear, see etc.} could ~an not b~~l!S~SLJQ x_~f~L1Qi1>JJ19"~Qa£:t 
action, as in Palmer's (1977 : 5) examples: 

[
was able to} 25 (c) I ran fast and *could catch the bus. 

It may be argued that the ~.l!~~i?~li~ mor~~~r than 
the other marker and is thus avoided where a past action is reported to 
have actually taken place. As Palmer (1977 : 5) notes, the negative 
form of the auxiliary is quite in order here: 

25 (d) I ran fast but [wasn't able to} catch the bus. couldn't 

The semantic representation of past Agentive could is as in fig. 7(a), 
modified as follows: x = I or I ; and y =A. 

[+int] [-int] 

(iii) Past intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

This type of modality is exemplified by 

26 (a) In the old days diplomatic do's could be boring. 

Alternative modality markers are was possible for ... to and made it 
possible for ... to. 

The semantic representation for this could is as in fig. 7(a), 

modified as follows: x = I and y = { 6} 
[+int] 

As noted above, could, like the other modal auxiliaries, cannot 
express a past epistemic modality (cf. §4.3.1). 

4.3.3.l(b) Remote non-epistemic possibility 

Fig. 7(b) represents the composite (cf. fig. 7(a), p. 97) semantic 
representation of remote non-epistemic could. 
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POSS x 
[+rem] 

PRED y 

[ { :~;,~t}] 
f.ig_. 7(b) 

(i) Remote deontic possibility 

Both non-conditional (cf. 27(a)) and conditional (cf. 27(b)) remoteness 
can be expressed here: 

27 (a) If Fred could visit Jemima he'd be very happy. 
(b) Fred could visit Jemima. 

Alternative modality markers here are were allowed/permitted to8) and 
would be allowed/permitted to respectively. If the deontic source 

were specified in surface structure, the forms used would be were to 
allow/allowed ... to and would allow to respectively, as in: 

27 (c) If nis lordship were to all 
Jemima, he'd be very happy. 

llowed Fred to visit 

8) To a cons i derab 1 e extent "subjunctive" forms such as these mark a 
fairly formal, "educated" style, ordinary past forms such as was allowed/ 

rmitted to probably being more frequent in colloquial language. Forms con
taining "subjunctive" should (cf. § 5.3.l.2(c)) may also be used in "unreal" 
\JOlJf~ivv 
protases, usually in fairly formal styles. This should can appear 
clause-initially, as in 

(i) Should Fred be allowed to visit Jemima, he'd be very 
happy. 
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27 (d) his lordship would allow Fred to visit Jemima. 

It should be noted that in the second option in 27(c) the remoteness 
is expressed once again by what might also be called an "oblique" form, 
this time a form of the full verb which here acts as a modality marker. 
_It should also be noted that conditional could~ would.be allowed.to and 
would allow... are essentially synonymous and so would is here merely a 
marker of remote conditionality, being triggered by the features 

[!~~~d] on the modal abstract predicate. This is not however true 

for 27(e), where would is a separate modality marker, paraphraseable 
by were willing to: 

27 (e} If his lordship would allow Fred to visit Jemima, he'd be 
very happy. 

Thus, in the context of this 11 if 11 -clause, would allow is not 
semantically related to could. 

The very common "tentative" use of could in requests, e.g. 

27 (f) Could I visit Jemima? 

may be said to derive from the conditional remote type of deontic 
possibility, the connotations of remoteness and of suppressed conditions, 
such as ... if I were bold enough to ask you for permission (cf. LEECH 
1971 : 119), being essential here to the successful use of this 
modal auxiliary as a politeness marker. 

In reply to such a request, on the other hand, the remote conditionality 
is more properly part of the meaning. Thus in 

27 (g} You could visit Jemima 

the permission is conditional and the addressee would here expect 

conditions to follow. 

The semantic representation of remote deontic could is as given in 
fig. 7(b) but with the following modifications: x =A; ; and y = Aj. 
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(ii) Remote Agentive possibility 

As shown by 22(c) above (repeated here), both conditional and 
non-conditional types are possible: 

22 (c) If I could sing so beautifully, I could earn a million. 

Depending as usual on whether the modality source is unspecified and 
deleted or specified and present as the subject of the clause con
taining the modality marker in surface structure, synonymous markers 
for this non-conditional could are were able to, were possible for ... 
to (despite the fact that this could is 11 intrinsic 11

: the intrinsic 
v. extrinsic di 
environments), were to enable ... to, and were to make 

~~~~~~~'--~~-

for ... to, while synonymous markers for this conditional could are 
would be able to, would be possible for ... to, would enable ... to 
and would make it possible for ... to. 

In 22(c) the 11 if 11 -clause may be regarded as the modality source for 
the conditional could in the main clause, but because this source is 
realised in a separate clause, could is in order and a causative
transitive modality marker is not used. This contrasts with 

28 (a) My being able to sing so beautifully would make it 
possible for me to earn a million 

where the modality source is not only specified but present as the 
surface subject of the clause containing the modality marker. 

The semantic representation for remote Agentive could is as given in 
fig. 7(b), modified as follows: x = I or I 

[+int] [-int] 

and y = A. 

(iii) Remote intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

This type of modality is exemplified by 29(a) (conditional, 
Instrumental) and 29(b) (non-conditional, Objective}: 

29 (a) Lightning could kill you. 
(b) If only those concerts could be shorter, they'd be very enjoyable. 
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Synonymous modality markers are would be possible for;;; to, 

would make it possible for .. ; to and were possible for ... to, 
were to make it possible for ... to for the conditional and 
non-conditional types respectively. 

(iv) Remote non-epistemic possibility with remote process 

As noted above (cf. § 4.3.2.2(a)), when non-epistemic could com
bines with auxiliary have the process as well as the modality is 
remote, as in 

30 (a) If Fred could have visited Jemima he would have been 
very happy. 

(b) Fred could have visited Jemima. 
(c) If I could have sung so beautifully I could have earned 

a million. 
(d) The lightning could have killed you. 
(e) If only those concerts could have been shorter, they 

would have been very enjoyable. 

Typical alternative modality markers include had been allowed to 
(cf. 30(a}), would have been allowed to (cf. 30(b)), had been able to 
and would have been able to (cf. 30(c)), would have been possible for ... to 
(cf. 30(d)} and had been possible for .•• to (cf. 30(e)). 

The process which accompanies remote non-epistemic could then, is 
either non-past or remote, as shown in fig. 7(b}, which is a composite 
semantic representation of the variants of this could. Where the 
process is also remote the surface clause is contrafactive, as exem-
plified by 30(a)-(e) above. It will be noted that in fig. 7(b) 
the feature [-simultJ is absent: in remote contexts the question 
of simultaneity between utterance time and process time does not arise 
as the process itself is, strictly speakin~, atemporal. 

4.3.3.l(c} Remote epistemic possibility 

Both could and could have signal remote eEistemic ~~' the have 
construction being used, as in the case of non-remote epistemic modality, 

where the Rrocess is~: 
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31 (a) The salesman could still be in Pretoria. 

(b) The salesman could still have been in Pretoria yesterday. 

The semantic representation of this modality is given in fig. 7(c): 

s 

~-
POSS 

[
pres] 

+rem 

I [~] 

~ 
BEL 

[pres] 

E 0 

[ +sp./h.] S 

~ 
fig. 7 ( c) 

Alternative modality markers are the same as those mentioned for 

epistemic may above (cf. § 4. 2 .1. 2 ( b)) , b~~u::,t-=··~···t==-h.:..:e:--.:....:=...=.;:.:.:..;;:.;;; .. :::... 
has the effect of 
and so paraphrases here could be it is just possible that, or it is 
possible, though unlikely, that ... rather than simply it is possible 
that, etc. (cf. LEECH 1971 : 121). 

Just as they do not signal past modality, epistemic modal auxiliaries 
are not normally associated with remote conditionality. If 31(b), 
for example, is interpreted epistemically, i.e. as equivalent to 

31 (c) It is (just) possible that the salesman was still in 
Pretoria yesterday 

there is no suppressed unreal condition, and also no presupposition 
of contrafactivity. If, however, it is interpreted non-epistemically, 
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i.e .. as 

31 (d) It would have been possible for the salesman still to 
have been in Pretoria yesterday 

it would normally be accompanied by a condition (e.g .... if you had 
wanted to see him then) and the process would be interpreted contra
factively. 

4.3.3.2 MIGHT 

Although may has both deontic and epistemic senses, might is practically 
never used in the first sense. The only marginal exception here is the 
"tentative" use in first-person requests, e.g. 

32 (a) Might I/we visit Jemima? 

which derives from the remote conditional modality and is even more 
formal than could (cf. the discussion of 27(f) in §4.3.3.l(b)). 

4. 3. 3. 2( a) Remote epistemic possibility 

It tends there-
fore to be used in environments where the SQE::itJ5~er~~Wi?bg?i:Qc:lYQ5<:Li;he 

~~1L2Li:Jl~~·~J~ter and to stress epistemicity, as in 33(a) v. {b): 

33 (a) The salesman might be in Pretoria on Saturday .. 
(b} The salesman could be in Pretoria on Saturday. 

The semantic representation of might here is then identical to that 
given for could in fig. 7(d) and the same synonymous modality markers 
apply. Some writers (e.g. DIVER 1964} claim that might expresses a 
lower degree of probability than could, but this impression quite 
probably derives from the fact that the former is used almost exclusively 
to signal epistemic possibility i.e. "the possible existence of an 
actuality" rather than the stronger "actual existence of a possibility" 

(cf. § 4.2.1.l(d)J. 
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4.3.4 Oblique forms: Afrikaans 

4.3.4.1 KON 

As in the case of the congruent English could~ kon sjgi:iC11~~-Pi:l~t C1DC:Lr~Qj:~ 

mo~s!.tli!.Y, but it wi 11 be seen that the semantics of the two forms are not 
wholly equivalent. We discuss the meantngs of kon under the following 
main headings: 

(a) past non-epistemic possibility; 
(b) remote non-epistemic possibility; and 
(c) epistemic possibility. 

4.3.4.l(al Past non-epistemic possibility 

t here. 

The composite semantic representation of past non-epistemic possibility 
kon is identical to that given for could above (cf. fig. ?(a), p. ~.?), 

reflecting the basic semantic equivalence of the two forms as markers 
of past time. 

(i) Past deontic possibility 

This is a comparatively rare sense, particularly in non-negative 
contexts, as in 

34 (al Gister kon Stoffel die Mercedes nog leen~ maar nou laat 
sy pa dit nie meer toe nie. 

Generally the other modality markers is toegelaat and het ... toegelaat 
(where the deontic source is the surface subject of the modality 
marker, as in the second clause of 34(a)) are preferred here. 

The semantic representation is identical to that given for past 
deontic could (cf. i.:!_g_. 7(a), p. 97, and § 4.3.3.l(a) for modifications}. 
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(ii) Past Agentive possibility 

11 Intrinsic 11 and 11 extrinsic 11 versions of this modality are exemplified 
in 35(a) and (b) respectively: 

35 (a) Toe hy 'n kind was kon hy fietsry. 
(b) Verlede week kon hy nag saam met ans fietsry, maar 

nou is hy te besig. 

Intrinsic could has no really synonymous modality markers but the 
extrinsic version is synonymous with was moontlik vir etc. 
( cf. § 4. 2. 2 .1 ( b)}. 

Unlike the position with could, kon may be used to refer to a single 
past action, e.g.: 

35 (c) Hy het agter die bus aan gehardloop en kon dit darem 
toe haal 

and so a minor cross-linguistic contrast is exemplified here. 

In terms of our representations this kon is identical to its English 
counterpart could (cf. fig. 7(a) and § 4.3.3.l(a)J. 

(iii) Past intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

This modality is seen in 

36 (a) In die au dae kon jukskei groat pret wees. 
(b) In die au dae kon die sterk winde ans ou sinkplate afwaai. 

Synonymous modality markers are consistent with those mentioned for 
the non-past modality (cf. §4.2.2.l(c)} except that was and het forms 
are of course applicable here. 

The semantic representation here is as for the counterpart sense of 
could (cf. fig. 7(a)_ and §4.3.3.l(a)J_. 

4.3.4.l(b) Remote non-epistemic possibility 

As mentioned earlier, in this type of modality both modality and process 
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are non-past. 

Although the oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries are less frequently 

used in Afrikaans than in English (cf. §4.2.2), when they are used and 

do not signal pastness they signal remoteness as in English (for one 

probable exception here, cf. §4.3.4.l(c) below). 

In Afrikaans the oblique forms kon, moes and wou normally only tlsm9-J 
VCHfY :JIJ"I 

~ii]_ remoten~s, ~n wish~ ~nd in J~ ]rotasi~_J2L<;Qrlili-

t i ona l , ~c:c:~~~§~fD .. ~Ji9~~,~~~:c1~)IDJ~~Yo!'~.Ji~TI:LJ11clgpendent 
CQfl?Jr.Ll~tJ()n s semc1n tic 9J. lY .. ~9LliYiJ.] ~ntt() Jbc:111, tbgs~ .. J g1:i11~ J>r£i.~ti£:£iJJy 
l with sou, which in such circumstances can be regarded 

as a marker ot~.-.r.emo~~ . ..f.~nditL2.!l.tl:i!J0 a?.Jl1~JLL~1~ ... ~bj.f.b.s!Jff~r..? 
English original, 37(a). 

37 (a) You couldn't stop me coming if I wanted. (L.F.: 196) 
(b} Julle sou my tog nie kon keer ek wou nie. (R.V. : 187) 

The of remote non-epistemic kon in 

fig. 8(a) is identical to that given for could in fig. 7(b) (p. 100) 

with the exception that kon must here always be specified £ts.[-cond]. 

POSS POSS 
Thus while [+rem J may be realised as could or kon [+rem J 

-cond +cond 

which may surface as would be able to or could in Englislf;may be 

realised as sou ... kon but not as kon 

s 

~ 
POSS x G 

[ +rem J 
-cond 

s 

~ 
PRED y 

u~~:~t} J 

fig. 8(a) 
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(i} Remote deontic possibility 

This sense of kon, as in one interpretation of 

38 (a} As ek my lewe kon oorleef, sou ek dieselfde doen. (S.} 

is fairly infrequent and although i.t is mentioned by De Vi'l Hers 
in the context of formal requests, as in 

38 {b} Kon jy my asseblief se waar di.tis? (DE VILLIERS 1968 : 91} 

where it is not accompanied by sou, i.t should be noted that not one 
example of this use of kon appears in Frekwensiebepaling ... despite 
the high frequency of questions in the S.A.B.C. corpus and the 
relatively formal registers characteristic of this corpus. It would 
appear then that the preference for kan over kon in all but the 
11 frozen 11 styles is very strong, and so the stylistic contrast with 
English here (cf. 27(f) above) may be more marked than is generally 
imagined. 

~9dality~er~ ~~t to the sense of kon discussed here are 
exemplified in 38(c}: 

38 ( c) 
{ 

die Heer my sou toelaat} 
As ek toegelaat sou word om my lewe te oorleef, 

ek toegelaat was 
dit my veroorloof was 

sou ek dieselfde doen. 

This example reveals that sou may functi.on as a marker of non
conditional as well as conditional remoteness, i.e. it may derive 

from the features [ ~~;~d J as wel 1 as [ !~~~d J on the underlying 

predicate. As a marker of the former type it parallels the English 
11 subjunctive 11 should (cf. § 5.3.1.2(c}}, but contrasts with would, 

which a 1 ways derives from [ !~~~d J when it is merely a remoteness 

marker (cf. §5.3.l.l(c)). Thus sou is used in the protasis of 
38(c) where English translations would employ oblique ( 11 imperfect 11

) 

or "subjunctive" forms, e.g. allowed, were to allow, should (be) 

allow(ed). 

As seen in 38(c), was, which like the oblique forms of the Afrikaans 
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modal auxiliaries is a relic imperfect form, can also be used in the 
expression of remote modality, but the normal past (ge- ... het} forms 
of the non-auxiliaries in Afrikaans usually signal only pastness 
and are often not acceptable as expressions of remoteness: 

38 (d} ~As die Heer my toegelaat het om my lewe te oorleef, 
sou ek dieselfde doen. 

Given the normal correlation between the English 11 imperfect 11 forms 
and the Afrikaans ge- ... het forms, a significant deviation from 
this pattern is thus revealed in 11 remote 11 protases. 

The semantic representation of remote deontic kon is as for could 
(cf. fig. 7(b), p.100)_ with the same modifications (cf. §4.3.3.l(bl). 
except that POSS must be specified as [-cond]. 

(ii) Remote Agentive possibility 

The intrinsic and of this modality are exemplified 
in 39(a) and {b)_ respectively: 

39 (a) ~ ek kon so pragtig teken. 
(b) ~ ek maar net huis toe kon gaan. 

As noted above, there are no nearly synonymous modality markers for 
the former sense of kon, but in the case of the latter all the modality 
markers mentioned for 11 extrinsic 11 kan above (cf. §4.2.2.l(bl) apply 
in forms consistent with the remoteness: hence was moontlik vir, 
sou moontlik wees vir, etc. 

Sentence 37(b} above exemplifies the use of this kon in an apodosis, 
where it may be said to mark only remoteness while sou marks the 
remote conditionality. 

Once again, the semantic representation of this kon is as for could 
in fig. 7(b) with the modifications given in §4.3.3.l(b) and POSS 
being specified as [-cond]. 
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(iii) Remote intrinsic non-Agentive possibility 

This modality is represented in 

40 (a) As ons motor so vinnig kon ry, sou ek baie bly 
wees. 

Synonymous modality markers are as discussed for intrinsic non
Agentive kan (cf. §4.2.2.l(c)), but in forms consistent with the 
remoteness signalled. 

Again, the difference between kon and its counterpart could here 
lies only in the added specification [-cond] in the semantic 
representation of the former. 

(iv) Remote non-epistemic possibility with remote process 

When non-epistemic kon combines with ge- ... het forms the process 
as well as the modality is remote, as in e.g. 

41 (a) As ek my lewe kon oorgeleef het, sou ek dieselfde 
gedoen het. 

(b) As ek maar net huis toe kon gegaan het. 

(c) As ons motor so vinnig kon gery het, sou ek baie 

bly gewees het. 

Typical alternative modality markers include sou toegelaat het 
(cf. 41(a)) and sou vir ... moontlik gewees het (cf. 41(b) and (c)). 

As in the case of could, the process accompanying remote non-epistemic 
kon is either non-past or remote and where the latter applies, as in 
41(a)-(c) above, contrafactive meaning is expressed. 

4.3.4.l(c) Epistemic possibility 

In istemic contexts kon cannot be characterised as remote-
~---'·-~···~···~~·~~·~~~-·--

nes? a.s tb~re is no cl ear QQ1LQ.~i1i211..J~f_for!I§ here. Thus kan may be 
used to express epistemic modality when the process is non-past while 
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kon cannot normally do so, cf. 15(el v. 42(a): 

15 (e) Die President kan nou in Pretoria wees. 
42 (a) ??Die President kon nou in Pretoria wees. 

On the other hand, kon + ge- ... het is regularly used when the process 
is past, while kan + ge- ... het is rarely found, cf. 15(g} v. 42(b}: 

15 (g) ?Die President kan gister in Pretoria gewees het. 
42 (b) Die President kon gister in Pretoria gewees het. 

It is quite probable that the kon in 42(b) is the result of a process 
of analogy, ge- ... het always co-occurring with kon and never with kan l 

- - llt!r4 

in non-epistemic environments. There is then a nearl~~r:,y_oc;A~,JV' 

distribution between kan and kon where the modali and hence 
a remote v. non-remote distinction is stemic kon 
is thus associated with a Qresent modality (as in the case of all epistemic 
modals, cf. § 4.2.l.2(b).} which is non-remote, ~!1~.~~t_Qrocess, as shown 
in fig. 8(b), which should be contrasted with the representation of epis
temic could in fig. 7(c) (p. 104) and also with that of epistemic kan and 
may in fig. 4(b) (p. 68). 

s 

~ 
POSS 

[pres] 
I G 

s 

~ 
BEL 

[ pres] 

E 0 

[+sp~ 

PRED 
[+past J 

fig. 8(b) 

Synonymous moda 1 ity markers are as for kan above (cf. § 4. 2. 2 .1 ( d)). 
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SEMANTICS OF THE MODAL AUXILIARIES 
EXPRESSING II NECESSITY II 

5.1 Introduction 

We are here concerned with those modal auxiliaries which share as a 
common feature of their semantic representations the modal abstract 
redicate NEC. These modal auxiliaries are English must, will, ~hall, 

would and should, and Afrikaans moet, wil, sal, moes, wou and sou. 
Although the focus of attention is on these forms, certain other forms 
which differ to various extents in formal ways from the basic, 11 classica.l 11 

set of modal auxiliaries but which are closely related to them semantic
ally, e.g. ought to, want to, have to and behoort ... te will also be 
discussed where they are of relevance. 

Just as 11~11moontlikheid 11 was found to be the key concept in 
terms of which the meanings of all the modal auxiliaries considered in 
the previous chapter could be analysed, the notion "necessi 11 nood-
wendi id 11 will be seen to be basic to an explication of the semantics 
of the modal auxiliaries to be considered here. 

As seen above (cf. §3.3.2) these two concepts are related to one another 

in terms of inverse opposition such that "n~c~~?ax-~ 11 , for example, ~Ii~.~ 
11 not sible ... not". The language of everyday discourse does not 
however normally express alethic or "logical" possibility and necessity 
(cf. § 3.2) and so the abstract modal predicate NEC will not normally 
be interpreted as implying the factivity of the predication(s) to which 
it relates. Thus in epistemic contexts must for example does not im~ly 
absolute certainty: "The reason this must is still modal is the fact 
that it is the speaker's view that provides the weak point in the certainty 
of the predication 11 (EHRMAN 1966 : 68). If the speaker is absolutely 
certain he will not normally use a modal and so epistemic necessity is 
best regarded as expressing near certainty rather than absolute cer-
tainty on the part of the speaker. In non-epistemic contexts too, 
factivity is not implied where modality markers characterised by NEC are 
used. Thus the "necessary 11 conditions which apply to predications 
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which are modalised non-epistemically do not guarantee that these 
predications are or will be fulfilled: the use of the sentences 

[
you must } 
it is necessary for you to 

see a doctor does not imply that the 

addressee will indeed see a doctor, but gives him to understand that there 
are factors which point to the need for fulfilment of the predication. 

5.2 Non-oblique forms 

The non-oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries that express some kind 
of 11 necessity 11 are the cross-linguistically similar forms must, will and 
shall for English and moet, wil and sal for Afrikaans. 

5.2.1 Non-oblique forms: English 

5. 2.1.1 MUST 

This modal auxiliary has the following senses: 
and (b) epistemic necessity. 

5.2.1.l(a) Deontic necessity 

(al deontic necessity; 

Must and some of the other 11 necessity" modal auxiliaries may be regarded 
as expressing deontic meaning even in situations where the modality 
source is not even 11 ultimately 11 Agentive (cf. §4.2.1.l(a) fn. 2), as e.g.: 

1 (a) Jim must practise for at least five hours a day if he is to 
jump higher than two metres. 

The 11 
ne~c:essjJ:y"~ bi=t~C1PQ~~C1I'~~tQ~~~-~,~~JLu~l,y~~i,C:a LD§~~,~JLg.i:': a set 

of ~L~ical ~yms~a~es which may be represented as having the func
tional-semantic status of an Instrument. The sense of must here might 

then be ~eris~~La~ exj:r,insic,~~-~~_ne~y, paralleling one of 
the senses of e.g. can (cf. § 4.2.1.l(b)). The term 11 deontic 11 is however 
retained because the use of must here connotes a degree of "deontic 
intent 11 (cf. § 4.2.1.l(a) fn. 2) on the part of the speaker which is not 
necessarily present when the nearly synonymous modality marker have (got) 
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to is used, e.g. 

1 (b) Jim has to practise at least five hours a day if he is to jump 
higher than two metres. 

Thus while l(b) would normally be understood merely as a report, in l(a) 
the speaker might be said to set himself up as a sort of secondary 
obligation source, cf. the relative strangeness of must in the context 
of 1 ( c): 

1 ( ) J . { ?must } t. f l . . c im has-to prac ise or at east five hours a day 1f he 

is to jump higher than two metres and I don't think he should. 

These considerations take us some way into what is essentially the domain 
of pragmatics and it is, admittedly, very difficult to identify and make 
explicit the exact nature of the difference between must and have (got) to, 
as is noted by e.g. Larkin, who contrasts these forms in sentences such as 

Johnny {~to} play in his own yard today, declaring that 11 the speaker 

seems to identify, in some way, with the source of the need that is being 
expressed by a must sentence 11 

( 1969 : 392). 

Deon"0.c must then, generally connotes the "C!~~J:LJ!12.!ion~hat~!Il~.~~~~-~§f 

(the hearer in questions) 11 g9~~ ... C!I9!19 .. ~ttb.''.!hg.QQJj.g.C!tiQJL~~PLe.?.?J:~sf-
while have to is unmarked in this way~ and as this notion of speaker/hearer 
identification or subscription is also relevant to the distinction between 
certain other modal auxiliaries and their nearly synonymous counterparts, 
e.g. should v. supposed to (also behoort v. veronderstel om te). We shall 
include in our semantic representations the marked feature [+sp./h. id.] 

. (
11 +speaker/hearer identification 11

) on the deontic source where relevant, 
whether this source is Agentive or Instrumental. Thus even though the 
source may be Instrumental, the modality may be characterised as deontic 
because of the 11 deontic intent 11 which may be attributed to the speaker/ 
hearer in his role as a secondary source of obligation. 

Once again, then (cf. also §4.2.l.2(a)), information of an essentially 

pragmatic nature may been seen to be made explicit, in at least a 
rudimentary and preliminary fashion, by our semantic representations. 
It should also be noted that the type of information referred to here is 
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of some pedagogical relevance in the context of the foreign-language 
learning situation. 

Whether the deontic source here is Agentive or Instrumental, an-8.g~nt 

musu!ill be_"p~ent_i!:!- dee~_strl!~~L!J:..e as an of the lower 
e!:~di~~te even though it may not appear in surface structure, as in 

1 (d) The eggplant must go to John's house (cf. 3(b) of §3.3.2.1) 

where ~~~q]j~@~tiQ.n is ()bviouslyjmpO?E:ct not on the eggplant but 011 

s o_nJE: .ldn$,Qg£1fLt;sL~~~nt. 

The Agentive and Instrumental types of this modality take different sets 
of. nearly synonymous modality markers. Thus in the Agentive case 
typical markers include have (got) to, be obliged/required to and be 
necessary that/for ... to where the modality source does not appear as 
surface subject, and want to and require to when it does, cf. l(e) and 
( f): 

1 (e) Jack must take Jill home. 

(f} The warden {~!~~~res} Jack to take Jill home. 

The marker require to is rather formal and does not occur frequently. 

When the modality source is Agentive (cf. also Larkin's examples given 
above) have (got) to differs from must in that it is normally used only 
when the source of the obligation is not the speaker. Thus while l(e) 
can be understood either as having the illocutionary force of a command or 
of a report, l(g) can usually only be understood as a report: 

1 (g) Jack has (got) to take Jill home. 

Have (got) to is also a typical marker of the Instrumental variant of 
this type of modality, as are be obliged/required to and be necessary 
that/for ... to, but here, as noted above, the speaker does not necessarily 
represent a secondary deontic source, and so the modality here shades off 
into extrinsic Agentive necessity. · Need to is also possible here anrl 
where the modality source appears as the surface subject oblige, make ... 
necessary that/for ... to and necessitate may all appear in preference 
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to require: 

1 (h) The extreme difficulty involved in jumping higher than two metres 

{

obliges } 
makes it necessary for Jim to practise for at least five 
??requires 
*wants 

hours a day. 

(i) The extreme difficulty involved in jumping higher than two metres 

{
necessitates that } 
makes it necessary that Jim practises for at least five hours 

a day. 

With~ of deontic must, while the ~odality exp~ed ___ is __ tts_E;Jf 

present, theJ2,rQ.£:~~.L£i!!LJ?.~L.PI~~m~wLgr_~, a 1 thg~gb tbE: A9E:ll~J.'£E: 1YPE: 
Q.f must is usually used with ~-QI'.9.£:~~~ only. This re 1 ates to its 
use in ob ti9.~tion:cr:~tlfng~utter~.rt_f~_s (i.e. speaker as deonti c source) 
rather than obligation-reporting utterances. Where the existence of the 
obligation is contemporaneous with the utterance the obligation has already 
been called into being and so the relevant utterance is most likely to be a 
report rather than a command: have to is therefore preferred here: 

--~----'----

1 (j) Jack {?~(got) to} take Jill home every day. 

As must, unlike have to, cannot appear where the modality is future and -- ·---
cannot co-occur with other modal auxiliaries, this difference is neutra
lised in utterances such as: 

1 (k) Jack will have to take Jill home. 

In keeping with the non-epistemic senses of the other modal auxiliaries 

this sense of must is also incompatible with sJJnlJJt~n~Q!J~ .. A.E:E:P i!~P~£:t 

as attested by the fact that 

1 (1) ! Jack must be taking Jill home 

is only open to an epistemic interpretation. 
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The semantic representation of deontic must is given in fig. 9(a). 

NEC 

[pres] 
A. 

1 

[+sp./h. id.] 
I 

[ 
-int J 

+sp./h. id. 

G 

s 

~ 
PRED 

[
-past J 
-simult 

A. 
J 

fig .. 9 (a) 

While the deontic source in have (got) to, then, would be unmarked as to 
speaker/hearer identification whether it was an Agent (in which case it 
would be [-sp./h.]) or an Instrument, the Agentive or Instr8mental 
deontic source in must would normally be positively marked in this respect 
(except where the source is [+sp./h.], in which case [+sp./h. idJ 
would be redundant). 

5.2.1.l(b} Epistemic necessity 

As noted above, this sense of must e~s near certainty on the part 
of the speaker as to the truth of the relevant process. 

kn owl e.cl95: here is not definite andf11ay be sa.i .. d ... _t_o ____ de_r_i,_··--------~··~ .... 
r~r t~irect experience: given that the facts at his disposal, 
i.e. the circumstances that obtain in the relevant situation, are 
sufficiently conclusive, he is led to believe that a certain state of 
affairs does hold. 

As in the fil2jstemif_Q..Q~sibili.!Lmq~l:L:ties, the relevant set of 
circumstances ~.QJ:!~.:t.:Ltu!.e~ of the (functioning in 
the role of Instrument) while is the 1 s belief, r~i:ires.en.t~Q. 

as a BELI~VE prejlication which ilitlf t~~~~L .. 2-~,_,0bject the !2r2JJ~.io!1 

exp~es~~-cl.' as shown in fig. 9(b). 
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s 

~ 
(.pres] L:J 

NEC I 

~ 
BELIEVE E f 0 J 
[pres] [+sp./h.] Ls 

~ 
PRED 

fig. 9 (b) 

~When the ll)Q~~ource (1RJJ~(lrSJ3,s tbg __ §_l!CfAfe_,§1tPje~J 9Lt:he JllQd.alL~ed 
sentence, causative-transitive NEC s as make it necessa 
lead or cause, and so the modality markers here would be make it neces
sary for/lead/cause (me) to believe that.... The construction have 
(got) to does normally mark epistemic necessity (cf. 2(c)). 

2 (a) The President must be in Pretoria. 
(b) The fact that the sentries are in the boxes leads me to believe 

that the President is in Pretoria. 
(c) !The President has (got) to be in Pretoria. 

/i~_itLJh~ C(lse gf the -~~l!Li.L~ g_·t2tbgr_JTIQSt£L.£\1XiJj'!J::te? . the 
~:!;Y. is presen_t;and, as mentioned above (cf. l(l}L simultaneous 

It should be noted however that although 

must, like the other epistemic modals discussed so far, can take a past 
process (marked by have as in 2(d)), it is not normally associated with 
a future process: "One can distinguish ... two types of probability ... 
There is the likelihood of expectation about the future, verifiable in 
the future; and the likelihood of hypothesis or conjecture about some

thing in existence at present, and verifiable at present ... the two 
modals should and must differ along these lines: should [and will, 
which is subsequently identified as 11 a stronger form of should"] is 
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used in the case of a likelihood based on future expectation, must of 
a likelihood based on present conjecture" {LAKOFF 1972 : 234). Thus 
when must appears as a verb in the simple infinitive form in contexts 
where the process is obviously future, the expression is usually inter
preted non-epistemically (cf. 2(e)}. 

2 (d) The President must have travelled to Pretoria already. 
(e) The President must travel to Pretoria next week. 

With be + ing forms in the context of future specifiers must is inter
preted as epistemic, e.g. 

2 (f) The President must be travelling to Pretoria next week. 

It may be argued however {cf. e.g. HUDDLESTON 1969 : 787) that in such 
cases the be+ ing form involves two tense selections, one associated 
with be and one with travel, as is revealed more clearly in 

2 (g) The President must now be travelling to Pretoria next week 

where must modalises the deep-tense present predication with be in the 
first instance: the event may be future here but it is "anticipated 
by virtue of present pl an" (LEECH 1971 : 57), and so the speaker may here 
be said to infer the existence of a present arrangement. The alternative 
features [+past] or [presJ (thus excluding [fut]} on the predicate 
immediately embedded to the BELIEVE predicate in the semantic representa
tion of epistemic must are then generally justified if cognisance is taken 
of the way e.g. 2(f) and (g) are interpreted. 

5.2.1.2 WILL 

As in the case of the other modal auxiliaries, the meanings of ~ill can be 
analysed in terms of the basic distinction between epistemic and non-epis
temic modality: in all its senses, including the so-called "futurity" 
sense, this auxiliary too is inherently modal, i.e. it always represents 
some qualification of the factuality of the proposition expressed or of 
the conditions on the process referred to (cf. § 3.3.2}. 

Various writers distinguish between 11 modal 11 and "futurity" meanings of 
will, but the criteria advanced as characteristic of "futurity" wil 1, 
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e.g. semantic constancy under passivisation (Pete wi.11 meet Mary = Mary 

will be met by Pete only in the non-volitional 11 future 11 sense) and the 
non-occurrence of 11 future 11 will in 11 if11 -clauses if he'll come tomorrow 
has only a 11 volitional" interpretation)., although distinguishing this 
postulated 11 future 11 sense from volitional ~ill (cf. e.g. PALMER 1974 : 

105-6) do not set it apart from the epistemic sense. 

At the more specifically semantic level the status of present and past 
predications differs from that of future predications in that the latter 
can never express absolute certainty and thus always involves modal 
colouring: "We cannot be as certain of future happenings as we are of 
events past and present, and for this reason, even the most confident 
prognostication must indicate something of the speaker 1 s attitude and so 
be tinged with modality. Will and shall are no exception. The word 
which most usefully characterises the future meaning of will and shall 
is PREDICTION - something involving the speaker's judgement 11 (LEECH 
1971 : 52). 

Thus Leech, while acknowledging that all senses of ~ill must be modal, 
neverthe 1 ess distinguishes a specifically 11 fUture 11 sense for this 
auxiliary. We have seen, however, that - with certain qualifications in 
the case of must - the other modal auxiliaries in their epistemic senses 
express a present ( 11 speaker-now11

} modality and may express a past, present 
or future process, and there is every reason to consider will as a parallel 

case, cf. 3(a)-(f1: 

3 ( ) Th P . d t b . p t . {tomorrow } a e res1 en may e 1n re or1a now 

( b) Th P . d .11 b . p t . {tomorrow} e res1 ent ~ e rn re ona now 

(c) The President may have been in Pretori.a yesterday. 
(d) The President will have been in Pretoria yesterday. 
(e) Now the President may go to Pretoria tomorrow. 
(f) Now the President will go to Pretoria tomorrow. 

Given the acceptability of 3(f), the incompatible deep-tense specifiers 
now and tomorrow must be associated with different predicates in semantic 
structure. Thus the modality here, as in 3(e), is deep-tense present 

and the process is deep-tense future. The speaker in both 3(e) and (f) 
then, may be said to express present belief concerning a future event or 
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state of affairs and thus may and will function in parallel fashion here, 
the one salient difference being the degree of probability expressed. 

There are then no grounds for recognising a separate "future" meaning for 
will any more than for may: it is no doubt because will is the only 
modal auxiliary that both expresses high probability and may take a 
future process that it is often regarded as having this separate meaning. 

Because of the high frequency of occurrence of epistemic ~ill and the 
fact that some of the other senses may be said to derive from it, we will 
discuss the epistemic sense first. 

5.2.l.2(al Epistemic necessity 

When expressing epistemic necessity, will has essentially the same meaning 
as epistemic must except that - as Lakoff notes for should (cf. § 5.2.1.l(b)) 
- it too relates normally to a likelihood based on future expectation 
rather than on present 
future process. 

is usually associated with a 

Where the process is not future and either must or will can be used, the 
latter is epistemically stronger: all the modal auxiliaries in their 
epistemic senses, and various other modality markers too, can be arranged 
on a scale of likelihood from remote possibility to near certainty, as 
exemplified in 4(a): 

might/could/may 
should/ought to 

4 (al The President is bound to be in Pretoria at the moment. 
mus 
WITT 

Where the process is future, as in 4(b), must is not commonly found, 
but be going to can be used, so that the upper end of the scale of 
likelihood here is as follows: 

{ 

is bound 
4 (b) The President wi I I 

TSgoing 
to } 
to 

go to Pretoria tomorrow. 

Thus be bound to might be used as a slightly weaker alternative modality 
marker for epistemic must when the process is future. Be going to only 
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has modal colouring in so far as it refers to a future event or state of 
affairs, but this event or state of affairs is represented by the speaker 
as a certainty, all circumstances which give rise to fulfilment being 
present, cf. the difference between 4(c}_ and 4(d): 

4 (c) They'l_l build a new swimming pool (one day). 
(d) They're going to build a new swimming pool. 

As in the case of must the meaning of epistemic will, and also of the 
other modality markers in 4(b), can be analysed in terms of a modg_liJy 

which makes i ~fQ!:.!h.~.~E~~~~JQ~ be.L~VEL1h~~ ... ! .. De 
relevant 

The semantic representation for epistemic ~ill is given in .f.Ut. lO(a) 
(cf. fig. 9(b}, p. 121 for epistemic must). 

NEC 
[pres] 

I 

BELIEVE 
[pres] 

E 

[ +sp./h.] 

fig. lO(a) 

As is seen here, no deep-tense or aspect restrictions apply to the 
predicate immediately embedded to the BELIEVE predicate in deep structure. 
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5.2.l.2(b} Deontic necessity 

This somewhat restricted sense of will derives very clearly from the 
epistemic sense. In both second- and third-person uses the speaker may 
be said to predicate a future action to the subject, but it is not the 
subject itself but rather the speaker or some other Agent which is felt to 
be the source of the near certainty that the action will be fulfi.lled. 
The sense of will here is then that of a deontic modal, but with epistemic 
undertones. 

Just as will was found to be epistemically "stronger" than must, it is also 
stronger in the deontic sense. The greater forcefulness of deontic will 
has a further dimension in that practically whenever it is used the source 
of the obligation is understood to be the speaker. Thus in this context 
will, where the Agentive modality source is [+sp.], represents the third 
step in a gradation from have to (A= [-sp./h.J)_ through must (A =[±sp./h.], 
i.e. unmarked in this respect)_, cf. 5(a}: 

5 (a) You { ~~~e to J take Jill home. 
WITT 

It will be noted that ~ill is specified only as [+sp.J and not as 
[+sp./h.]. This is because deontit will - which, as mentioned, exempli
fies a rather restricted sense of the modal - is never found in questions, 
cf. 

· {Do I have to } 
5 (b) Must I 

!WTTl I 
take Ji 11 home? 

Where will would normally be interpreted either epistemically or, in a 
-- I RO·'j'0fJI .t 

rather facetious1 utterance, volitionally ("Am I (really) willing to take 

Ji 11 home?"). 

It is precisely because the deontic source with will is normally the 
speaker that this modal does not signal deontic meaning with first person 
subjects, cf. the distinction between will and must/have to in: 

5 ( c) I must 
{

have to J 
WITT 

take Jill home. 
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As we shall see, will have signals volition, a modality which can be 
related to deontic modality. 

In certain circumstances, such as the reporting of military regu
lations, will is used in its deontic sense where the source of the 
obligation is not necessarily the speaker: 

5 (d) All men will present themselves for inspection at 17h00. 

An absolute distinction between must and will cannot then always be 
drawn on these lines but this distinction may be regarded as sufficiently 
general to merit reflection in our semantic representation. Will does 
differ in a discrete way from must, however, in that the deontic source 
in the former is always Agentive - even if at one remove, as in 5(d), 
where the immediate source appears to be a regulation (cf. also 
§ 4.2.1.l(a) above). Thus 5(e), if acceptable at all in a deontic 
sense, will be interpreted as a kind of command with the speaker as 
deontic source (cf. l(b)}: 

5 (e) !Jim will practise for at least five hours a day if he wants 
to jump higher than two metres. 

With regard to all other aspects of basic semantic structure as exhibited 
in our semantic representations, will (cf. fig. lO(b}) is equivalent to 
must in this sense (cf. fig. 9(a), p.120). 

Nearly synonymous modality markers are as identified for Agentive deontic 
must, although, as noted, there is a fairly distinctive contrast with 
have (got) to along one dimension of meaning. 

NEC 
[pres] 

A· 1 

[ +sp.] 

PRED 

[ -past J 
-s imul t 

fi9_. lO(b) 

A· 
J 
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5.2.1.2(cl Volitional necessity 

~odality is related to deonti.c modality on the one hand and 
""~--=-

i~ Agentive modali!,y on the other. The latter relates to 
habitual meanings and to a certain extent implies volition. There are 
accordingly senses of will which involve both notions~ but in such cases 
one sense is usually dominant. 

As in the case of deontic will the epistemic sense is here present as 
an undertone. 

Volitional senses of will are exemplified in sentences such as 

6 (a) Freckles will feed Fido for you. 
(b) Freckles w111 feed Fido aniseed drops - now the poor dog 

is addicted. 

The volitional modalities relate closely to the deontic types, because 
here too the source of the modality can be regarded as Agentive. The 
difference lies in the fact that while the source and goal Agents in the 
deontic modalities are never coreferential, the source Agent is always 
coreferential with the subject of the clause containing a volitional modality 
marker. Thus in 6(b) for example, Freckles is both the source and the 
goal Agent, the meaning of the sentence being equivalent to a construction 
of the order of Freckles "makes it necessary" (Freckles feeds Fido)_. 
Whatever the surface structure modality marker, i.e. whether it be insist on 
or w111, the second occurrence of Freckles is deleted. If the volitional 
modality marker is not an auxiliary verb it can often appear, as has al
ready been seen in the discussion of various deontic markers, in construc
tions where source and goal Agents are not coreferential (cf. e.g. l(d) 
above, i.e. the warden wants Jack to take Jill home . On the other hand, 
in English, if the marker is an auxiliary either the source Agent or the 
goal Agent may appear in surface structure but never both. 

It wi 11 be seen then that the terms "8genti ve deontic"~IJSL~ilitiQ.nal 11 

~~r.t? the .~~me mo~~litx 
a~ordal!~th._the ~Q~ relev~: the 

~==================~:::: , i . e . those which take 
(e.g. must) are described as 
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variants of will under discussion here} are described as "volitional". 
In semantic representation however, as noted, both source and goal Agents 
appear and essentially the same semantic representation is seen to under
lie expressions containing volitional non-auxiliary modality markers 
(e.g. wants in l(f) above) and those containing goal-oriented modal 
auxiliaries (e.g. Jack must take Jill home). 

In expressions such as 6(a) and (b} then, which 
modal auxiliaries, the Agent is se~~,_im ___ o_s_i_n ________ _ 

in some sense he 11 makes it necessary 11 for himself to carry out the relevant 
action. Thus notions associated with ition such as "the dictates of 
the will" and ~'inner comeul,sion" are reflected in semantic representation 
by a structure containing coreferential source and goal Agents. 

The strength of the volition may vary and so in 6(a) will signals rela
tively weak volition or 11 willingness 11

• The sense conveyed here is that 
although the Agent might not fulfil the predication unprompted, he will 
certainly do so if certain other conditions obtain: if, for instance, 

he is asked to carry out the action he wi 11 "make it necessary" for himself 
to do so. A nearly synonymous modality marker here is be willing to. 

In 6(b) will carries the sense of strong volition or 11 insistence 11
• This 

will is always stressed and cannot contract to 1l!_. Here the connotation 
of inner compulsion is very strong and with second and third person sub
jects this will very often suggests habitual activity on the part of the 
Agent because, one might argue, it is only because the action is habitual 
that it comes to be recognised by the speaker to derive from some inner 
compulsion. If the Agent is in the first person, as in 6(c), the stressed 
~ill indicates strong inner compulsion once again but here a non-habitual 
context is quite normal: the speaker, obviously, has direct knowledge of 
the strength of his own volitions. 

6 (c) Despite what you say, I w111 take this matter up with the committee. 

A nearly synonymous modality marker here is insist on +-ing. 

Will then, can express either weak or strong volition on the part of the 
Agent which surfaces as the subject. An intermediate position between 
these two senses of will is occupied by the catenative want to. The 
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scalarity here is exemplified by way of 6(d)-(g): 

6 (d) I want to feed him aniseed drops although I don't 
insist on doing so. 

(e) *I insist on feeding him aniseed drops although I 
don't want to do so. 

(f) ?I'm willing to feed him aniseed drops although I 

don't want to. 
(g) ~I want to feed him aniseed drops although I'm not 

willing to. 

It is because the implication relation between the forms is unilateral, 
i.e. insist ::::i want=> willing, that 6(e) and (g), in which such an 
implication is denied, are unacceptable. (Sentence 6(f) is only marginally 
acceptable as it stands and is best understood in the context of a pre
ceding clause such as if it's absolutel essential to his wellbein 

Want to, then, does not mark a particularly weak or a particularly strong 
modality and represents an intermediate value on the scale from be willing 
to to insist on. The auxiliary will can only reflect meanings which 
parallel those of the latter forms and so in the semantic representations 
of this auxiliary the modal predicate NEC will be marked with the 
"volition features" [strong] or [weak]. The semantic representation of 
want to is identical to those for the two variants of volitional will 
(cf. fig. lO(c)) except that it does not contain either of these markedness 
features. As such want to will be seen to be the normal semantic counter
part of Agentive deontic must and will (without emphatic stress). 

In fig. lO(c) the identical indices on the source and goal Agents indicate 
that these Agents are coreferential. 

NEC 

s 

Ai G 
s 

~ 
PRED 

j-past .1 
tsimul~ 

fig. lO(c) 
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As revealed in the semantic representation, the process may be future 

(cf. 6(h) and (i)) or contemporaneous present (6(j) and (k)) but not 
simultaneous present (6(1) and (m)) or past {6(n) and {o)). 

6 (h) Freckles will feed Fido for you tomorrow. 
(i) I w111 take up this matter with the committee. 

(j) Freckles wfll feed Fido these days but he used to hate doing it. 
(k) Nowadays he will keep feeding the poor dog aniseed drops. 

(1) !Freckles will be feeding Fido for you. 
(m) !?He w11l be feeding the dog aniseed drops. 

(n) ! Freckles will have fed Fido for you. 
(o) !?He wfll have fed the poor dog aniseed drops. 

Examples 6(1)-(o) allow only an epistemic interpretation, the stressed 
form in 6(m) and (o) being interpretable as expressing strong conviction 
on the part of the speaker. 

5.2.1.2(d) Intrinsic Agentive necessity 

This "habitual" meaning of will, which is related to the volitional 
sense just discussed, and exemplified in 

7 (a) Louis will watch TV all night 

usually only appears with temporal specifiers which are compatible with 
an interpretation involving repeated action on the part of the Agent 
(cf. habitual can - §4.2.1.l(b)). Depending on the context, ?(a) can be 
given a habitual ("is inclined to") or a volitional ("is willing to") 
reading, with the former probably being more frequent, but 

7 (b) Louis will watch TV tomorrow night 

is not open to a habitual interpretation and can only be volitional or 
epistemic. 

As in the case of many senses of will, epistemicity is present as an 

undertone in ?(a) too, but primary focus here is on some characteristic 
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of the Agent rather than on the speaker's belief. The patterning of 
this habitual ~ill with regard to deep tense and deep aspect accords with 
this view, only 7(c) but not 7(d) and (e} being interpretable in the 
habitual sense: 

7 (c) Louis would watch TV all night in the old days. 
(d) !Louis will have watched TV all night. 
(e) !Louis will be watching TV all night. 

As noted above, an alternative modality marker for this will is be inclined 
to, which cannot be substituted for the epistemic will in 7(d} and (e). 
In contrast to strong volitional will, it is here the notion of "habituality" 
that is primary while volition hardly enters the picture. What it is 
that can be said to make it necessary for the Agent to behave in a certain 
manner is here not the Agent's conscious will, but rather, as in the case of 
habitual can (cf. §4.2.1.l(b)}, some property internal to the Agent, which 
can be represented as having Instrumental function. As with intrinsic 
(which includes habitual) can, the semantic representation of this will 
(cf. fig. lO(d)) therefore contains the feature [+int] on this Instrumental 
modality source. 

s 

~ 
NEC 

[GS] 
[+int] 

I 

[pres] 

~ 
PRED A 

[
-past J 
-simult 

fig. lO(d) 

As shown in fig. lO(d), this will contrasts with habitual can (cf. fig. 3(b) 
p. 59) in that it is not incompatible with future specifiers, as in 

7 (f) Louis will watch TV every night next year 

where, admittedly, it becomes very difficult to draw a distinction between 
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the habitual and the epistemic ("predictive") senses. 

5.2.l.2(e) Intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

As in the case of intrinsic non-Agentive possibility (cf. § 4.2.1.l(c)), 
the goal of the modality is non-Agentive i.e. it is an Instrument or an 
Object, as in 

8 (a) Sudso will remove all kinds of stain. 

and (b) Oil will float on water. 

This sense of ~ill is the non-Agentive counterpart of the habitual sense 
in that it also relates to some property of the subject. There is very 
little difference between this sense and the purely epistemic sense of 

will, but it should be noted that this sense has a past counterpart with 
would (cf. §

1

5.3.1.l(a)) and also that it is not really compatible with 
progressive forms, cf. 

8 (c) ?? Oil will be floating on water. 

The semantic representation for this will (cf. fig. lO(e).) is then 
identical to that given in fig. lO(d) apart from the specification of 
arguments in the lower predicate. 

s 

~ 
[pres] 

/GS] 
[+int] l 

NEC I 

~ 
{ ~} PRED 

[
-past J 
-s i.mult 

fig. lO(e). 
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5. 2.1. 3 SHALL 

~hall tends to be tfle most rarely used of all the Englisfl modal auxi'Haries. 
Despite the fact that it is generally acknowledged that tt has a higher 
frequency of occurrence in British English than in American English 
(cf. e.g. TAUBITS 1978), table 1 (p. 72} shows that even in corpora based 
on a formal spoken register of the former dialect, shall appears far less 
frequently than any of the other 11 classical" modal auxili.aries. 

In written language shall still appears fairly regularly with first-person 
subjects where an epistemic ( 11 predictive 11 l meaning is expre.ssed (cf. e.g. 
the 11 editorial 11 use of we shall in journals etc.)_. This use of ~hall is 
still found in spoken English but the meaning expressed here too is 
essentially the same as that of epistemic will, as seen in 9(al: 

9 (a) I/we { s~all} win that match tomorrow. w1 ll 

In the context of teaching English as a second language in South Africa, 
remarks made by Ehrman on the position of shall in American English are 
very pertinent. Noting that sha 11 11 i s well on the wa to 
she declares that 11 it has lost its s 

---~·~·--~··~···~··-···········~~-·~·-····-···················~····· 

modal tern and is now best a s stic 
tioned by the person of its subject or by a desired connotation of prestige 
socio-educational level or by both ... I could speak perfectly idiomatic 
English without ever using another shall 11 (EHRMAN 1966: 57). 

These remarks apply equally well to English as spoken in South Africa, 
including those varieties of 11 educated 11 South African English to which the 
learner might aspire, but there is one notable exception here, namely the 

use of sha 11 in interro ve structures "'Li.!.b. fi rst-JL~.rson.~suJ>.J.~ct~ .. to si 
a deontic where will would si stemic or volitional meaning 
(cf. § 5. 2 • 1. 2 ( b) } : 

9 (b) Shall I close the windows for you? 
(c) ~ill I close the windows for you? 

As ~ill in interrogatives never has a deontic sense, 9(cl will - given the 
context of an action which would, putatively, be in accordance wjth the 
addressee's wishes - be interpreted normally as a rather f~;;tf~is utterance 
in which the speaker appears to ask himself whether he will indeed 
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carry out the action. 

In non-interrogative constructions deontic ~hall has largely given way 
to will in spoken English but it is still used in certain written styles 
such as legal and quasi-legal language, e.g. 

9 (d) Twenty five members ~hall constitute a quorum. 

This use of shall parallels the deontic will of 11military 11 language 
(cf. § 5. 2 .1. 2 ( b)). 

Thus to the extent that it is used, shall may be said to express epistemic 
and deontic meanings (cf. figs. lO(a) (p.125) and lO(b) (p.127) respec-
tively: the deontic source with shall would be specified as an Agent, 
together with the feature [ +h.] ( 11 +hearer 11

) to reflect the frequent use in 
structures such as 9(b) above where this Agent is normally the addressee). 

5.2.2 Non-obli ue forms: Afrikaans 

The non-oblique forms of the Afrikaans modal auxiliaries which c2tlt(lJn 
the modal 12redicate NEC in their semantic representations are riloet, wil 
and sal. 

5.2.2.1 MOET 

\jQ .. 1vJo...~J. 
The semantics of this modal parallel those of cognate must to a considerable 
extent, one of the few marked differences being that stemic moet, 
like the other non-epistemic and non-oblique modal auxiliaries in Afrikaans, 

can, in addition to signalling present modality, ~ .. l!D~!TI!:>J.9.1:!_().l:l~J..Y.~~J.9!:1~1 

··===============~ 
when for example, sal and where English 

would normally have will have to. 

As in the case of must, moet expresses essentially ~Jllilii(llity: 

(a) deontic (~g~n~Jye and I necessi ansLJhl.~J?J.~!.~_n:i_tc 

necessi , although - as will be seen - an argument can be made for an 

~xtrinsic ... t..gentJ.!'.~I!~_ces~i!,y sense as well. 
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5.2.2.l(al Deontic necessi 

As with must i:~Q~.~J::t~nt§ of this type of modality can be identified, 

i.e. ~il~Jl_t_t~e (cf. 10 ( b )J and I'l§i:tl11Tleni:a 1 (cf. 10 ( d )J. 

10 (a) Jy moet sommer dadelik verlof neem. 
(b) Om betyds daar aan te kom~ moet ons nou ry. 

Thus in lO(b) the source of the modality is not an Agent but a CE!fJ:<!iJL 
$.E!t of circ::Ym$t.Qn~eji_ as, for example, those specified in 

10 (c) Die feit dat dit ver is en dat hierdie ou tjorrie stadig 
is maak dit nodi dat ons nou ry. 

It would appear that the use of moet, unlike that of must, does not 
necessarily presuppose speaker/hearer identification with the modality 
source, as indicated by the perfect acceptability of lO(d) as opposed to 
the oddness of the must variant in lO(e) (cf. also l(c) above): 

10 (d) Jy moet sommer dadelik verlof neem. Is dit nie 'n skande nie! 

10 (e) You {~~to} take leave immediately, which, I think, is 

very unfair. 

Similarly, where the modality source is Instrumental, the speaker/hearer need 
not be presumed to be a secondary deontic source, and hence a reporting 
utterance such as lO(f) is not associated with any kind of 11 deontic intent 11 

(in English have (got) to would be used herel. 

10 (f) As jy jou lisensie op die laaste dag probeer koop is daar so 
baie mense daar dat jy urelank moet toustaan. 

The modality expressed by moet i.!J.J,QJf) would then be better described as 

e_~i:r"L!l?_iCJ\iJ.~IJ.!Ly~_ne_ses~t!Y but we mention this sense here as it shares 
essentially the same set of alternative modality markers as the property 
(Instrumental) deontic counterpart exemplified in lO(b), where the speaker 

be urned to fulfil the 
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There are only minor differences in the sets of alternative modality 

markers that may be used to paraphrase Agentive and Instrumental deontic 

moet. Thus when the m~~~jjty~o~r~ is given in surface structure 
verplig (word), vereis (word) and genoodsaak word are generally acceptable 
in both cases, as are verplig/vereis/genoodsaak word and nodi wees dat 
when it is not given. On the other hand, nodig maak dat/vir can only 
usually be used where the modality source is Instrumental while wil ... he, 
which, as we shall see, has a related semantic representation to this 
moet, is normally only possible where the modality source is Agentive. 

6gth modal itL an<LQrQ£~~~Lmq.1J?~~~J2X'~~2,~r:Lt,Qr~fJ:!l\.lre and, un l i ke Agentive 
must (cf. l(h) above) Agentive moet is regularly used with a present 
process when the modality too is present, i.e. it is quite normal in 
expressions where a contemporaneous (or "habitual", cf. lO(f) above} oblig
ation is being reported, and hence where have (got) to is preferred in 
English, e.g.: 

10 (g) But here you've got to have papers. (F.A.: 36} 

(h) Maar hier by ans moet jy jou vorms en goed he. (V.W.: 29) 

With this non-epistemic moet the process is not normally past, so to the 

extent that e.g. 

10 (i) !Hy moet sommer dadelik verlof geneem het 

is acceptable, it is interpreted epistemically. 

As with the other non-epistemic modal auxiliaries, simultaneous deep 
aspect is incompatible with this moet. Thus lO(j) too, only has an 
epistemic interpretation. 

10 (j) !Hy moet besig wees om sy boek te skryf. 

The semantic representation of deontic moet is given in fig. ll(a) 
(cf. fig. 9(a), p.120 for this sense of must). 
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:i [~] 
[ -int l( ~ 

+sp./h. id . .J~ 

PRED 

r -past ] 
L -simult 

fig. 11 (a) 

Extrinsic Agentive moet would take as a modality source simply [-i~t] 

but the semantic representation would be identical in other respects to 
that given here. 

Mention should here be made of the quasi-auxiliary behoort (hoort) ... te, 
which also manifests Agentive and Instrumental variants of a deontic 
modality (cf. lO(k) and (1) respectively). 

10 (k) Jy behoort sommer dadelik verlof te neem. 
(1) Om betyds daar aan te kom behoort ons nou te ry. 

The modality here relates also to necessity as opposed to possibility, but 

the necessity expressed is toned down to various extents and so, as has 
already been noted for the epistemic sense (cf. §4.3.2.1), behoort may be 
classified as a marker of remote necessity, here deontic. Support for 
this classification derives in part from the fact that when it combines 
with age- ... het form, behoort can express contrafactivity, a property 
which has been seen to be a characteristic of the oblique forms of the 
modal auxiliaries. Thus in both lO(m) and (n) the complement would 
normally be interpreted contrafactively and the modality expressed by both 
behoort and moes is remote necessity: 

10 (m) Jy behoort te gepraat het. 

(n) Jy r~~~:;} gepraat het. 
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When accompanying a verb in the ge- ... het form then these two modals 
have essentially the same meaning (cf. e.g. DE VILLIERS 1968 : 95) 
but an added dimension to the remoteness of behoort i.e. its use in 
11 tentative 11 hortative speech acts such as advising, suggesting etc. 
relates to the fact that it is usually associated with a non-speaker/ 
hearer deontic source. Whether this source is Agentive or Instrumental, 
however, speaker/hearer identification is normally presupposed, as indicated 
by the strangeness of lO(p) as opposed to lO(o) (and also lO(d) above). 

10 (o) Jy is veronderstel om dadelik verlof te neem. 
'n skande nie! 

Is di. t nie 

(p) ?Jy behoort dadelik verlof te neem. Is dit nie 'n skande nie! 

The modality source in a semantic representation of deontic behoort 
would then be characterised as follows: 

A 

[ 
-sp./h. J 

+sp./h. id. 

I 

[ -int J 
+sp./h. id. 

As seen in lO(k) and (1), the speaker , identifying himself with 
the modality source but not presenting himself as the primary deontic 
source. 

5.2.2.l(b) Epistemic necessity 

Epistemic moet, like must, ~!Eres2es onl~lity and so there 
are no ?.i .. ~i:ii.ficant semantic differences between the two i'n this 

sense. Moet a 1 so expresses ~o ... n ........ t ..... h ... e .... _ . .,_ .. ~~---······ .. ~··~· .. ··""·-·-·········· 
the truth of the 

11 (a) Ek weet iewers ~oet daar 'n straat wees wat reguit gaan. (S.} 

Where the modality source appears in surface structure a near-synonymous 
construction could be vir (my) nodig maak om te glo dat (cf .. ll(b)}: 
other modality markers include vir (my) nodig wees om te glo dat and, 
more commonly, seker (cf. ll(c)). 
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11 (bl Die feit dat Piet so gese het maak dit nodig vir my om te glo 
dat daar iewers 'n straat is wat reguit gaan. 

(c) Iewers is daar seker 'n straat wat reguit gaan. 

Similarly to must, moet tends to be avoided where the process is future 
and where an epistemic meaning is intended. Thus although ll(d} is, 
given the required context, acceptable as an epistemically modalised 
sentence, ll(e), where the modality marker is seker, and ll(f), where 
seker reinforces the epistemic sense of the auxiliary, are preferable. 
As in English (cf. § 5.2.1.l(b}) the meaning of "present plan relating to 
future event 11 is evident here. 

11 (d) Hy moet more in Kaapstad aankom. 
(e) Hy kom seker more in Kaapstad aan. 
(f) Hy moet seker more in Kaapstad aankom. 

As noted above (cf. lO(h)), to the extent that it is used, the 
moet + het construction normally expresses epistemic modality with 
past process, as seen also in 

11 (g) Dan moet dit al gereen het. (S. )_ 

Epistemic moet also takes simultaneous aspect (cf. lO(i) above). The 
semantic representation of epistemic moet is then the same as that given 
in fig. 9(b) for epistemic must (p. 121). 

As was noted earlier (cf. § 4.3.2.l and 2l(d)_ above)_, behoort ... te 
may be regarded also as the remote counterpart of epistemic moet, 
expressing a lower qe9ree~2L££!1~_e on the part of the speaker as to 
the truth of the relevant proposition. The semantic representation of this 
non- 11 classical 11 auxiliary is identical to that for epistemic moet (and 
must except that: (a) here, and in the case of non-epistemic behoort, 
the modal predicate NEC takes the feature C+remJ; and (b) the lowest 
predicate is not restricted in any way with respect to deep tense or aspect. 
In normal usage, epistemic behoort differs from moet in that it is more 
freely used in contexts where the process is future, e.g. 

11 (h) Hy behoort more in Kaapstad aan te kom. 
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5.2.2.2 WIL 

5.2.2.2(a) Volitional necessi 

The meanings of wil differ from those of the congruent, cognate English 

form will in various ways: tbg.J\fri~C1C1D$f110d9Jb.C1$~!1tl!!l~jstemic., 

nor habitual ( 11 intrinsic 11
), nor - with respect to its subject Agent - ~cl.~QD!ic 

senses, and it is essentially~c:I to tht: E!~QressiqlLQ:LYQlitiQJl; 
furthermore, the strength of the volition expressed by wil is normally, 
although not always, different to that expressed by will. 

~il usually expresses the unmarked, intermediate type of volition identi
fied for want to above, as in: 

12 (a) Ek !ill die satire koop. 

As with volitional will, the modal it~~~ here can be represented as 
an Agent which is coreferential with the in semantic representa-
tjon - the interpretation here again is that the ~gent in some.~n~§._illllhle.s 

o_r_.".lllC1KE!s~.J.tJ1gc:gs$1lX:Y fQt~ .. bj!TlsE!IL!9 c:arrY. 9l1t wh C1tgYE!r. JiC: t.i on . or b.e 
tnvolved in whatever state is identified. The meaning here can be ]JJQr·e 
nearly represented in a deeper structure such as Ek wil (ek koop die satire}. 

Th~ .. .2Q.~!:C:.~.:ori~n~ of the volitional modals is brought out clearly in 
the case of wil because - usually in the construction wil he - it can take 
a noun- ement in surface struc which includes a subject that 
is not co~eferential with the subject of wil, as in 

12 (b} Ek wil so graag (he} dat jy die satire koop. 

Accordingly, no deletions take place and both source and goal Agents appear 
in surface structure. 

As 12(b) is broadly synonymous with one interpretation of 

12 (c) Jy moet die satire koop 

namely where j:he s12eaker _himself and .D~! $.Q!ll§.Jbjr9~R9J:JY 

~-=====---' 
, the semantic representation of wil is essentially the 

same as that for ve deontic moet (cf. fig. ll(a)}, the difference in 
surface structure being that if wil is to be derived, the source Agent will 
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always appear, while with moet it is always deleted and the goal Agent 
appears as the subject of the sentence. The parallel with English 
want to/must will be obvious. As the source and goal Agents may or may 
not be coreferential here, the Agent labels in the semantic representation 
of wil in fig. 12(a) (cf. fig. ll(a), p.138, for moet) are not indexed. 

NEC A 

[ -past J 
(strong) 

PRED A 

[ -past J 
-s imult 

f.:!.g_. 12 (a) 

Deep-tense and deep-aspect specifications are as normal for non-epistemic 
non-oblique modal auxiliaries in Afrikaans. As noted for want to, ~_D_ 
usually represents an unmarked, intermediate volition strength and so the 
modal predicate is usually unspecified for this property. When, however, 
wil is stressed, it usually has the sense of strong volition or insistence, 
as in 

12 (d} Hoekom wi'l hy by jou verbygaan, en dan op 'n blinde draai? (M.) 

Thus in this sense only (marked as an optional feature in the composite 
semantic representation in fi . 12(a)) ~_D_ is synonymous with the congruent 
English ~111 and has as an alternative modality marker aandring op. 
Weak volition, as we shall see, is signalled not by wil but by~~· 

5.2.2.3 SAL 

As with English wi 11 , sa l cannot be said to have a 11 non-moda 111 futuri 
sense: "Hoewel dit algemeen gese word dat sal as hulpwerkwoord vir die 
toekomende tyd dien, is hierdie funksie eerder 'n implikasie of bykomende 
waarde van die werkwoord ... " (DE VILLIERS 1968 : 89). In this context 
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E~t~JJ§J~t~~bion to the other epistemic modal auxiliaries, as in 13(a) 
and ( b).: 

13 (a) Die President kan {more} in Pretoria wees. nou 

(b) Die President sal {more} in Pretoria wees. nou 

Like will, and in contrast to moet (and must , sal is oriented towards the 
-- -- - ''"''vwrnVvv>~<-=~~-~-----'-

~,~· it tends to l i kel i h,.o.: .. o::.d.:: .... ::b: ... a~:.::s .. e::.d,,: ....... o: . .:.n.: .. _;_;;;.,;;,,.;;;~,_;;::,;,,~=·~~~.~ 
ratber:.~:tb.~~Q!LPJ:~seD_~~~,o~~' but, as seen in 13(b), this does not 
mean that it always takes a future process when it expresses epistemic 
necessity. 

, The diffe~ns~ of sal are as for will, e,~E!'.:~11 .. [..!b§ .. f911QWillil 
(a) ~pjstemic; (b), ~£1e,i:i"tJ.\le deontjc; 

(d) intrinsic Agentive; and (el intrinsic non-Agentive. 
that sal is essentiall to will in meani 

"'''"'"~'"'~~ 

apart from certain differences in respect of the volitional sense. 

5.2.2.3(a) Epistemic necessity 

As in the case of ~ill v. must,~~ is stemicall than moet. 
A scale of likelihood is illustrated in 

14 (a) Die President { 

kan/mag} 6ehoort 
moet nou 
Sal ' 

in Pretoria (te) wees. 

Where the the catenative gaan parallels be going to in 
expressing an even stronger conviction on the part of the speaker that 
the content of the process will be realised: 

14 (b) Hy 

kan/mag 
behoort 
moet (seker} 
sa l 
gaan 

more in Kaapstad aankom/aan te kom. 

Gaan is only "modal" in meaning in so far as it refers to a future state 
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or event which as such cannot have the factive status of a present or 
past state or event. 

The semantic representation of epistemic~~ is identical to that of 
epistemic will as given in fig. lO(a)_, p.125. There are then no deep.:. 
tense or aspect restrictions on the process it takes: indeed of all the 
non-oblique epistemic modal auxiliaries in Afrikaans, sal is probably the 
one which combines most readily with 
processes, e.g. 

... het forms to signal past 

14 (c) Hy~~ daar reeds aangekom het. 

Nearly synonymous modality markers here include - as for moet ~ vir (my} 
nodig maak om te glo dat and vir (my} nodig wees om te glo dat, as well as 
e.g. seer seker, beslis, sekerlik and gewis (cf. 14(d)}. Seker alone 
usually expresses the weaker epistemicity signalled by moet. 

{ 

seer seker } 
bes 1i s 

14 (d) Hy kom sekerlik 
gew1s 

5.2.2.3(b} Deontic necessi 

more in Kaapstad aan. 

As in the case of the will v. must distinction, deontic sal is more forceful 
than moet, this being partly due to the fact the deontic th 

sal is nor~~llY_~~.ea~J'.'/h~~r and· that utterances containi 

sa l a re therefore near l a 1 ~ 1 j g~ t~.~~~ .r_.a .... t ..... ~h._e __ r ...... _t __ h~a ... n···-·~··~..,,,_~~ 
~~pg,rtJn.gjcf. 15(a) as opposed to lO(a} above). 

15 (a} Jy sal sommer dadelik verlof neem. 

Accordingly ~~ (like ~i 11) ses volition and not deontic necessi 
when used in this It is then 
a source-oriented modal in such cases but 

·"'-···---~····~·······-

ects and contrasts with the other two non-obli3ue 
···~··~-····-··············--··-··~~~ 

11 si modal auxiliaries moet and wil whJc:.b Cl.X:§alW<lY? . .90al:Qr:i~.9. 

an9 .. .?.Q.l:!r<:.§.:.9.rJ.§!t:!!§.~ . .r~.~.Q.~£:t:.J.Y~IY~ ....... . 

When sal is used in the rather restricted contexts identified in the 
discussion of will and shall above as 11 military 11 and 11 legal 11

, the source 
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of the obligation is not necessarily the speaker, although it can prac
tically always be regarded as an Agent, even if at one remove 
(cf. § 5.2.l.2(b)). Generally however the deontic source is the 
speaker/hearer and so the semantic representation of deontic sal is identi
cal to that of deontic will, given in fig. lO(b) above (p.127) except that 
the deontic source with sal must be specified as [+sp./h.J and not just 
as [+sp.J as deontic sal is perfectly regular in questions, e.g. 

15 (b) Sal ek die venster oopmaak? 

where in English the modal used would be shall and not will (cf. 5(b), 
p. 126 and 9(b), p. 134 above}. 

Near-s,tnOJ!~~~-[J!~j!Y-11lCIT~~rs for sal are as for those given for 
Agentive deontic moet, except that because of the greater directness of 
sal, the impersonal passive forms (verplig/vereis/genoodsaak word) and 
the impersonal construction nodi wees dat are best excluded here. This 
leaves verplig, vereis and wil ... he as typical markers: 

15 (c) Ek { v~rei~ } dat J.Y sommer dadelik verlof neem. w1l he 

(d) Ek verplig jou om sommer dadelik verlof te neem. 

5.2.2.3(c) Volitional necessity 

Weak volitional sal is exemplified in 

16 (a})~~ . } sal vir hulle sing l Fanie 

an alternative modality marker for this sense being gewillig wees om te. 

Here too - as in all volitional and deontic uses of sal, will and shall -
the epistemic, predictive sense is present as an undertone. The element 
of 11 will 11 is however distinctive here and contrasts with the purely pre

dictive sal of 

16 (b) H~ni e } sa l va 1 as n~ J daard ie ding probeer ry. 
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The semantic distinction here has a formal correlate in that volitional 
but not epistemic~~ may be used in 11if 11 -clauses: 

16 (c} As jy vir hulle sal sing, sal ons dit waardeer. 
(d) ~As jy sal val, sal ons vir jou help. 

Strong volitional sal, which is signalled by heavy stress on the modal, 
only appears with first-person subjects. Thus in 

16 (e} {3~ . } sal vir hulle sing 
Fanie 

~~ is source-oriented with ek but goal-oriented, i .. e. Agentive deontic1 
with jy and Fanie. Only in the former case is sal essentially equivalent 
to wll , cf.: 

16 (f).{ T~y . } wll vir hulle sing. 
· - !Fanie 

In all three cases the speaker's volition is expressed and so the 
first-person version of 16(el could be described as expressing a particular 
kind of deontic modality, i.e. that \,fhere source and. goal~Agent are 
coreferential. As noted above however (cf. §5.2.1.2(c}l the term 
"volitional" is used to distinguish source-oriented from goal-oriented 
Agentive deontic modal auxiliaries. 

Strong volitional ~al differs then from strong volitional w1ll which can 
appear with subjects in any person (cf. e.g. 6(a) and (b} above). 
A nearly synonymou.s modality marker here is aandring op. 

The semantic representation of volitional sal is given in fig. 13(a} and 
is identical to that given for volitional will in fig. 10(c) (p.130), 
except that in this composite representation the source Agent is shown to 
be always the speaker if strong volition is expressed, cf. the variable ~ 

on the optional features [strong] and [+sp.J which should be understood 
as indicating that where the former feature· applies the latter does too. 
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s 

A. [G] 
[ +sp~p J S 

~ 
PRED 

[
-past 1 
-simultj 

A· J 

f!JL. 13(a} 

5.2.2.3(d) Intrinsic Agentive necessity 

Sal is used in the same way as is English ~ill to express a 11 necessity 11 

which can be construed as being the source of a habit or characteristic 
behaviour on the part of the Agent subject. This sense of sal is exem
plified in 

17 (a) Blomerus sal elke aand sit en TV kyk. 

Once again an epistemic, predictive sense is present as an undertone but 
the distinctive factor here is the focus on some characteristic of the 
Agent rather than purely on the speaker's belief. 

The semantic representation of thi.s sense of sal is identical to that 
given for intrinsic Agentive will in fig. lO(dl, p.132. 

An alternative modality marker here is geneig wees om te 

5.2.2.3(e} Intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

The goal of the modality here is non-Agentive but here too the focus is 
on some characteristic or property of the goal subject, as in 17(aJ 
(Instrumental} and 17(bl (Objective}: 

17 (a} Die teensuur ~2.l_ suuropeenhoping vinnig neutraliseer. 
(b} Olie sal op water dryf. 
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Here too, the predictive meaning of sal is obviously basic, but the 
examples express more than simply the speaker's belief: they also 
express some durable quality of the relevant subject. 

The semantic representation of this sal is as given for intrinsic 
non-Agentive will in fig. lO(el, p. 133. 

5.3 Oblique forms 

The oJ~JJ.gy~~LfQf~~QLJ~b~i:L:'.o?cessJty'' moda 1_ auxi 1 i<fr:ifil are· would and 
should for English and moes, wou and sou for Afrikaans. Must represents 
a paradigm gap in English as it has no oblique form: forms of have to 
are used here to signal the meanings normally associated with the oblique 
modal auxiliaries, i.e. past modality (cf. 18(a}), conditional and non
conditional remote modality (cf. 18(b) and (c)J and conditional and non
conditional remote modality with remote process (cf. 18(dl and (e}). 

18 (a) Jack had to take Jill home. 
(b) Jack would have to take Jill home if you didn't. 
( c) If Jack had to take Ji 11 home she 1 d be very annoyed. 
(d) Jack would have had to take Jill home if you hadn't. 
(e) If Jack had had to take Jill home she would have been 

very annoyed. 

It should be noted here that forms of the have got to variant of this 
modality marker are not generally acceptable in any of the contexts ill us

trated in 18(a). to (e). 

The various oblique modal auxiliaries wi.11 now be considered in accordance 
with the main semantic divisions identified here in the case of have to. 

5.3.1 Oblique forms: English 

5. 3.1.1 WOULD 

We discuss the meanings of would under the following main headings: 

(a) past non-epistemic necessity; 
(b) remote non-epistemic necessity; and 
(c) other meanings. 
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5.3.1.l(a} Past non-epistemic necessity 

As in the case of the 11 possibility11 modal auxiliaries, when the 11 necessity 11 

is non-remote but past the process must also be deep-tense past. 

Would reflects past modality for all the non-epistemic senses of will 
except deontic necessity. As was shown in 18(a). above, past deontic 
necessity is signalled by had to and in 

19 (a) Jack { ~d} take Jill home 

only will, but not would, can be interpreted deontically. 

Fig. 14(a)_ is a composite representing the basic semantic structure of all 
the past non-epistemic senses of would. As noted above (cf. § 4.3.3.l(a)} 
the simultaneous v. non-simultaneous distinction is not relevant in the 
context of utterances referring to the past and so there is no deep-aspect 
specification here. 

NEC 

[+past] 

x 

PRED y 

[+past] 

fig. 14(a) 

(i) Past volitional necessity 

Both weak ( 11 willingness 11
) and strong ( 11 insistence 11

) types of volition 
may be expressed by would, as in 20(a) and (b) respectively: 

20 (a) Years ago Freckles would feed Fido for me but now he's just 

too lazy. 
(b) Freckles would feed Fido aniseed drops - now the poor dog is 

addicted. 
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Would differs from will here in that the weak volitional sense of 
past modality would is always associated also with a habitual meaning: 
could was seen not to express a single action in the past 
(cf. §'.4.3.3.l(a)) and this would appears to behave in parallel fashion. 
Thus 20(c) cannot be interpreted as signalling weak volition, i.e. it 
cannot be paraphrased by a construction containing was willing to, this 
modality marker being the one that is usually used to express past 
willingness with respect to a single event {cf. 20{d)). 

20 (c) !Pete would go to that party. 
(d) Pete was willing to go to that party. 

Strong volitional w6uld,on the other hand, can be used to refer to a 
single action in the past, as in 

20 (e) Pete would go to that party - now he's got an awful hangover. 

An alternative modality marker here is insisted on. 

The semantic representation of past volitional would is as given in 
..f.1.9.. 14(a) but with the following modifications {cf. also fig. lO(c), p. 130): 
x = Ai; y = A;; and NEC takes the extra "vol itiona l'1 feature [weak] 
or [strong]. 

(ii) Past intrinsic Agentive necessity 

This properly "habitual" sense of would is exemplified in 

21 (a) In the old days Louis would watch TV all night. 

Alternative modality markers here include was inclined to and used to. 

The semantic representation is as given in fi . 14(a), but with the 
following modifications (cf. also fig. lO(d}, p.132): 

I x = and y = A. 
[+int] 

(iii} Past intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

Because of the focus on past time here, this would is not well suited 
to the expression of "universal truths". The strangeness of 22(a) for 
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example, derives from the possible connotation that the content of the 
process no longer takes place: 

22 (a} ??In the old days oil would float on water. 

Instrumental and Objective variants of this modality are exemplified in 
22(b) and (c} respectively: 

22 (b) Sudso - the stuff they no longer manufacture - was a real 
boon to housewives and would remove all kinds of stain. 

(c) Every October the jacarandas woul~ blossom. 

A possible alternative modality marker here is used to, but not - except 
in 11 metaphorical 11 uses - inclined to. 

The sernantic representation for this would is as given in fi . 14(a), but 
with the following modifications (cf. also fig. lO(e), p. 133): 

x = I and y = { 

0
1 } 

[+int] 

5.3.1.l(b) Remote non- stemic necessi 

As in the case of past modality, would expresses remote modality for all 

the main non-epistemic senses of will except deontic necessity, but there 
is a further limitation here, namely that would in non-past contexts cannot 
express strong volition. 

Fig. 14(b) is a composite representing the basic semantic structure of all 
the remote non-epistemic necessity senses of would in parallel fashion to 
the way in which fig. 14(a) represents the past senses. As noted above 
(cf. §4.3.3.l(b)) deep-aspect specifications are not relevant here. 
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s 

~ 
[+rem] [~] 

NEC x 

~ 
PRED y 

fig. 14(b) 

(i) Remote volitional necessity 

Would expresses both conditional and non-conditional types of 11 remote 11 

willingness, as exemplified in 24(a) and the protasis of 24(b) respec
tively: 

24 (a) Freckles would feed Fido if you asked him to. 
(b) If Freckles would feed Fido, I would be very happy. 

Alternative modality markers are respectively would be willing to and 
were willing to. It is the conditional sense of would here from which 
the would of polite requests, as in 

24 (c) Would you please feed Fido? 

derives, the connotations of remoteness and of suppressed conditions, 
e.g .... if I were bold enough to ask you, being the main factors con
tributing to its suitability as a politeness marker (cf. also §4.3.3.l(b} 
for 11 politeness 11 could). 

As noted above, would cannot express remote 11 insistence 11
• Thus would 

in the protasis of 24(d), for example, is unacceptable, this type of 
modality being expressed by forms of insist on: 

24 ( d) If F d {~would feed 
re 1ns1sted on feeding} Fido aniseed drops, I would 

stop buying them. 
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The semantic representation for remote volitional would is as given in 
fig. 14(b} but with the following modifications (cf. also fig. lO(c), 
p.130).: x =Ai; y =A;; and NEC takes the extra 11 volitional feature 11 

[weak]. 

(ii) Remote intrinsic Agentive necessity 

Only the conditional type of this modality may be signalled by would, 
as in 

25 (al If he had the money to buy a set he would watch TV all day. 

An alternative modality marker here is would be inclined to. 

The non-conditional would i.n the protasis of 25(b)_ would normally be 
interpreted as volitional and does not allow an intrinsic Agentive 
interpretation, i.e. a purely "habitual 11 interpretation in which 
11willingness 11 plays no part: 

25 (b} If he would watch TV all day he would be taking a gamble on his 
future sanity. 

The semantic representation of (conditional)._ remote intrinsic Agentive 
would is as given in fig. 14(b}, modified as follows (cf. also fig. lO(d}, 
p. 132): x = I y =A and is always specified as [+cond.] 

[+int] 

(iii) Remote intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

As in the case of the Agentive variant of this modality, this would 
normally expresses conditional necessit~ as in 

26 (al If I had some Sudso it would remove this stain in no time. 

In non-conditional contexts, would with non-Agentive subjects is unusual 

e.g. 

26 (bl ?If only the Sudso would remove this stain. 

The only sense of would which regularly expresses non-conditional remote 
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modality appears to be the we.ak vol iti.onal one and so any strangeness 
about 26(bl probably dertves from the fact that one would want to 
interpret it as expressing a kind of metaphorical volition on the part 
of the non-Agentive subject. 

The semantic representation for remote intrtnsic non-Agentive would 
is as in fig. 14(b~ except for the following modifications (cf. also 

fig. lO(e)_, p. 133L: x = I y = {oI} ; and NEC is always 
[+int] 

specified as [+cond]. 

(ivl Remote non-epistemic necessity with remote process 

When non-epistemic would combines with auxiliary have both modality 
and process may be classed as remote, as in 

27 (al Freckles would have fed Fido if you had asked him to. 
(bl If Freckles would have fed Fido I would have been very happy. 
(cl If he had had the money to buy a set he would have 

watched TV all day. 
(dl If I had had some Sudso it would have removed this stafn 

in no time. 

Typical alternative modality markers include would have been willi to 
(cf. 27(a)), had been willing to (cf. 27(b)) and Would have been inclined 
to (cf. 27 ( c) ) . 

As shown in fig. 14(b)_ would takes either a non-past or a remote process. 
Where the latter applies, the process is contrafactive, as tn 27(a)-(d) 
above. 

5.3.1.l(ct Other meanings 

( i l Remote conditiona 1 ity 

As was noted earlier (cf. § 4.3.3.l(b)), would sometimes does not 
express modality in the strict sense ( 11 necessity 11 or 11 possibility 11

) but 
is merely a marker of remote conditionality which derives from the 

features c:~~~ct] on the relevant predicate in deep structure. 
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Where the relevant predicate is realised as a modal auxiliary would 
does not always appear in surface structure because certain other modal 
auxiliaries can convey remote conditionality as part of their meaning. 
Thus, as shown in 28(a), could and would be able to may be derived from 
the same predicate and so the former modal auxiliary expresses both a 
"possibility" modality and remote conditionality: 

POSS 

28 (a) ~~~~:] : (i) could e.g. I could earn a million if I wanted to. 

(ii). would be able to e.g. I would be able to earn 
a million if I wanted to. 

Similarly, we have seen that would on its own can signal both a necessity 
mpdality and remote conditionality as in 28(b)(i): 

NEC 

28 (b) 
[

pastJ +rem 
+cond 

= (i} would e.g. Freckles would feed Fido if you 
asked him 

= (ii} would be willing to e.g. Freckles would be 
willing to feed Fido if you asked 
him to. 

Where the predicate specified as [!~~~dJ is not realised as a modal 

auxiliary, would must however appear in surface structure, as in 28(a)(ii) 
and 28(b)(ii), where the modality is signalled by be able to and be willin 
to and would is introduced to convey the remote conditionality meaning. 
This applies equally where the predicate is non-modal, as in 

28 (c) John would enjoy a trip on the mailship if they still operated 

where in deep structure enjoy is specified as [!~~~d] and would is once 

again introduced as a marker of the remote conditionality. 

(ii) "Sequence-of-tt?nses" would 

Al though "sequence-of-tense" uses of the modal auxiliaries are not 
examined here (cf. § 4.3), this is a very frequent use of would, being as 
it is an "automatic" past form of all uses of will, including epistemic 

will, as in 29(a), which exemplifies the operation of sequence-of-tense 
"rules" in "indirect speech" constructions and 29(b))which exemplifies 
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the "free indirect speech" environment (reporting clause omitted): 

29 (a) He said that the President would go to Pretoria tomorrow. 
(b) The President would go to Pretoria tomorrow and then 

matters would come to a head. 

Free indirect speech is commonly used to describe "interior monologue" 
in fiction (cf. LEECH 1971 : 104} and 29(b) should be best understood 
as originally including a higher predicate such as (he) thought that ... 
which has been deleted. It should be noted that no conditionality is 
implied here, a fact which supports the view of this would as an 
epistemic form (cf. § 4.3.3.l(d)). 

(iii) "Future-in-the- II 

In this use too, no conditionality is implied, but this would cannot 
strictly be regarded as epistemic as it is not really a modal at all 
but a marker of a particular type of time-orientation, i.e. a past 
event seen as a future event from the point of view of a still earlier 
past orientation, as in 

30 (a) Three days later the Archduke would be assassinated and 
the countdown to war would begin. 

The primary orientation here is deictic ("speaker-now") and the 
predications following would are clearly factive and so this is not 
a modal use of would. 

5.3.1.2 SHOULD 

In nearly all its uses, whether "modal" in the narrow sense (i.e. 
expressing "necessity" or "possibility") or not, should expresses non
conditional remoteness. 

Should relates to must and will as the lowest of the three modals on both a -- --
scale of likelihood (epistemic, cf. 4(a) in §5.2.l.2(a)) and a scale of 
imperativeness (deontic, cf. 5(a) in § 5.2.1.2(b)). It exhibits a 
greater degree of qualification of the "necessity" modality and may be 
regarded as the "remote" equivalent of must and will in much the same way 
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as might and could relate to may and can (cf. §4.3.2 and §4.3.2.l}. 

The remoteness of should accounts for two important cha.racteristics of 
this modal: 

Firstly, while the realisation of the content of the process with a 
non-remote necessity modality is normally seen as assured (epistemicl 
or unavoidable (deontic}, with should this is not so, as shown by the 
acceptability of the should options in 3l(al and (bl: 

31 (a) He { ;~~!l } still have that book, although he might already 
should 

have returned it to the library. 

(bl Jack { :~~!i } take Jill home immediately, but he's not 
should 

going to do so. 

Secondly, deontic should and should have may take contrafactive 
complements, as in 3l(c) and (d): 

31 (cl I should be at the committee meeting now instead of chatting 
to you. 

(dl Paul should have started work yesterday. 

As was noted earlier (cf. §4.3.2.2L only modality markers containing 
the feature [+rem] may take contrafactive complements and so should must 
be regarded as such a marker. The remoteness here cannot be conditional, 
as shown by the unacceptability of 

31 (el 1 If Jack were here he should take Jill home. 

In practically all circumstances where should expresses remote necessity 
it may be replaced by the non- 11 classical 11 auxiliary ought to without 
change of meaning. 

The meanings of should will be discussed under the following headings: 

(a} remote deontic necessity; 
(b) remote epistemic necessity; and 
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( c L other meanings. 

5. 3.1. 2{ at Remote· deontic ·necessity 

As noted, the obligation expressed by deonti.c: snoul d is weaker than that 
expressed by must and wil 1. Wi. tn should, whoever is the goal of the 
modality is left the option of carrying out tne content of the process or 
not - what is predicated here is not unavoidable (cf. 3l(bll and can even 
be contrafactive (cf. 31(cl and (d}J_. 

Another dimension to the relative weakness of deontic should relates to 
the fact that, as with have to (cf. § 5.2.l.2{b1 and also behoort 
{cf. § 5.2.2.l{a}_, the source of the modality is never normally the 
speaker, although it may be Agentive (cf. 32(a)J_ or Instrumental (cf. 32(b)J. 

32 (al You should repair that headlight. 
(bl In order to get there on time we should leave now. 

Thus, whil~ 

32 (c}_ You must repair that headlight 

could be interpreted as having the speaker as deontic source, being broadly 
synonymous with 

32 (dl I want you to repair that headlight, 

this cannot be the case in 32(a}~ Here the speaker is not making a 
direct request but may be said rather to be referring his addressee to the 
existence of some kind of obligation. It should be noted here that, as 
with behoort, when a speaker uses (Agentive or Instrumental}_ deontic should, 
speaker identification is signalled (cf. LAKOFF 1972 : 240}. This con
trasts with e.g. be supposed to (cf. 32(el and (fll where this implication 
need not hold, as indicated by the unacceptability of should in 32(e1 and 

( f)_. 

{
*should } 32 (el You are supposed to repair that headlight which, I think, 

is most unfair. 

(f) {
*should } . 

We are supposed to leave now 1n order to get there on time 

but I don't think we'll take so long to make the trip. 
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Alternative modality markers for deontic should include be expected to 
and ought to and the semantic representati-0n of this sense of the modal 
is given in fig. 15(a}. 

s 

~ 
NEC 

[ +rem J 
A· 1 

[ -sp./h. J [~] 
-cond +sp./h. id. 

I 

[ -int J 
+sp./h. id. PRED 

[-past] 

.f:!.9_. 15(a) 

(i) Remote deontic necessi with remote recess 

A· J 

As in the case of the oblique forms of the other modal auxiliaries, 
when non-epistemic should combines with auxiliary have both modality 
and process are remote and so the surface clause is contrafactive, as in 

33 (a) Paul should have started work {tomorrow } yesterday · 

As should have is the only modal auxiliary construction which can 
signal non-realised deontic necessity (must has no oblique form and 
must have, as we have seen, is epistemic)_ the difference between must 
and should here with respect to deontic source is neutralised and so 
with should have the deontic source may be the speaker, as in 33(b), which 

can parallel 33(c).. 

33 (b) You should have started work here yesterday. 
(c) I wanted you to start work here yesterday. 

The source Agent here then should be unspecified as to [+sp./h.J v. 
[-sp./h.] although speaker/hearer identification remains. Alternative 
modality markers include wanted/expected to, was/were expected to, and 
o t to have. The semantic representation of should with remote 
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should with remote process differs then from that for should with 
non-remote process, as in fig. 15(a), and is given in fig. 15(b). 

NEC 

[ +rem J 
-cond 

s 

A· 1 

[+sp./h. id.] 

I 

[ -int J 
+sp./h. id. 

PRED 
[+rem] 

~· 15(b). 

5.3.l.2(b) Remote epistemic necessity 

A· J 

The use of epistemic should expresses a lower degree of confidence on 
the part of the speaker as to the likelihood of the truth of the relevant 
proposition than is the case with must and will. The circumstances which 
the speaker has taken into account point to the truth of the proposition, 
but he does not have sufficient knowledge to be able to commit himself to 
this truth and so he hedges with should. Should might be said to 
signal "high probability" rather than the "near certainty 11 of must and 

stronger will. 

Like will, should is used freely with both future and present processes 
and in the combination should have it takes past processes, as is usual 
with the epistemic senses of the modal auxiliaries. Thus if 3l(b), 

repeated here, 

31 (b) Paul should have started work yesterday 

is interpreted epistemically, it expresses present judgement about a past 

event, paraphrasable by e.g. 

34 (a) It is probable that Paul started work yesterday 

and it is not contrafactive. The modality is present ( 11 speaker-now 11
, as 
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is .normal with epistemic modalst and have signals the past process. 

The semantic structure of epistemic should is represented as in fig. 15(c). 

s 

~ 
NEC I G 

[ pres J 
+rem 

s 

~ 
[pres] [ OS J [ +sp./h.] 
BELIEVE E 

~ 
fj_g_. 15(cl 

Alternative modality markers here include make it likely/probable that, 
it is likely/probable that, probably and ought to. 

5.3.1.2(c} Other meanings 

(i) Remoteness (non-conditional}_ 

In certain circumstances should does no more than act as a marker of 
(non-conditional) remoteness, expressing doubt on the part of the 
speaker. In 35(a) and (b) for example, should plays essentially the 
same role as the past tense form of the main verb in 35(c}: 

35 (a) If Fred should arrive at the last moment, we'd be able to 
put him up. 

(b) Should Fred arrive at the last moment, we'd be able to put 
him up. 

(c) If Fred arrived at the last moment, we'd be able to put him up. 

This should is not "modal" in the narrow sense: it expresses neither 
epistemic nor non-epistemic necessity, although it might appear to be 
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related to the former. However, it is normally found in "i.f"
clauses, which rarely contain epistemic modal auxiliaries, it 
cannot be replaced by ought to here, and it is not usually found with 
auxiliary have (cf. 35(d)).: 

35 (d) If Fred {??shoul~ have arrived} at had arrived the last moment, we 

would have been able to put him up. 

Moreover, in this sense should represents the only instance of a 
modal auxiliary which can appear in clause-initial position in non-inter
rogative constructions (cf. 35(bll and it would appear then that what we 
have here is a largely idiosyncratic use of this modal, linked semantic
ally to the other 11 oblique 11 modal auxiliaries by the feature [+rem]. 
In semantic structure this should derives from the features [+remd] -con 
on the relevant predicate. 

A use of should which is probably related to the one just mentioned 
is exemplified in 35 (e)., (fl and (g): 

35 (e). It's amazing that her children should be so fair-skinned. 
(f) I was strolling along Poggenpoel St.yesterday when who 

should I see but old Lofty. 
(g} It's great that the weather should have turned out so well. 

Although the relevant predications here are factive, should (have) 
is used to express surprise that this is so. The cognitive meaning 
of these sentences would not be altered if they appeared without this 
auxiliary and although the expression of remoteness, in a certain sense, 
may be relevant here (the use of should here may be said to connote the 
speaker's surprise at the factivity of the predication), an account of 
the employment of this should probably belongs to stylistic rather than 
semantic analysis. It should be noted that this is the only use of 
hould (without auxiliary have}. in which it co-occurs with a complement 

that is deep-tense past (cf. 35(f)}. 

(ii) Remote conditionali 

With first-person subjects, should can be used to express the condi
tional type of remoteness, thus acting as an alternative to remote 
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conditionality, would (cf. § 5.3.1.l(c)) in the same way that 
shall may replace will (cf. § 5.2.1.31_. This is typical of British 

English, but even in "educated" South African English would is normally 
used with all persons and should here is rare: 

36 (a) If Pete came in tomorrow I ·{?should} be very happy. would 

5.3.2 Oblique forms: Afrikaans 

Unlike the case in English, which lacks an oblique form of must, there 
are no paradigm gaps in the set of Afrikaans auxiliaries expressing the 
11 necess ity 11 moda 1 ity. The oblique forms are mo es, wou and sou. 

5.3.2.1 MOES 

Moes expresses (a} past deontic necessity; 

(b) remote deontic necessity with remote process; and 
(c) epistemic necessity. 

5.3.2.l(a) Past deontic necessi 

Here both modality and process are past. The deontic source may be 
Agentive (cf. 37(a)} or Instrumental (cf. 37(b)l and the Agentive source 
may or may not be the speaker (cf. 37(al and its possible paraphrases in 
37 ( c).). 

37 (a) Hy moes dadelik verlof neem. 
(b) Om betyds daar aan te kom moes ons baie vroeg ry. 

(c) [~~e majoor} wou he dat hy dadelik verlof neem. 

Unlike its non-oblique counterpart (cf. lO(b) above), 37(b) is essentially 
a reporting utterance only which has no application in a "hortative 11 sense, 
and so the notion of speaker/hearer identity is not really applicable here. 
As the modality source is Instrumental here, moes in 37(b) would probably 
be best described as expressing extrinsic Agentive necessity (i.e. no 
"deontic intent"} but the distinctions here are very fine. Alternative 
modality markers are consistent with those given for deontic moet 
(cf. § 5.2.2.l(a)), except that past forms are required. Predictably, 
wou ... he is restricted to the expression of the Agentive modality and 
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het ... nodig gemaak dat/vir to the Instrumental modality. 

The semantic representation of this sense of~ is given in fig. 16(a}: 

NEC 

[+past J 

PRED 

[+past J 
A· 

J 

fig. 16(a) 

5.3.2.l(b} Remote deontic necessity with remote process 

Non-epistemic moes never signals remote modality with a non-remote 
process, the 1 a tter being normally expressed by behoort te (cf. § 5. 2, 2 .1 (a 11 
with the infinitive form of the verb. The combination moes ... het 
can express remote deontic necessity, both Agentive and Instrumental, with 
remote process, as in 38(al and (bl respectively (here too, the Instrumental 
variant might be interpreted as extrinsic Agentive rather than deontic as 

speaker/hearer identification is not necessarily signalled}: 

38 (al As ons vir hulle more moes gehelp het, sou hulle vir ons 
gese het. 

(bl As ons so vroeg moes gery het om betyds daar aan te kom 
sou dit nie die moeite werd gewees het nie. 

Contrafactive meaning is expressed in each case. 

Apart from its use in non-conditional contexts such as 38(a}, moes, 
when combined with ge- ... het, can also express remote conditionality, as in 

38 (cl As Piet dit nie reeds gedoen het nie, dan moes jy vir hulle 

gehelp het. 
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This use is relatively rare however, sou being normally used here to mark 
the remote conditionality, as in 

38 (d) As Piet dit nie reeds gedoen het nie, sou jy vir hulle ~ 
gehelp het. 

The semantic representation of deontic moes + ge- ... het is given in 
fig. 16(b). 

NEC 

[ +rem J 
±cond 

PRED 

[+rem] 

5.3.2.l(cl Epistemic necessity 

A· J 

fig. 16(bl 

As was argued in the case of epistemic kon as opposed to kan 
(cf. §4.3.4.l(c)), epistemic moes and moet are to a large extent in 
complementary distribution and cannot strictly speaking be distinguished 
in terms of the remote v. non-remote distinction. Moet may be used to 
express epistemic modality when the process is non-past while moes cannot 
usually do so: 

39 (a) Die President r~~~:~} nou in Pretoria wees. 

On the other hand, moes ... het is regularly used when the process is 
past while moet ge- ... het is rarely found: 

39 (b) Die President [?~~~~} gister in Pretoria gewees het. 

There would appear then to be no systematic contrast in the modality 
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expressed by moet and moes - in both cases it is present necessity -
but, as in the case of kon, moes takes a past process. The semantic 
representation of epistemic moes is given in fig. 16(c). 

s 

~ 
NEC 

[pres J 
I [ ~] 

~ 
BELIEVE 

[pres J [ +sp~/h.] [~] 

~ 
PRED 

[ +pastJ 

ii_g_. 16(c) 

Alternative modality markers are as for epistemic moet (cf. §5.2.2.l(b)). 

As noted earlier (cf. §5.2.2.l(b)), remote epistemic necessity is signalled 
by behoort te. 

5.3.2.2 wou 

Wou expresses: (a)_ past volitional necessity; and 
(b) remote volitional necessity. 

5.3.2.2(a) Past volitional necessity 

Wil and wou 
modal auxiliaries in that 
necessi in the strict sense, but ----=::== 
been noted (cf. § 5.2.l.2(c)J_, is a ttE_~ of deo~. 

as has 
The fact 

that epistemic necess.ity is never signalled, reducing the range of potential 
ambiguities here, probably accounts for the acceptability of both the 
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infinitive and the ge- ... het forms in 40(a}-(bl, which are here semantically 
equivalent. 

40 (a). Hy wou gister die satire koop. 
(b} Hy wou gister die satire gekoop het. 

As has been shown, the oblique forms of the other modal auxiliaries 
signal past modality or remote non-epistemic modality when combined with 
infinitives and epistemic modality or remote non-epistemic modality with 
remote process when combined with ge- ... het forms. As wou + ge-~~. het 
cannot signal epistemic modality and as remote modality with remote 
process is often signalled only in particular environments (protasis and 
apodosis of conditionals and syntactically independent structures which 
imply a suppressed condition or conditionsL this combination does not 
give rise to potential ambiguity in contexts such as 40(b} and so it may 
also be used to express past volitional necessity without contrafactivity 
(40(b} is non-factivel. 

Strong volition in the past may also be expressed by w6u in combination 
with the infinitive or the ge- ... het form: 

40 (c)_ Jy wou mos die satire koop - nou gaan jy beboet word. 
(d)._ Jy w6u mos die satire gekoop het - nou gaan jy beboet word. 

An alternative modality marker here would be het daarop aangedring. 

The semantic representation of the two variants of~ may be given as in 

fig. 17(a)_ (cf. fig. 12(aL, p.142)_. 

NEC 

[ 
+past J 

(strong) 

A 

PRED 

[+past J 
A 

fig. 17(a) 
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5.3.2.2(b} Remote volitional necessity 

It has been noted that the use of oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries 
in Afrikaans in combination with verbs in the infinitive to express 
remoteness is rare, the non-oblique forms being regularly used where in 
English an oblique form would be employed to signal the remoteness, cf. 
41(a) and (b}. 

41 (a) If you wanted to buy that satire, I'd get it for you. 

(b) As jy daardie satire { ?~~l} koop, {?~~l} ek dit vir jou kry. 

To the extent that wou is used in this way however, it may be said to 
express greater remoteness than wil, the speaker here being less sure of 
the existence of volition on the part of the subject. 

The "polite" use of the oblique form in questions, as in 

41 (cl Wou jy iets daaroor se? (R.} 

which does not really signify past volition, exemplifies another appli
cation of the semantic notion of "remoteness". Remote wou is probably 
most frequently found in and is most acceptable in this "politeness" 
context. 

Remote volitional wou is always non-conditional, the conditional variant 
of remote volitional necessity being expressed by the combination sou 
wou: 

41 (dl ~As hy dit gesien het, wou hy dit koop. 
(e) As hy dit gesien het, sou hy dit wou koop. 

Constructions with sou ... wou are also used as markers of politeness, 
the degree of politeness expressed here being perhaps even greater than is 
the case with wou alone, which in its turn is more polite than the more 
direct wil (cf. 41(f) and (g)): 

41 (fl Daarnaas sou ek graag wou bek.lemtoon (R.) 

(g) Daarnaas { ~il} ek graag beklemtoon 
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(i) Remote volitional necessity with remote process 

When wou combines with ge- ... het forms in conditionals both 
modality and process are remote, as in 

42 (a) As jy daardie satire wou gekoop het, sou ek dit vir 
jou gekry het. 

Both protasis and apodosis here would normally be interpreted contra
factively. 

Here too, only non-conditional modality is signalled, sou ... wou + 
ge- ... het signalling the conditional variant: 

42 (b) *As hy dit sou gesien het, wou hy dit gekoop het. 
(c) As hy dit sou gesien het, sou hy dit wou gekoop het. 

The semantic representation of remote volitional wou is given in 
fig. 17(b}. It should be noted that strong volitional ( 11 insistence 11

) 

wou is only past and not remote. 

NEC A 

[ +rem J 
-cond 

PRED A 

[ f~~:~t}] 
fig. 17(b)_ 
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5.3.2.3 sou 

We discuss the meanings of sou under the following headings: 

(a) past non-epistemic necessity; 

(b) remote non-epistemic necessity; and 
(c) other meanings. 

5.3.2.3(a) Past non-epistemic necessity 

Sou reflects past modality for all the non-epistemic senses of sal except 
deontic necessity (cf. the similar relation between would and will noted 
in §5.3.1.l(a)), past deontic necessity being signalled, as we have seen, 
by moes. 

Fig. 18(a) is a composite semantic representation of all the past non
epistemic senses of sou and is identical to that given for corresponding 

would in fig. 14(a) (p. 149.). 

NEC 

[+past] 

x 

PRED 

[+past] 

y 

fig. 18(a}_ 

The meanings of sou here are then ess.enti ally equivalent to those of 
would and so we will deal with them very briefly. 

(i) Past volitional necessity 

It was noted earlier that with first-person subjects~~~ could express 
strong volition. Sou, however, never expresses this modality and so 
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differs in this way from would, which can express strong volition in 
the past. The modality in 43(a) is weak volition, a stressed form 
of sou not being acceptable here as the resulting utterance does not 
appear to be susceptible to any meaningful interpretation: 

43 (a) Toe ek jonk was {*~~~ } ek vir hulle sing. 

This past volitional sense of sou is relatively rare, either was 
gewillig om te or simply het ... ge- ... being normally used in such 
contexts, depending on whether the willingness of the Agent or the 
realisation of the event is in stronger focus. Unlike the modality 
marker was gewillig om te, sou here (like corresponding would} is always 
also associated with a habitual meaning and does not refer to a single 
action in the past. 

The semantic representation of past volitional sou is as given in 
fig. 18(a) but with the following modifications (cf. also fig. 13(a), 
p.l47, for this sense of sal): 
extra volitional feature [weak]. 

x =Ai; y =Ai; and NEC takes the 

(ii) Past intrinsic Agentive necessity 

Here the focus is on habit rather than willingness, as in 

44 (a} Toe hy jonk was sou hy elke aand na die TV kyk. 

An alternative modality marker here would be was geneig om te. 

The semantic representation of this sense of sou is as given in 
fig. 18(a), but with the following modifications (cf. also fig. lO(d}, 
p.132,forsal}: x= I andy=A. 

[+int J 

(iii) Past intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

As in the case of would, the focus on past time here practically ex
cludes the use of sou in the expression of "universal truths": 

45 (a) ??In die ou dae sou olie op water dryf. 
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The use of this sou, exemplified in 45(b) (Instrumental) and 45(c) 
(Objective), is relatively rare, as essentially the same meaning 
can be conveyed by past (ge- ... het) forms alone when combined with 
adverbial specifiers which are compatible with the meaning of repeated 
action in the past. 

45 (b) In daardie dae sou die winde dikwels ons dakke afwaai. 
(c) Elke jaar sou die jakarandas bloei. 

The semantic representation of sou here is as given in fig. 18(a} 
but with the following modifications (cf. also fig. lO(e}, p. 133 

for~~): x = I ; y = {I} 
[+int] 0 

5.3.2.3(b} Remote non-epistemic necessity 

When the necessity modality expressed by sou does not relate to past time 
it is remote, i.e. it is "toned down 11 in various ways, depending on the 
nature of the modality, cf.: "Die mees basiese trek is 1 verswakking 1 

van die teenwoordige werklikheid. Daardeur kry die aanduiding van wil, 
voorneme, versekering, noodsaaklikheid, toekoms en al die ander skakerings 
van sal, self 1 n implikasie van onsekere, onvervulde voorneme deur die 
imperfek sou" (DE VILLIERS 1968 : 91}. 

The composite semantic representation of the remote non-epistemic 
necessity meanings of sou are given in fig. 18(b}, which is identical to 
that given for corresponding would in fig. 14(b} (p. 152}. 

NEC x 
[+rem] 

PRED y 

[ [ ~~=~t}J 
.fl9_. 18(b) 
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As in the case of sal, these uses of sou are characterised by a strong 
epistemic (i.e. predictive} undertone, but we concentrate here on the 
possible meanings of sou over and above this common undertone. 

(i). Remote volitional necessi 

Both conditional and non-conditional variants of 11 remote 11 willingness 
may be expressed by sou, as in 46(a} and (b) respectively: 

46 (a) As hulle my sou vra, sou ek vir hulle sing. 
(b) As ek vir hulle sou sing, sou hulle dit hopelik geniet. 

In both cases an alternative modality markers would be sou gewillig wees 
om te, although this interpretation of sou would be more regularly 
found in conditional than in non-conditional environments. As in the 
case of would, it may be argued that the use of sou in polite requests 
(e.g. 46(c)) derives from the conditional volitional sense. 

46 (c} Sou u asseblief vir ons sing? 

This use is relatively rare in Afrikaans however, and sal appears to be 
more regular, even in rather formal registers such as those found in 
the S.A.B.C. corpus of Frekwensiebepaling 

The semantic representation of the remote volitional sense of sou 
is as given in fig. 18(b} but with the following modifications 

(cf. also fig. lO(c), p. 130 for sal): x =Ai; y =Ai; and NEC takes 
the volitional feature [weak]. 

(ii) Remote intrinsic Agentive necessity 

Only a conditional variant of this modality may be signalled by sou, 

as in 

47 (a) As hy 'n stel in die hande sou kry, sou hy elke aand 

na die TV kyk. 

An alternative modality marker here would be sou geneig wees om te. 
The semantic representation of this sou is as in fig. 18(b), modified 
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as follows (cf. fig. lO(d), p. 132 for sal ).: x = I y = A; 

[+int] 
and NEC is always [+cond]. 

(iii) Remote intrinsic non-Agentive necessity 

Here too, only the conditional variant is possible, as in 

48 (a) Die winde sou ans dakke afwaai as ans nie mooi bou nie. 
(b) As dit daar gereen het sou die jakarandas bloei. 

Generally speaking, sal would be preferred here, but where sou does 
appear it signals remoteness. The semantic representation of this 
type of 11 characteristic 11 modality is as in fig. 18(b}, modified as 

follows (cf. fig lO(e}, p. 133 for sal): x = I ; y ={I}; 
[+int] 0 

and NEC is always specified as [ +cond]. 

The extent to which the focus here is on some characteristic of the 
subject is minimal and the fact that there are no really suitable 
alternative modality markers makes it even more difficult to distinguish 
a meaning here which is additional to the basic (conditional) predictive 
meaning which in this context is manifested as what we have called remote 
conditionality. 

(iv) Remote non-epistemic necessity with remote process 

When non-epistemic sou combines with ge- ... het both process and 
modality are remote and the relevant surface clause is contrafactive, 
as in: 

49 (a). As hulle my gevra het, sou ek vir hulle gesing het. 
(b) As ek vir hulle sou gesing het, sou hulle dit hopelik 

geniet het. 
(c). As hy 'n stel in die hande gekry het, sou hy elke aan na die 

TV ~kyk het. 
(d) Die winde sou ans dakke. afgewaai het as ons nie mooi gebou 

het nie. 

Typical alternative modality markers include sou gewillig·gewees het 
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(cf. 49(a} and (b)} and sou geneig gewees het (cf. 49(c)). 

5.3.2.3(c) Other meanings 

(i) Remote conditionali 

As in the case of would, sou sometimes acts as a marker of remote 
conditionality rather than as a marker of modality in the restricted 
sense (cf. § 4.3.3.l(b) and §5.3.1.l(c)). Examples of this use of 
sou appear above in the apodosis of 46(b), i.e .... sou hulle dit hopelik 
geniet, and together with modality markers in sou gewillig/geneig 
(ge)wees (het) om te .... In this sense the "necessity" meanings 
identified as volition, habit or characteristic are not present, and 
sou derives from the features [ :~~~d J on the relevant predicate. 

The use of sou as a politeness marker, as in 

50 (a} Daarnaas sou ek graag wou beklemtoon (R.) 

may be said to derive from this remote conditionality sense. 

(ii) Remoteness (non-conditional} 

Sou differs from would and shares a semantic property with should in 
that it can act as a marker of non-conditional remoteness {cf. 
§ 5.3.l.2(c)). A typical example of this sou which has already 

been given is found in the protasis of 46(a), i.e. as hulle my sou vra ... 

Even the derived "surprise" sense of should occasionally has its 
counterpart in sou, as in 

51 (a} Dis snaaks dat haar kinders so lig van vel sou wees. 

(Cf. 35 ( e) ) . 

Non-conditional remoteness sou derives from the features [ ~~~~dJ 

on the relevant predicate. 
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(iii) "Future-in-the past" 

Like would, sou can be used to mark that type of time-orientation 

where a past event is seen as a future event from the point of view of 
an earlier past orientation, as in 

52 (a) Orie dae later sou die Aartshertog vermoor word en oorlog 
sou daarna ontketen word (cf. 30(a)). 

From the point of view of the speaker the predications relating to sou 
in both cases are factive and so this sense is non-modal. 

(iv) Quasi-epistemic necessity 

The type of modality exemplified by sou in 

53 (a) Volgens Piet sou Karel sy vriende in die steek gelaat het 

is here called quasi-epistemic necessity. The question of belief or judge
ment is relevant here, but (cf. CALBERT 1975 : 32) unlike normal epistemic 
modalities: (a) it is not the speaker's belief that is being expressed; 
and (b) the epistemic modality source here is not a set of circumstances 
which may be regarded as having Instrumental function but rather an Agent. 
The speaker may be said, in effect, to be reporting the fact that an 
Agent wants people to believe a certain proposition, and the semantic 
representation of this sou may be given accordingly as in fi . 18(c). 

NEC 
[ pres] 

A 

BELIEVE 
[pres] 

E l~1 
-~//~"' 

~ '~-
PRED 

[+past] fi . 18(c) 
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An alternative modality marker here is wil ... he 9 as in 

53 (b) Piet wil he dat Karel sy vriende in die steek 
gelaat het. 

The 11 necess ity 11 expressed, then, would appear not to be remote, 
although a certain remoteness characterises this sou as a whole and 
derives from the fact that the speaker is not usually reporting his own 
belief here - he distances himself from the proposition expressed to a 
certain extent (E is unmarked as to the + v. -sp./h. distinction). 

This sou always appears in construction with het forms, the process 
being alwayi past. As in the case of the normal epistemic senses of 

the modal auxiliaries the combination of oblique auxiliary and ge- ... 
het form of the verb gives rise to a non-factive rather than a contra
factive context. 

Other modality markers here include daar word beweer/gese/dat ... and 
constructions containing the modal adverb glo, and the nearest English 
equivalents are be supposed to and be said to. 
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CHAPTER 6 
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6.2.3.1 Similarities. 
6.2.3.2 Differences. 
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CONCLUSION 

Before summarising the main points of similarity and of contrast - as 
described in this study - in the semantics of the Afrikaans and the 
English modal auxiliaries, we must very briefly consider the question of 
the negative forms of these auxiliaries and their various meanings. 

6.1 A note on negation 

As Leech, for example, notes, the apparently complex nature of form
meaning relations in the case of negative forms of the English modal auxi-
liaries can cause learning difficulties: 11 The complicated semantics of 
negative forms may not, cannot etc. is all too familiar a problem for 
teachers and students of English as a foreign language, who have to face 
such apparent anomalies as the very different status of must not and ~on't 
have to as negations of must and have to 11 (1969 : 229). 

Although this remark is no doubt generally valid and points to the need 
for a systematic description of these relations, it will be seen that if 
the languages under consideration are English and Afrikaans the problems 
arising are likely to be relatively minor, as there is a considerable 
degree of parallelism between these two languages in this particular area. 

In both English and Afrikaans, constructions containing modal auxiliaries 
and negative particles can express two types of negation, i.e. either of 
the modality itself ("modal negation 11 or "external negation", as exemplified 
by needn 1 t don't have to and h6ef nie or of the process ("process negation" 
or "internal negation 11

, as exemplified by mustn't and moenie). Given our 
account of modality as a 11 higher 11 abstract predicate (cf. CALBERT 1975 : 8J 

in semantic representation, comparable with a type of modal operator 
(cf. § 3.3.2.1), this distinction can be explained in terms of differences 
i relations, such that in the case of modal negation 

(e.g. needn't, not necessary)_ the modal_~~~ftl]s w~t~~~of 

the~~~--~~J:ator, while wi!h_pl'.'.Q<::~~~D~g~!ion (e.g. mustn't, necessary 

. . . not th~~l}_~ga ti v: .... QJ>~r~_!g_l'.'. __ ~-~~-~-----!~~- .L~_nmQ_~~--:!J~.-~91~ roc_~~~-\\l_gh in 
i.!2 ... ~c::gpe and itself falls within the scope of the modal predicate or "operator". 
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Given below are sample semantic representations reflecting modal negation 

(fig. 19(a)(i) - non-epistemic, and fig. 19(a)(ii). - epistemic) and. 

process negation (fig. 19(b)(i) - non-epistemic and fig. 19(b)(ii) -

epistemic). 

PRED y 

fig. 19(a)(i) 

NEG 

NEC x 

BELIEVE E 

PRED 

fi . 19(a)(ii) 
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PRED y 

fig. 19(b}(i} 

s 

NEC x 

BELIEVE E 

NEG 

PRED 

fig. 19(b)(ii) 
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As seen in these examples, in which NEG is characterised as a one-place 
predicate taking an Objective sentential argument, NEC may be lower or 
higher than NEG (we shall here not enter into theoretical arguments relating 
to the positioning of the predicate BELIEVE relative to NEG in fig. 19(b) 
(ii) as there appears to be little to choose between e.g. "something makes 
it necessary for me to believe that ... not" and "something makes it 
necessary for me not to bel ieve 11

).. 

Possible glosses in English of the modalities represented in these 
examples are: 

fig. 19(a)(i). - not necessary that; needn't 
fig. 19(a)(ii) - not necessarily; needn't 
fig. 19(b)(i) necessary that not; mustn't 
fig. 19(b)(ii) - necessarily not; can't. 

The auxiliary verbs used here exemplify rather well the "complexity" 
referred to above and also the abritrariness which characterises the form

meaning relations here. Thus while needn't expresses the modal negation 
of both epistemic and non-epistemic necessity there is no parallel in the 
case of the process negation: mustn't expresses non-epistemic necessity, 
while can't, formally related to can and the so-called "possibility" 
modal auxiliaries, is used for process negation with epistemic necessity. 
The choice of can't here is not of course completely arbitrary because, as 
we have noted, NEC and POSS are duals, i.e. certain equivalents hold 
between negative and positive forms of these predicates such that they may 
be defined in terms of one another. We repeat here these equivalences, 
which may be incorporated into our description as meaning postulates 
(cf. §3.3.2): 

( i) NEC ::: "-'POSS,...,, 

(ii ) NEC rv = rv POSS 
(iii) ~NEC = POSS""' 
(iv)-vNEc ....... := POSS 

Thus it is not strange that can't, which might traditionally be said to 

express mod~l negation of some type of possibility (cf. deontic can'! v. 
may not), should also be available for the expression of the process nega-
tion necessity (cf. equivalence (ii) above). These equivalences also 
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underlie the interpretation of double negatives, e.g. can't not 
(i.e. ""'POSS,....,.) which is equivalent to must (i.e. NEC). 

In table 3 (p. 188) and table 4 (P~ 18g) below, the positive forms of the 
modal auxiliaries are used as a starting point, table 3 representing the 
negation of the "possibility" modals and table 4 the negation of the 
"necessity" modals. Where a negative form is found which is morphologically 
related to a positive form of the inverse modality, this form is placed in 
brackets in the tables)' e.g. CAN: CAN'T (MUSTN'T). Generally speaking, 
these negative forms (e.g. deontic can't and mustn't) may be regarded as 
cognitively equivalent, as reflected by our meaning postulates, differences 
between them arising primarily from contextual and pragmatic factors. 

The negative forms of all the non-oblique "classical" modal auxiliaries as 
well as behoort and the oblique form should (and ought to) are given in 
tables 3 and 4. Where in English a contracted form, e.g. won't is given, 
the uncontracted form with unstressed not.e.g. will not) may also be found, 
although the converse does not necessarily apply. The types of negation 

which the oblique forms express are generally identical to those expressed 
by the corresponding non-oblique forms, e.g. can't and couldn't both always 
express modal negation, while epistemic may not and might not always express 
process negation. In these tables the basic structure of the semantic 
representation of the various types of modality is presented in "shorthand" 
form such that in each case the source of the modality, the modal predicate 
and the goal of the modality are given, as e.g. A; POSS Aj for deontic 
possibility. A selection from the set of nearly synonymous modality mark
ers is usually supplied for each negative modal auxiliary, primarily in the 

interests of clarity. 

We consider now briefly certain matters relating to the data provided in 

tables 3 and 4. 

6.1.1 ti ve forms of the 11 modal auxiliaries 

Generally speaking, the forms in which the negative particle is stressed 
represent a rather marked type of process negation, the preferred forms in 
such cases being those which express directly the modal negation of the 
inverse form. Thus deontic needn't (also hoef nie is probably more 
frequently encountered than can ... n6t (kan ... nfe},except in contexts 
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where the speaker wishes to stress a certain contrast, as e.g. in 

l (a) You can attend my lectures if you like: you can also n6t 
attend them at all if you so wish. 

No process negative form is given for the intrinsic Agentive possibility 
in either language as this type of modality seems ill-suited to this type 
of negation: can ... not and kan ... nie would not normally be used to 
express an enduring quality which consists in the negation of some process, 
as shown by the oddness of l(b} and (c): 

1 (b) ??Zukov can not read a thousand words a minute. 
(c) ??Karel kan nie fietsry nie. 

To the extent that these sentences are interpretable they would be inter
preted as relating to extrinsic rather than intrinsic possibility. 

With the non-Agentive modality this type of negation appears to be more 

acceptable, particularly in the Objective case, as e.g. in 

1 (d) Diplomatic do's can sometimes not be boring. 
(e) Ysskaats kan onder sekere omstandighede n1e pret wees nie. 

The acceptability here relates possibly to the fact that, as mentioned 
earlier, in non-Agentive contexts the distinction between non-epistemic 
and epistemic modality becomes blurred, there being a less concerted focus 
on the inherent properties of the subject and a relatively greater emphasis 
on the speaker's belief or judgement. 

As revealed by table 3, in practically all essentials the negative forms of 
the 11 possibility 11 modal auxiliaries in English and Afrikaans are congruent 
and so there should be few learner problems in this area. The only differ
ence of note here is, predictably (cf. § 4.2.1.l(b)), the absence of a 
process-negative form can ... not in the epistemic sense, the can here being 
outside the scope of negation. In Afrikaans, kan ... n1e and ... nie 
are both found as instances of process negation of epistemic possibility. 

6.1.2 N2gative forms of the necessity modal auxiliaries 

Once again, as shown in table 4, there is a general parallelism in form-
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meaning relations expressed in the two languages. 

Process negation of deontic necessity exemplifies a congruence in the modal 
auxiliary forms in the two languages (mustn't, won't/moet nie, sal nie while 
forms which do not have positive modal auxiliary counterparts (needn't, hoef 
nie) express modal negation. The latter forms are also used to express 
modal negation in epistemic necessity, and they may be regarded as the modal 
negation forms of the 11 remote 11 forms should, ought to/behoort as well as of 
must, will/moet, sal. This is predictable, as the remoteness that charac
terises the modality, like the modality itself, falls within the scope of the 

negation here, in contrast to the case of process negation, where the 
remoteness is not negated and shouldn't, oughtn't to/behoort nie are the 
11 remote 11 negative forms. 

In the context of intrinsic Agentive necessity, won't and sal nie are 
probably best regarded as expressions of modal rather than process negation. 

Thus, if 2(a) and (b) i.e. 

2 (a) He won't watch TV all night. 
(b) Hy sal nie die hele aand sit en TV kyk nie. 

are interpreted as expressing this "habitual 11 sense rather than a purely 
epistemic sense, preferred paraphrases would be is not inclined to and~ 
nie geneig om rather than is inclined hot to and is geneig om nie: one 
might say that it is a habit that is being denied rather than a kind of 
"negative habit" that is being asserted. In the latter case the auxi
liary forms would be will ('11) ... not and sal ... nie as in e.g. 

2 (c) He'll not watch TV for days and then suddenly you'll find him 
glued to the set. 

(d) Hy sal vir weke nie na die TV kyk nie, maar dan sal hy horn soos 
'n ware verslaafde gedra. 

With respect to intrinsic non-Agentive necessity it would appear that both 
won't and sal nie can express modal and process negation, as in 2(e)-(f) 
and 2(g)-(h) respectively: 

2 (e) Sudso won't remove all kinds of stain. 

(f) D1e teensuur sal nie suuropeenhoping vinnig neutraliseer nie. 
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(g) Mercury won't float on water. 
(h) Kwik sal nie op water dryf nie. 

Thus while 2(e) and (f} might be said to express the denial of the 
existence of a certain property (in more theoretical terms, of the 
transitive-causative modality source), 2(g) and (h) may be interpreted in 
similar fashion, or - perhaps preferably - as expressing the assertion of 
a property which has certain negative implications within the context of 
the sentence. 

The position with respect to both weak and strong volition also appears to 
be essentially the same in both languages. Won't and sal nie express 
modal negation of weak volition only in certain contexts, cf. e.g. 2(i) v. 
( j): 

2 ( i ) { *won ' t 
He is not willi to } go,. but if you insist on it, he wi 11. 

( ·) H {won't even } h l h' own father. 
J e is not even willing to e P is 

Halliday's assertion that auxiliary forms cannot express process negation 
here, cf. 11

• .. there is no verbal modal form equivalent to Jones is wi 11 in 
not to te 11" ( 1970 : 341) is incorrect as both won't and wi 11 '11 . .. not 
are acceptable in this context, as in e.g. 

{ 
won't/ 1 11 not } 2 (k) All right, as you've confided in me, I am willing not to 

say anything. 

In Afrikaans, as shown in the table, parallel forms are used, i.e. sal nie 
is sometimes acceptable as expressing modal negation, and sal ni ... nie 
can express process negation. 

In neither language does a modal auxiliary express modal negation of strong 
volition, but process-negation w1ll not, won't and wil al nie are probably 
more regularly used than their positive counterparts. 

In contrast to the fairly clear-cut distinction between the meanings of the 
modal- v. process-negative forms expressing weak and strong volition, ~il 
nie expresses either type of negation with regard to ''intermediate" 
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volition. This is no doubt partly due. to th.e fact that the meaning dis
tinction is minimal here (cf. the English forms not want to and want to not). 
The wil ... nie form is limited to the expression of process negation. 

Epistemic will and sal, together with must and moet, have as their modal
negative counterparts the morphologically unrelated forms needn't and 
hoef nie, won't and sal nie being used only for process negation here. 
Although formally derived from 11 possibility 11 -expressing modal auxiliaries, 
can't and kan nie may be regarded as the regular process-negative forms of 
epistemic must and moet. In contrast to won't and sal nie, these negative 
forms, like must and moet, are not normally interpretable as epistemic 
where the process is future, cf. e.g. 

2 (1) The President{!~~~;~}be in Pretoria tomorrow. 
!must 

(m} Die President {!k:~ ~~:}more in Pretoria wee.s (nie). 
!moet 

It would appear then that, as analysed within our semantic framework, 
the English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries tend to manifest largely 
parallel form-meaning correlations when either the modality or the relevant. 
process is negated, and so negative forms of the modal auxil i.aries are 
unlikely to cause learning problems in the English v. Afrikaans context 
over and above those problems relating to the positive forms used in the 
two languages. It is to these problems that we now briefly return. 
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Deon tic 
A; POSS Aj 

Epistemic 

MODAL 
AUXILIARY 

CAN, MAY 
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MODAL NEGATION: 
NEG (POSS) 

CAN'T, MAY NOT 
(MUSTN'T) 
not allowed/allow .. 
KAN/MAG NIE (MOENIE) 
nie toegelaat om 

PROCESS NEGATION: 
POSS (NEG) 

~ I 

CAN ... NOT, MAY ... NOT, 
(NEEDN'T) 

to allow .. not to, not have to 
/ 

KAN/MAG .. NIE (HOEF NIE) 
toegelaat om nie 

/ 

CAN'T CAN ... NOT (NEEDN'T) 
not possible for .. to not have to, possible 

for ... not to 
KAN NIE KAN ... NIE (HOEF NIE) 
nie moontlik vir .. om moontlik vir .. om nie 

CAN'T -
not able to 
KAN NIE -

/ 

CAN'T CAN ... NOT 
not possible for .. to possible for .. not to 

/ 

KAN NIE KAN ... NIE 
nie moontlik vir .. om moontlik vir .. om nie 

I POSSE BEL 0 (CAN), MAY CAN'T (WON'T) MAY NOT (NEEDN'T) 
possible that ... not not possible that 

KAN, MAG KAN NIE (SAL NIE) 
nie moontlik dat 

TABLE 3 

/ 

KAN/MAG ... NIE (HOEF NIE) 
moontlik dat ... nie 

NEGATIVE FORMS OF THE 11 POSSIBILITY 11 

MODAL AUXILIARIES 



MODALITY 

Deontic 

{ ~i} NEC A(j) 

{
Ai} NEC A(j) 
I [+rem] 

Intr. Ag. 
I NEC A 

[+int] 

Intr. non-Ag. 

I NEC [1J 
[+int] O 

Vol itiona 1 
A· 1 NEC A· 1 

[weak] 

A· 1 NEC A. , 
r strongl 

Ai NEC Ai 

Epistemic 
I NEC E BEL 0 

I NEC BEL 0 

TABLE 4 

MODAL 
AUXILIARY 

WILL, MUST 

SAL, MOET 

SHOULD/ 
OUGHT TO 

BEHOORT 

WILL 

SAL 

WILL 
SAL 

WILL 

SAL 

WILL 

WIL, SAL 

-

WIL 

WILL, MUST 

SAL, MOET 

SHOULD/ 
OUGHT TO 
BEHOORT 
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MODAL NEGATION: 
NEG (NEC) 

NEEDN IT 
{~AN .. NOT, ?MAY .. 
NOT) not have to 
HOEF NIE, 
{KAN/MAG .. NIE) 
nie verplig om 
NEEDN'T (CAN .. NOT) 
not have to 

HOEF NIE ,. 
(KAN/MAG .. NIE) 
nie verplig om 

WON'T 
not inclined to 
SAL NIE 
nie geneig om 

WON'T 
SAL NIE 

?WON'T 
not willing to 
?SAL NIE 
nie gewillig om 

-
not insist on 

-
dring nie daarop aan 
not want to 
WIL NIE 

NEEDN'T (MAY NOT} 
not necessarily 
HO NIE (KAN/MAG .. 
NIE} nie noodwendig 
NEEDN'T (MAY NOT) 
not likely 
HOEF NIE 
nie noodwendig 

PROCESS NEGATION: 
NEC (NEG) 

MUSTN'T, WON'T 
{CAN'T, MAY NOT) 
obliged not to 
MOET NIE/MOENIE, SAL NIE 
{KAN/MAG NIE) 
verplig om nie 
SHOULDN'T, OUGHTN'T TO 
expected not to 

BEHOORT NIE 

veronderstel om nie 

WILL ('LL) .. NOT 
inclined not to 
SAL .. NIE 
geneig om nie 

WON'T 
SAL NIE 

WON'T, WILL ('LL) 
wi 11 i ng not to 
SAL NIE/ ... NIE 
gewill i g om nie 
WON'T, WILL NOT 
insist on not 
WIL/SAL NIE 

.. NOT 

dring daarop aan dat .. 
want to not 
WIL NIE/ ... NIE 

WON'T (CAN'T) 
necessarily not 
SAL NIE (KAN NIE} 
noodwendig/beslis nie 
SHOULDN'T, OUGHTN'T TO 
likely that ... not 
BEHOORT NIE 
waarskynlik nie 

NEGATIVE FORMS OF THE 11 NECESSITVU MODAL AUXILIARIES 

nie 
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6.2 Contrastive statement 

Tables 5 and 6 constitute our basic contrastive statement of the semantics 
of the English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries, each form being tabulated 
as an exponent of one of the types of modality identified and made explicit 
within our linguistic framework. 

Before considering the more particular cross-linguistic similarities 
and differences in form-meaning relations, we must review certain more 
general grammatical-semantic aspects which are of relevance here. 

6.2.1 General remarks 

6.2.1.1 Similarities 

There are certain areas of general form-meaning congruence in English 
and Afrikaans: 

(a} Broadly speaking, the distinction between the non-oblique and 
the oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries correlates with either a 
non-past v. past or a non-remote v. remote distinction in both languages. 
(b) The formal congruence between the modal auxili +have and the 
modal auxiliary+ ge- ... het constructions reflects an underlying 
semantic parallelism. In both languages, when the modal is non-oblique, 
the construction can only be interpreted epistemically, as in 

3 (a) It may have happened yesterday. 
(b) Dit mag gister gebeur het. 

As has been seen, this construction is rarer in Afrikaans, where an 
oblique modal is preferred, than in English, although mag (no doubt due 
to the absence of an epistemic form mog) and sal are regularly found 
with ... het. When the modal is oblique these constructions may be 
interpreted either epistemically, in which case the process is past, or 
non-epistemically, in which case both modality and process may be re
garded as remote and a contrafactive reading would be normal 
(cf. § 4. 3. 2. 2 (a) ) , cf. e. g. 

3 (c) He could have done it. 
(d) Hy kon dit gedoen het. 
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The pastness associated with the process in the epistemic interpretation 
is characterised by the same deep-tense range in both languages, i.e. 
"imperfect", "perfect" and "pluperfect", because of the neutralisation 
to have in this context in English (cf. § 4.2.1.2(b).l. 
(c) In both languages, when the deep·aspect of the process is charac
terisable as "simultaneous" - as indicated by formal devices such as the 
progressive be + ing in English and besig om te in Afrikaans - the 
relevant utterance can only be interpreted epistemically (cf. §4.1.2}. 

6.2.1.2 Differences 

(a) Although, as noted in 6.2.1.l(a) above, there is a broad cross

linguistic correlation between the meanings of the non-oblique as opposed 
to the oblique forms, when the oblique for~s of the Afrikaans modals 
combine with simple "infinitive" verb forms, with the exception of sou, 
they normally signal past (non-epistemic) modality rather than remote 
modality and even when remoteness is signalled, it is normally only 
non-conditional, sou being introduced in conditional contexts {cf. 22(c) 
and (d) of §4.3.2.2, repeated here as 4(a} and (b), and also table 2, 
p. 96): 

4 (a) If I could sing so beautifully, I could earn a million. 
(b) As jy vir Charlie kon sien, sou jy vir horn jou verhaal 

kon vertel. 

With ... het verb forms both conditional and non-conditional remote-
ness is generally signalled, and so there is no contrast here with the 
congruent English constructions (cf. table 2, p. 96}. 

(b) In 

generally be said tQ c:9rrc:lette with ~~'!IQ.:t~.!'.!~~!!()!!:X'E:J11Qt§Lc:li~ttnc:tj9n 

in Afrikaans, as the decj~,t~~~i!§r:L2!!.J!§1:e a~s to be the ~~~ 
of th~.J2.rOCess, or rather, i corre ati oblique modals 
tend to co-occur with ge- ... het forms and non-oblique modals with 
11 infinitive 11 forms. The conditioning factors here then are essentially 
formal rather than semantic (cf. § 4.3.4.l(c)). 

(c) Because the Afrikaans modal auxiliaries can co-occur in (non-complex) 
surface sentences and in clauses, the non-oblique forms - with the 
exception of sal itself - can signal futurity when combined with~~· 
The English modal auxiliaries cannot normally signal futurity in 
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syntactically non-complex structures, catenatives and other construc
tions being used here, e.g. will have to, will be abl , will be allowed 
etc. (cf. § 2.3.1.2 and §4.2.2). Although the English modal auxiliaries 
can be interpreted as expressing future modality in certain contexts 
when there are sufficient semantic and syntactic 11 clues 11 in the surround
ing discourse, they do not normally do so in simple, independent struc
tures. We have therefore reflected this distinction between English 
and Afrikaans in our basic semantic representations, the Afrikaans 
non-oblique forms (except for sal) being [-past] and the English ones 
[pres] with respect to modality. 

(d) As noted in §4.2.2 above, non-oblique forms of the modal auxiliaries 
occur relatively more frequently in Afrikaans than in English partly 
because of a number of factors which are essentially stylistic rather 
than semantic, i.e.: (i) the more widespread use of present forms 
generally in Afrikaans narrative style; (ii) the use of non-oblique 
forms in dependent clauses such as those expressing 11 indirect speech"; 
(iii) the less frequent use of oblique forms to signal remoteness, as 
noted also in (a) above; and the related phenomenon of less frequent 
use of oblique forms as politeness markers in Afrikaans. 

We turn now to more specific aspects of the meanings of the forms given 
in tables 5 and 6. 

6.2.2 The 11 possibility 11 modal auxiliaries 

The English and Afrikaans forms expressing 11 possibility 11 are given in 
table 5, p. 197. The column headings detail the types of modality ex
pressed and the specifications A, I and I given for the 

[+int] [-int] 
non-epistemic modalities relate to the modality source characteristic of 
each type. In the table the modal auxiliaries themselves are accompanied 
by the grammatical-semantic features which appear on the modal predicate in 
semantic representation and, where relevant, they are also accompanied by a 
further specification relating to the modality source (cf. deontic mayy. 
Some of the more idiosyncratic characteristics of these forms are not 
represented in the table but will be discussed in the following section 
where relevant. 
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6.2.2.1 Similarities 

As shown in table 5, there is a marked correspondence in form-meaning 
relations between the English and Afrikaans 11 possibility 11 modal auxiliaries. 
Thus can/could and the congruent forms kan/kon can all express epistemic, 
deontic, intrinsic and extrinsic Agentive and intrinsic non-Agentive 
possibility, and congruent may and mag both express epistemic or deontic 
possibility. 

6.2.2.2 Differences 

Despite the general parallelisms just referred to there are a number of 
differences in the meanings expressed by congruent forms in the two 
languages: 

(a) While could + infinitive constructions may be interpreted as 
expressing past or remote possibility, kon + infinitive constructions 
rarely signal the latter and when they do the remoteness is practically 
always only non-conditional (cf. §6.2.1.2(a}). 

(b} In epistemic contexts, while can and could (and also may and might) 
are distinguished in terms of remoteness, the choice between kan and 
kon is conditioned essentially by syntactic factors, and so the oblique 
form here cannot be said to signal epistemic remoteness (cf. §6.2.1.2(b)). 

(c) While the English non-oblique forms can and may normally express 
present modality, non-epistemic kan can also express future modality 
(cf. §6.2.1.2(c)J. Non-epistemic mag can express past as well as 
present and future possibility (cf. §4.2.2.2(a)). 

(d) Epistemic can is not normally used in declarative structures while 
kan is quite regular here (cf. § 4.2.1.l(d} and § 4.2.2.l(d)}. 

(e) Deontic may is a more marked form than mag from an essentially 
pragmatic point of view: with may the deontic source is practically 
always the speaker (the 11 hearer 11 or addressee in questions)_ while the 
source with mag can be any Agent (cf. §4.2.1.2(a)_ and § 4.2.2.2(a)). 

(fl While could (extrinsic Agentive} cannot be used to refer to a single 
completed past action, this restriction does not appear to apply to 
corresponding kon (cf. § 4.3.3.l(a) (25(c}) and § 4.3.4.l(a) (35(c})). 

(g} There is no Afrikaans parallel to epistemic might. Mog may be 
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regarded as congruent within the paradigm but it expresses past deontic 
possibility on the rare occasions that it is used. 

6.2.3 The 11 necessity 11 modal auxiliaries 

The basic types of meaning expressed by the "necessity" modal auxiliaries 
are represented in table 6. The column divisions are essentially the same 
as those in table 5, with the addition of those relating to weak, inter
mediate and strong volition. 

6.2.3.1 Similarities 

Table 6 reveals a fair degree of parallelism in the meani~gs of congruent 
forms, and the general similarities referred to in §6.2.1.l(a), {b) and 
(c) concerning oblique and non-oblique forms, constructions with have/ge- ... 
het and deep-aspect restrictions on non-epistemic modals apply here too. 

In other respects the correspondences between congruent forms are not as 
marked as in the case of the 11 possibility 11 modals and so the contrasts here 
must be carefully considered. 

6.2.3.2 Differences 

(a) The general remarks on the rarity of oblique modals expressing 
remoteness in Afrikaans {cf. §6.2.l.2(a)) apply here to moes and wou. 
Moes practically never signals remote modality when the following verb 
is infinitive, but only past modality. When, however, it is followed 
by age- ... het form, i.e. a remote process, it expresses remoteness 
and the whole expression generally has contrafactive implications 
(cf. §5.3.2.l{b)). Wou can express remoteness with a following 
infinitive verb, but this is rare, and it is more normally found with 
ge- ... het, in which case the resulting expression here too has contra
factive meaning. Moes generally, and wou always, express non-condi
tional remoteness (cf. §5.3.2.l{b) and §5.3.2.2(b)). 

(b) Neither moes nor wou correlates, as it happens, with congru~nt 
modal auxiliary forms in English. As seen in the table, forms of the 
catenatives have to and want to are used here. It should be noted 
however that the English forms given here express past modality and also 
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both conditional and non-conditional remoteness, thus contrasting in 
predictable respects with their Afrikaans counterparts. 

(c) With respect to the second general contrast noted (cf. §6.2.1.2(b)), 
as in the case of the other Afrikaans forms, epistemic moet and~ 
do not differ in terms of remoteness but represent essentially syntac
tically-conditioned choices. Moet does however have a 11 remote 11 counter
part in behoort, and as the remote counterpart of epistemic must is 
should, behoort and should here represent a relationship of similarity 
of meaning without formal congruence. 

(d) The third general contrast noted (cf. §6.2.l.2{c)) is also 
relevant here. Thus except for sal the non-oblique Afrikaans forms 
signal present or future modality while the deep-tense range of the 
non-oblique Afrikaans forms is generally restricted to present only. 

We turn now to more specific contrasts applicable to this set of modal 
auxiliaries. 

(e) Must and moet share the meanings epistemic, Agentive deontic and 
Instrumental deontic necessity but they differ in that moet can also 
signal what has been called extrinsic Agentive necessity. Here the 
modality source is a set of circumstances (i.e. it is Instrumental). 
and there is no discernible "deontic intent". Must usually connotes 
deontic intent because it is practically always used in s~t~ations 
where speaker/hearer identification is present. Have {got) to is not 

e 

restricted in this way and so it, unlike must, can express extrinsic 
Agentive necessity (cf. §'5.2.1.l(a} and §5.2.2.l(a}). 

(f) The congruent forms will and wil only share the strong volitional 
meaning, i.e. when both carry stress, with will normally.~ignalling 

also weak volition (where sal is used in Afrikaans} and wil normally 

signalling intermediate voliti.on (where the English counterpart is the 
catenative want to . The position here is paralleled in the oblique 
forms would and wou (cf. § 5.2.1.2(c) and §5.2.2.2(a)J. 

(g) While sal, in terms of our classification, expresses six different 

types of meaning and is one of the most frequently used of all the 
Afrikaans modal auxiliaries (cf. table 1, p. 72)., congruent shall can 
express only epistemic and deontic meanings and has the lowest frequency 

of all the English modal auxiliaries. The epistemic sense is rare and 
the deontic sense, unlike the case with corresponding sal, is restricted 
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to use in interrogatives with first-person subjects (cf. the features 
[+h.] as opposed to [+sp./h.J in the table. Cf. also §5.2.1.3 and 
§i5.2.2.l(a) and (b)).. 

(h) The English counterpart of sal is obviously the non-congruent form 
will. These forms share all the same basic meanings but deontic will 
complements deontic shall in that it cannot be used in interrogatives. 
Like shall and sal it expresses only Agentive deontic necessity with 
the Agent being necessarily one of the interlocutors, here the speaker. 
It therefore takes the feature [+sp.J (cf. § 5.2.1.2(b)). Will and 
sal differ in one further respect, i.e. strong volitional sal can only be - -
used when the source Agent is the speaker, a restriction that does not 
apply to wil 1. 

(i) The oblique forms of those mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
i.e. sou and would, also share a number of meaning correspondences. 

Each expresses past or remote (conditional) intrinsic Agentive and non-
Agentive necessity and also past and remote weak volition. Stressed 
would expresses strong volition in the past, but there is no corres
ponding sou form here. Sou also differs from would in that it can 
express a type of modality which we have called quasi-epistemic· 
modal i ty (cf. § 5. 3 . 2. 3 ( c )J . 

(j) The ·congruent forms should and sou as ful 1 markers of moda 1 i ty 
(i.e. "necessity"} do not share any common meanings, but should and 
non-congruent behoort can be seen to be close counterparts. 

(k) With respect to "other meanings" (i.e. non-modal in the strict 
"necessity/possibility" sense), sou and would can both act as markers 
of remote conditionality and both can express "future-in-the-past" 

meanings (cf. §5.3.1.l(c)_ and §5.3.2.3(c}l. Sou, however, can also 
act as a marker of non-conditional remoteness, and in this respect 
shares a sense with congruent should, which is normally restricted to 
marking this type of remoteness only. 

Despite considerable similarities, there are then a number of differences 
in the patterning of the Afrikaans and the English modal auxiliaries with 
respect to form-meaning relations. In the following section we return 
very briefly to the question of the relevance of studies such as that under

taken here to foreign-language teaching. 
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EPISTE!HC N 0 N - E P I S T E M I C 

DEONTIC 1 AGENTIVE NON-AGENTIVE 

I I I 
A [+int] [-int] [+int J 

(CAN) CAN CAN CAN CAN 

[pres] [pres] [pres] [pres] [pres 1 

KAN KAN KAN KAN KAN 

[pres] [-past J [-past] [-past] [-past J 

MAY MAY 

[pres] [ pres J 
[ +sp./h.] 

MAG MAG 

[pres] 

COULD COULD COULD COULD 

[+past J [+past J [+past] [+past ] 

KON KON KON KON 

[-past J [-past J [-past J [-past J 

COULD COULD COULD COULD COULD 

[ pres J [+rem J [+rem J [+rem J [_+rem J 
+rem 

KON KON KON KON KON 

[pres J [+rem] [+rem] [+rem J [+rem J 

MIGHT 

[pres J 
+rem 

MOG 

[+past J 

TABLE 5 THE MEANINGS OF THE 11 POSSIBILITY" MODAL AUXILIARIES 
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EPISTEMIC N 0 N ~ E P I S T E M I C 
NON-

DEONTIC AGENTIVE l\GENTIVE VOLITIONAL 
A I I I I NEC NEC 

[-int] [+int] [-i ntJ [+int] weak] [strong] 
J+sp./h. id.J 

MUST MUST MUST have(got) to 
[pres] [pres] [pres] 

C +s p . I h . i d .J 
MOET MOET MOET MOET 

[pres] [-past] [-past] [-past] 
/ 

WILL WILL WILL WILL WILL want to WILL 
[pres] [pres] [pres] [pres J ~ores] [pi;es] 

[ +sp .] WIL WIL 
[-past] [-past] 

(SHALL·) SHALL 
[pres J [ +h.J / 

SAL SAL SAL SAL SAL SAL 
[pres] [pres] [pres] [pres] pres] [pres] 

[ +sp. /h.] 

MOES MOES MOES MOES 
[+past] [+past] [+past] 

had to had to had to 
MOES MOES MOES 

[+rem] [+rem] [+rem J 
t had had to, had had to, had had to, 

woula have woula nave woula nave 
fiad to had to had fo 

/ 

WOULD WOULD WOULD wanted·to WOULD 
[+past [+pastJ [+past] ( +p~st] 

wou wou 
[+past] [+past] 

WOULD WOULD WOULD wanted 
[+rem [+rem ] +rem] to;. fiad 

+cond +cond wan{eo to; 
woulo 
have . 
wanted.to 

woo 
[+rem J 

-cond 

SHOULD SHOULD SHOULD 
[+rem] [+rem] [+rem] 

[ -so./h. ] 
+sp./h. id. 

sou sou sou 
[+past [+past] [+past_ 

sou sou sou sou 
(source [+rem - [+rem J [+rem] 
= A) +condl +cond 

BEHOORT BEHOORT BEHOORT 
[+rem] [+rem] [ -1:-rem J 

[ -sp./h. J 
+sp./h. id. 

TABLE 6 THE MEANINGS OF THE 11 NECESSITY 11 MODAL AUXILIARIES 
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6.3 Implications and applications relating to language teaching 

In Chapter 1 we noted that source-language interference is one of the main 
causes of error in foreign language learning; that interference results 
from differences between the source and target languages; that contrastive 
analysis exposes these differences (and also any similarities); and thus 
that the results of contrastive analyses can be used to predict and explain 
many of the errors which the learner makes in his target language. The 
relative importance of the predictive as compared to the explanatory 
function will vary according to the type of teaching situation, e.g., 
according to what other information on errors is available, so that where 
an error analysis has been undertaken, 11 contrastive analysis directed 
specifically to those areas of the language where errors are most frequent 
is likely to provide information on why the errors occur, and at the same 
time to suggest ways of organizing teaching materials so as to anticipate 
and circumvent the problems" (CATFORD 1968 : 160). 

What we will here call the "implications" of contrastive analysis in the 
context of foreign-language learning and teaching derive from the potential 
of this discipline as a device for predicting and explaining interference
based error. We consider these implications briefly in the next section. 
If a contrastive analysis is sufficiently consistent, accurate and exhaus
tive (i.e. makes explicit both similarities and differences in a systematic 
fashion) and if - at least in the context of the linguistic "area" studied 
here - the point of departure in the analysis is meaning rather than form, 
then - as Catford notes - the analysis itself can provide valuable pointers 
not only to what should be emphasised in teaching materials but also to 
how this material should be organised. We shall consider this aspect in 
the section on "applications" ( § 6.3.2}. 

6.3.1 Implications 

In accordance with our findings in Chapter l regarding the validity of the 
11 contrastive analysis hypothesis" (cf. §.1.2), all the differences in 
meaning-form relations identified in this study may be regarded as potential 
sources of learner error. Interference-based errors are therefore capable 
of being predicted or explained by the contrastive analysis, irrespective 

of which of our languages is the source and which the target. As our main 
concern is with the analysis itse 1 f (cf. § 1.1), we cannot here pro vi de a 
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full description of all the potential errors which may be 11 generated 11 by 
each linguistic contrast, but we shall indicate and exemplify briefly 
some of the main types of error that arise. 

Various classification parameters are applicable to the description of 
errors, e.g. 11 receptive 11 v. 11 expressive 11

, 
11 plausible 11 v. 11 authoritative 11 

and 11 spontaneous 11 v. 11 controlled 11 {cf. CORDER 1974), and there are also, 
from a more strictly 11 structural 11 point of view, classifications in accordance 
with the level of structure involved, e.g. lexis, syntax, phonology, etc. 
In the context of our study, however, a consideration of errors from the 
perspective of the·communicative effectiveness of the learner's utterances 
will probably be most valuable. Errors could then be classified broadly 
along the lines laid down by Blumenthal, i.e. 

(a) the resulting utterance is unacceptable and possibly also 
incomprehensible; 
(b) the utterance is acceptable but would be given a different inter
pretation by the native speaker than that intended by the learner; 
( c) ·the utterance is acceptab 1 e but contains unintended imp 1 i cations 
or stylistic marking; and 
(d} the learner fails to make full use of the choices which are available 
in the target language and so may often employ a less frequently used 
expression instead of the - to the native speaker at any rate - more 
obvious one (cf. BLUMENTHAL 1976 : 54). 

Generally speaking, the degree of seriousness of the 11 error 11 declines as 

one moves down from (al to (d). 

The following are a few examples of each type of what may be called 
"interference-based communicative error", references in brackets after 
each example indicating the paragraphs in the previous section (i.e. §6.2) 
where the relevant differences were discussed. 

(a) Unacceptable 

TL Afrikaans: 

5. (a) *As jy vir Charlie kon sien, kon jy vir horn jou verhaal 

vertel. ( § 6.2.1.2(a)) 
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TL English: 

5 (b} ~In the old days Stoffel may still borrow his father's 
car. (Transfer from congruent mag, cf. §6.2.2.2(clJ.. 

(b} Acceptable, but meaning different to that·intanded 

TL Afrikaans: 

5 (cl !Jy sou huis toe gegaan het. (Behoort is required -
transfer from congruent should, cf. §6.2.3.2(j)). 

TL English: 

5 (dl !The manager should have said that the comedian was a fool. 
(Is supposed to is· required - transfer from congruent ( 11 quasi-epistemic 11

) 

sou, cf. §6.2.3.2(i)J. 

(c) Acceptable, but unintended implications or stylistic marking 

TL Afrikaans: 

5 (el ?Kon jy my asseblief se waar dit is? ·(Kan would be normal 
in most situations, kon being much more restricted stylistically than 
congruent could, cf. §6.2.1.2(d1 and §4.3.4.l(bl. This example 
reveals an odd juxtaposition between the "frozen" kon and the familiar jy.) 

TL Engl i.sh: 

5 (fl You must take your girlfriend home. 
(There would be an unintended implication of speaker authority here if 
the speaker was merely reporting an obligation (which is quite in order 
with congruent moet , and have to would be more appropriate - and usually 
more polite - in such a context. Cf. §6.2.3.2(e)). 

(dl Learner uses less obvious expression 

TL Afrikaans: 

5 (g} Die boek mag in die biblioteek wees. (Kan is avoided, 
although it would be more regular here because of restrictions on the 
congruent (epistemic) can which do not apply to cf. §6.2.2.2(d)). 
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TL English: 

5 (h) I would be abl to see you tomorrow. (As in the case of 
5(g), this utterance may be said to constitute a covert, minor communi
cative error if conditional could is always avoided (because of the 
lack of conditional kon and the regular use of a remote conditionality 
marker in the source language), cf. §6.2.1.2(a)). 

Despite the many similarities in the meaning-form relations manifested by 
the English and Afrikaans modal auxiliaries, there are then also a considerable 
number of differen~es, and these are sources of interference-based error. 
The representative sample of errors and their explanations given above 
should provide an indication of the general lines of approach relevant to 
the evaluation of information made available by a contrastive analysis. 

6.3.2 Applications 

The link between contrastive analysis on the one hand and actual foreign-
language teaching on the other is an indirect one: 11 To use the results 
of C.A. 'raw' in the classroom is rather like presenting a customer in a 
restaurant with the ingredients and a recipe 11 (SANDERS 1976 : 69). 
Jarvis (1972 : 238), for example, views the relation between linguistic 
science and language teaching in terms of a double process of 11 digestion 11

, 

; . e. 

SCIENTIFIC GRAMMARS -;:. PEDAGOGICAL GRAMMARS -~TEACHING MATERIALS. 

The 11 pedagogical 11 grammar derives from a 11 scientific 11 grammar or grammars, 
the chief considerations governing its compilation being practical useful
ness and explanatory value for the student: "Pedagogical grammars are 
not required to attain the standards of empirical validity demanded of 
scientific grammars. Such grammars are validated in so far as they 
promote quick, useful, and successful learning. They should provide 
schemata .which guide the learner to organise and systematise his knowledge, 
and in doing this a degree of oversimplification is inevitable'' (JARVIS 
1972 : 239}. 

A contrastive analysis should be regarded as a (partial) 11 scientific 11 

grammar (i.e. one which is intended to be as exhaus ve, accurate, con-
sistent and economical as possible, cf. §1.1) of languages which is 
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also of pedagogical relevance because of the importance of transfer and 
interference in language learning, and it can be of service in the drawing 
up of specifically "pedagogical 11 grammars or more directly as a source for 
the preparation of classroom materials. Ideally, then, the general 
descriptive framework of the contrastive analysis should be one which is 
relevant to the foreign-language learning situation: as such it can 
provide pointers as to how course materials should be arranged. 

The contrastive analysis presented here, it is hoped, goes some way to 

meeting this relevancy requirement,and a number of factors which help to 
ensure this should be mentioned here by way of conclusion. 

(a). Although our primary focus here has been on a sma 11 , formally-
defi ned class of words (because of the high degree of cross-linguistic 
congruence they manifest), our concern has been to show how these words 
relate semantically to a large number of other forms, all of which 
participate in the expression of modality. Our descri'ptive framework 

·is semantically based, partly because this type of framework is normally 
' 

the most suitable one for contrastive analysis (cf. §1.2.2.1), and 
this fact is of considerable pedagogical relevance, given that - as we 
have noted (cf. §11.2.2.1) - the basic problem confronting the learner 
is that of relating a certain meaning to a new set of forms. 

(b) By using a small number of ~~'lI~ntl~~J?J::imitiv~s, principally the 

q_b s tr a~c;1~J?I'J~fit£~tg~s eQ~i,-JiSLlJl~<LJ?E !J!V E and the fun ct i on a 1 c aJ lY 
encer Instrument 

have been able not only to make explicit the nature of the semantic 
relations between formally different modality markers but also to show 
how the different senses of one and the same modal auxiliary relate to 
one another. The classification of different types of modality is 
based on the kinds of semantic primitives present and the way in which 
they are structured relative to one another in the semantic representation. 
The modal auxiliaries of each language are then shown not to be arbitrarily 
ambiguous but to express a select set of related meanings. 

(c) Distinctions between modality markers and between different senses 
of the same modality marker are not merely lexical-semantic but also 
functional-semantic, in that these distinctions relate to different 
uses of language, e.g. expressing a belief about or a desire for something, 
giving or reporting permission, issuing or reporting a command, and so on. 
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A considerable amount of information regarding the functional 

potential of the various modality markers may be derived from our semantic 
representations, the modal predicates POSS and NEC having different 
interpretations depending on which other predicates and (functional
semantical ly defined} arguments they are related to at the deep level. 
Of prime importance here is the inclusion and characterisation of a 
modality source in all semantic representations which has enabled us 
also to include certain kinds of essentially pragmatic information 
within our framework, e.g. whether the deontic source is the speaker 
himself or not, or whether he "identifies" with the deontic modality 
expressed. 

(dl As our contrastive analysis attempts to be reasonably exhaustive 
it reveals both similarities and differences between the two languages, 
and this is of considerable importance for language teaching (cf. e.g. 
Rivers' remarks as quoted in §1.2.1). 

The characteristics of our approach which are summarised here render our 
contrastive analysis suitable for pedagogical 11 digestion 11 .because the 
basic organising principle of language-course design should ideally be a 
11 notional 11 (content-centred) and not a grammatical (form-centred) one, cf.: 
11 
••• it seems that a contrastive pedagogical grammar which could justifiably 

claim to be useful to the learner from the point of view of the psycho
logical processes of encoding and decoding messages should be notional in 

character 11 (MARTON 1974 : 1881. In the context of our field of interest 
this means that the teacher's or text-book writer's point of departure 
should not be 11 the modal auxiliaries" but rather 11 modality 11

, further 
differentiated into the various functions which relate to each type of 
modality (cf. here also the discussion of 11 notional syl1abuses 11 in 

WILKINS 1976). 

A good example of a 11 notional 11 pedagogical grammar of the modal 
auxiliaries of English is the one devised by Jarvis (1972). Different 
functions are identified in accorda.nce with different types of what he 
calls "speaker's attitude 11

, and this is differentiated in terms of 
certain basic predicates e.g. "think possible" and 11 make necessary" 
together with certain arguments e.g. 11 speaker 11 (cf. our A as deontic 

[ +sp.] 

source), "somebody" (cf. our A) and "something" (cf. our I). The points 
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of similarity with our approach will be obvious. 

Much work remains to be done on the 11 pragmatics 11 of modality markers, 
and the question of the role these expressions play in determining the 
illocutionary potential of the sentences in which tney appear (cf. e.g. 
LAKOFF 1972 and FRASER 19751 could well serve as a point of departure 
for further study. Our chief concern here has been with semantics, 
but - as has been shown - certain types of functional-semantic and 
pragmatic information can be contrasted and compared within our framework. 
As such it is hoped that this study may constitute a valid contribution 
to what should be the central problem in teaching a foreign language, 
"that of demonstrating and exercising the meaningful use of its systems 
and structures as a way of communicating with other people .•• 11 

(LEE 1968 : 1931. 
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Translation: Die ryk van die vliee. (Tr. J. Groenewald}. 
Johannesburg: Boek mosaiek 1966. (R.V.) 

HEMINGWAY, A. 1970. Farewell to arms. London : Cape. (F.A.) 

Translation: Vaarwel wapens. (Tr. C. Barnard}. 
Johannesburg : APB-w@reldboeke 1965. (V.W.) 

Political Science I, Guide 1. Unisa 1976 (P.S.) 

Staats leer I, Gids 1. Unisa 1976 (ST.) 

Debates of the House of Assembly (Hansard) 
Vol. 61 : 8 March - 23 April 1976, pp. 2669-2758. 

Debatte van die Volksraad (Hansard) 
Deel 61 : 8 Maart - 23 April 1976, pp. 2681-2770. 

For Afrikaans alone: 

Randse Afrikaanse Universiteit taaldiens-navorsingsprojek: Frekwensie-
bepaling van die woorde en 
Afrikaanse spreektaal. 
corpus {S.} and 11 S.A.B.C. 11 

sekere basiese strukture van die 
"Main" corpus (M.}, 11 spontaneous 11 

corpus (R. }. 
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